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Context
Access to adequate water, sanitation, drainage and solid waste disposal are four in-
ter-related basic needs which impact significantly on socio-economic development and
quality of life. The number of people around the world who still do not have access
to these basic facilities, despite enormous global effort over more than two decades,
provides sufficient evidence that conventional approaches and solutions alone are
unable to make a sufficient dent in the service backlog which still exists. Numerous
initiatives are ongoing at different levels to improve strategies, technologies, institu-
tional arrangements, socio-cultural anchorage, and cost effectiveness, all to enhance
efficiency and, eventually, to have an impact on the sector's goals. In addition, the
ever-increasing scarcity of water brings policymakers together to find solutions to the
challenge of water resource management. This series of manuals is intended as a
contribution to these efforts.

Background
The decision to produce this series of manuals was prompted by the positive expe-
rience gained with a practical manual based on the experience of Helvetas (a Swiss
NGO) during the 1970s in Cameroon, which has become outdated with the pas-
sage of time. SDC (the Swiss Agency for Development and Co-operation) supported
SKAT's initiative to produce this series, working with professionals with longstanding
practical experience in the implementation of rural water supply projects. Lessons
learnt during the workshops held by AGUASAN (an interdisciplinary working group
of water and sanitation professionals from Swiss development and research organi-
sations) over the last 14 years have been included where appropriate. In particular,
there is an emphasis on documenting and illustrating practical experiences from all
regions of the world.

The Manuals
As can be seen from the table on the back cover, this series of manuals is prima-
rily aimed at project managers, engineers and technicians. However, given the wide
range of subjects covered, it is also an important working tool for all actors in the
sector, ranging from those involved with policy development to those constructing
systems at village level. The series has a clear focus on water supply in rural set-
tings. It proposes technologies with due consideration for socio-cultural, economic,
institutional and regulatory requirements. This approach is in keeping with the SDC
water and sanitation policy, emphasising the balanced development approach lead-
ing to sustainable programmes and projects.

It should be noted that the present series deals almost exclusively with water sup-
ply. The importance of sanitation is however clearly established in Volume 1, which
deals predominantly with the software aspects necessary to achieve an impact. It
includes some proposals for optional tools, approaches and institutional arrangements
and is intended as an overall introduction to the other, more technical, volumes of
the series.

Some final comments
The water and sanitation sector is constantly evolving. We would welcome any que-
ries, comments or suggestions you might have. Your feedback will be made avail-
able to other interested users of the manuals.

Finally, we hope that these manuals will be useful for the practitioner in the field
as well as for the planner in the office. If the series can be a contribution to provid-
ing water to more people in need on a sustainable basis, we will have achieved
our goal.

The production of this series has only been possible through the continuous sup-
port of colleagues from all over the world. Our sincere thanks to all of them.

Armon Hartmann Karl Wehrle
Head of Water & Infrastructure Division Head of Water & Construction Division
Swiss Agency for Development Co-operation SKAT

Foreword



Preface

Fresh water is a finite resource, essential to sustain life, development and the envi-
ronment. In many parts of the world, the collection of water for drinking and sanita-
tion purposes is a heavy burden on people, especially on women. Too little or too
much water, that is floods and droughts –are major drawbacks to the development
and prosperity of human society.

Interdisciplinary, inter-sectoral and inter-institutional co-operation, and the full partici-
pation of all stakeholders, are essential elements in any strategy designed to im-
prove the access to, and reduce the scarcity of, fresh water. Governments wishing
to give up their role as the providers of water facilities should still retain the vital
tasks of facilitating and co-ordinating the legal, territorial and administrative aspects
of water supply.

This manual, one in a series of technical manuals is intended to provide guidance
in the non-technical tasks of management in the field of water supply and sanita-
tion projects. It contains three main parts:

Part A: Fundamentals of Water and Sanitation Sector Management

A guide on “How to read this Manual” is followed by a vision of sustainable devel-
opment. Working from this vision, five fields of intervention and a set of manage-
ment principles are derived.

Part B: Project Development

After the presentation of a typical project cycle, the various stakeholders are intro-
duced and their involvement in the project is explained. As well as the need for
sound project preparation, the need to consider and understand the national and lo-
cal context is stressed. Full attention is given to the implications of operation and
maintenance. The importance of ecological integration, including watershed manage-
ment, is underlined, as well as the interdependencies of water-related activities, hy-
giene, sanitation and health.

Part C: Methods and Tools for Project Management

This Part presents a set of methods and tools to promote efficient and transparent
planning, execution and operation of water projects. Participatory approaches are rec-
ommended in order to promote a sense of ownership among the stakeholders. The
so-called MEPI-cycle (Monitoring, Evaluation, Planning, Implementation) is explained.
The chapters on human resource development and institution development are of
special importance regarding the proposed processes of decentralised, community-
based management and the author’s conviction that modern knowledge/technologies
should be integrated with traditional knowledge and local experience.

Figures, tables and checklists

These are used to facilitate the understanding of the text and to assist the use of
presented methods and tools in a particular project. Some of the appendices con-
tain specific examples, while others refer to other sources of information.

Acknowledgements
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weekends. Also Sabine Losenegger, who typed the manuscript, Theres Raimann and
Martin Läng, who contributed the drawings and Seamus Collins, who did the proof
reading earn my sincere appreciation. It is my hope that this management manual
will help its users to successfully implement appropriate and sustainable water sup-
ply and sanitation projects.
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Drinking water in sufficient quantity and quality is a basic human need, but world-
wide three out of five human beings still do not have access to clean water, and
only one in four enjoys adequate sanitation facilities. The human, technical and fi-
nancial resources committed over the past 30 years are not reflected in results on
the ground. Of the population nominally served by new water supply and sanita-
tion systems, in many countries only half or less of the people actually use or can
use the systems. Water resources are declining in many areas and the daily work
of collecting the necessary minimum is a heavy burden for millions of women and
children. The poor in developing countries suffer from deteriorating structural condi-
tions such as population growth, ecological degradation, local and international eco-
nomic crises, increasing political and social tensions. Besides technical, financial
and ecological problems, institutional or social shortcomings and lack of manage-
ment skills are identified as obstacles to sustainability.

The challenge

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Rationale

Part A: Fundamentals of Water and
Sanitation Sector Management

Based on the assessment of the lessons learnt from water and sanitation pro-
grammes and projects at a global level, international dialogue within the water sec-
tor resulted in the formulation of the following guiding principles on water and sus-
tainable development:

� Fresh water is a finite and vulnerable resource, essential to sustain life,
development and the environment.

� Water supply development and management should be handled at the
lowest possible institutional level and be based on a participatory approach,
involving users, planners and policymakers at all levels.

� Women play a central part on the provision, management and protection of
water.

� Water has an economic value in all its various uses and should be recog-
nised as an economic good.

Benefits should not be seen merely in terms of economic justification. As a mat-
ter of fact the availability of water (quantity even before quality) is one of the most
important preconditions for well being and health in particular. For poor rural or peri-
urban societies an improved water supply system is often the first step in the
process of socio-economic development. These first efforts, if successful, can pro-
vide the stimulus for other community-based development activities and pro-
grammes. Failures, however, can result in a loss of trust and willingness to partici-
pate in future initiatives with the project partners.

International
commitment
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1.2 Scope and intention of this manual

This volume belongs to a series of seven manuals about the management of wa-
ter and sanitation programmes and projects. Being a management tool in particu-
lar, it should be of practical help in the technical and non-technical fields, and
should serve as a handy guide for the sound and sustainable integration of water
supply and sanitation projects in rural or peri-urban societies.

Promotion of the
recognised objectives
of the water sector

This manual aims to contribute towards the following recognised sector objectives:

� to promote, in a pro-active manner, access to drinking water for all in
sufficient quantity and of acceptable quality

� to promote affordable, environmentally sound installations for excreta and
waste water disposal

� to promote the sustainability of the systems through the choice of appropri-
ate technologies and clear, uncomplicated management systems at all levels

� to promote improved hygiene behaviour in the population involved

� to safeguard the water resources through protection of intake areas

� to ensure proper training and long-term support within the framework of
water and sanitation programmes

� to promote local autonomy and to reduce dependency by following the
principle of subsidiarity (management at the lowest possible level)

Finally, this manual is intended to encourage project leaders, engineers, technicians
and other project partners in the field of water supply and sanitation to develop
and widen their own managerial experience and capabilities.

Main topics The interactive process between learning from experience and introducing better
solutions is a key message of this book. Emphasis is given to the following main
subjects:

� Participative planning/co-operation/decision making

� Project preparation, project development process and follow-up

� Institution building / community empowerment

� Human resource development

� Natural resource management

� Intersectoral co-operation and co-ordination

� Monitoring and Evaluation (M + E)
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1.3 How to read this manual

Structure The manual consists of three main parts:

Part A: Fundamentals of water and sanitation sector management
This section provides information on the background and the specific
context of water and sanitation programmes and projects.

Part B: Project implementation
This section provides information on the development of a project and
all important processes and activities

Part C: Tools for project management
This section describes the methods and tools used in the planning of
projects in a manner which fulfils the basic principles outlined in Part A.

Abbreviations are explained in Appendix B.

Cross-references The various references contained throughout the manual have the following meanings:

(4.1) References to other chapters of this manual

[Vol. 4] References to other Manuals in this series

[14] Reference to the bibliography contained in Appendix A

2. VISION OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

2.1 The constraints

From constraints to
sustainable water and
sanitation projects

(Figure 1)

In the past, water related problems seemed to be more permanent than solutions.
One of the main reasons is that many projects in development co-operation nei-
ther understood nor sufficiently integrated the local community’s perception of de-
velopment priorities and their strategies of problem solving.

Projects that are carried out with inadequate management tools tend to focus on
external values and hence lead to a misunderstanding of the project environment.

Inequalities in the distribution of power and responsibilities between the project
partners with regard to finances and decision making is identified as a major draw-
back for finding solutions that take into account the socio-economic and organisa-
tional structures of local societies and the real, locally-felt priorities for intervention
or change.
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2.2 Strategy for sustainable development

(Figure 3) Sustainability means that systems are appropriately handled by the users, which
implies that they are efficiently maintained, effectively used and have a lasting posi-
tive impact. Sustainability implies acquired autonomy. It cannot be imposed and the
potential for sustainability depends as much on the choice of technology, local tra-
ditions, organisations, social, economic, natural, and political environment as it does
on the real distribution of decision-making power between the project partners. The
following components have to be considered as preconditions for sustainable de-
velopment:

Balanced
development

Balanced development promotes changes in a local situation (economy, ecology
and society) on the basis of the existing situation and without negative im-
pacts on another field. Planning which promotes a sense of ownership and leads
to sustainable development should be understood as a continuous process of fair
negotiation and feedback.

Project integration To integrate a project means to plan it while giving due consideration to aspects
such as:

� the ability to manage and maintain the system within the local community

� clearly defined positions and relations between all partners

� transparent partnership and knowledge of the overall terms and conditions

� phased intersectoral / interdisciplinary integration: appropriate inter-linking of
water, health, environment, economy, forestry, agriculture, animal husbandry,
fishing, regional planning, etc.

� integration of activities (co-ordination with and prioritisation among other
projects)

� balanced allocation and use of economic and human resources (Figure 2)

� gender balance: active involvement of women in decision-making and manage-
ment, together with a balanced sharing of the workload within the community

� consideration of the historical context and of traditional practices and decision-
making processes

Reinforcing existing institutions, traditional practices and decision making processes
is often more effective than creating new structures and organisations.

Only balanced
development can raise
the quality of life
(content of the drum)

Figure 2: The ‘drum of development’
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Figure 3: The tree of sustainability
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Principles

Exploitation of water means intervention in the hydrological cycle. Without a pro-
found knowledge of the natural water situation (quantity and quality) we cannot be
sure that a water project will be ecologically sustainable. Besides the various inter-
ests of all beneficiaries of a watershed, planners of water projects should support
and co-operate with measures for environmental protection and in particular for
ecologically sound disposal of liquid and solid waste.

Key objectives
� Preservation of sound living conditions for humans, animals and plants (bio-

diversity)

� Integrated view of, and respect for, water as one element of a diverse eco-
system

� A clear delineation of the area of consideration, which must cover, at least,
the area to be influenced by the planned system

� Consideration of, and respect for, the carrying capacity of the ecosystem in
the project area including effective forest protection, appropriate farming
practices and soil conservation

In many regions of the world basic resources and capacities are exhausted.

� Technically appropriate and environmentally compatible waste management
solutions minimising the amount of liquid and solid waste (conservation and
recycling of scarce resources)

� Limitation and control of negative, and promotion of positive, side effects.

Ecological integration

(Water resource and
watershed management)

Figure 4: Environmental Change

When the Grandparents wehre young Today

� good diversity and productivity of nature
� well nourished people and animals
� water in abundance

� less forest, poor soil
� erosion
� high density of people
� too many animals (herds)
� water shortage, hunger
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w
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(in 50 years)4×

2×

1×

?!
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2.3 A Sense of Ownership through Community
Based Management

For rural and peri-urban infrastructure projects in the fields of water and sanitation,
community management seems to be more conducive fulfilling implementation
objectives than central management. There is a close relationship between partici-
pation, management and responsibility. Increasingly, local communities have to un-
dertake responsibilities which for many years were within the remit of central gov-
ernment agencies.

In several programmes throughout the world it has been noted that community
management is more successful in achieving widespread and sustainable coverage
than a top-down approach with central agency control. For agency staff, the work
is both more challenging and more rewarding. Their role will become more a
facilitator’s than a provider’s. Recent experiences prove that successful community
management encourages communities to help one another and in that way to
achieve more rapid replication.

Ten arguments in
favour of community
management

� The use of local resources, in collaboration with local people, means that
local needs can be met, especially in terms of reaching the poor with basic
services.

� Key decisions are taken by, or at least with, the community (Figure 5).

� The community is legally and officially authorised to take management deci-
sions, including in financial matters.

� Direct people’s involvement and responsibility (personal interest, motivation,
sense of ownership, stimulation of development; Figure 5).

� The community is informed; there is transparency (information generation/
sharing of knowledge).

� There is a strong element of local capacity-building and empowerment that
is developed through community management

� Flexible and direct control system: evaluation - decision - guidance - control -
experience.

� The community develops into a strong, reliable partner of agencies, the
private sector and government (interactions; learning as a two-way process;
Figure 5).

	 Strong local management (after the implementation phase) requires less
external support.


 Community management can be effective, efficient, simple, non-bureaucratic,
and replicable.
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Figure 5: Partnership in community management

3. MAIN FIELDS OF INTERVENTION WITH
REGARD TO SUSTAINABILITY

3.1 Introduction

Basic view; philosophy

(refer to SDC sector
policy [28] )

The sustainability of achievements depends on how far the achievements are inte-
grated into the local cultural and social context, natural conditions, structures and
institutions, economic conditions and available technology and skills.

In other words, only programmes and projects that

� continuously interact in a balanced manner with the local context

� provide services that are appreciated by the target population

� make available, to the target population, useful instruments and resources
(know-how, funding, established relationships)

� regularly adjust their instruments according to experiences and feedback

can contribute to balanced development and implement sustainable infrastructure
assets.
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The five fields of
intervention

For a more detailed analysis, the project environment is divided into five interre-
lated fields (Figure 6):

Figure 6: The five fields of intervention

RULES
SKILLS

ENVIRONMENT

SOCIAL

INSTITUTIONS

ECONOMY

ENVIRONMENT

TECHNOLOGY

Social Environment
� Prevailing local customs (social behaviour, standards of living, traditional man-

agement systems and technologies)

� Motivation for water supply and sanitation measures and the participation of
users, particularly women, in decision-making and implementation processes

� Initiation, planning and execution of systems on the basis of equal status for
all project partners with the aim of promoting a sense of communal owner-
ship

� Prevention of social tensions: all members of a community have to be sup-
plied with sufficient drinking water

� Fair working and payment conditions (paid, unpaid labour, voluntary contribu-
tions, incentives)

Institutional Set-up
� Principle of subsidiarity: management at the lowest possible institutional level

with decentralised and lean organisational structures

� Division of tasks and responsibilities between the public, private and NGO
sector, as well as among the various levels within a sector

� Efficient, powerful and representative institutions e.g. project committees.

� Inter-institutional co-operation in horizontal and vertical dimensions.

Economic Conditions
� Provision of a legal basis for collection and management of funds raised by

local project users

� Transparent, safe and clear financial policy and financial management, espe-
cially with regard to the subsidy and grant policies of the government and
foreign donors

� Financing and resource management
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� Promotion of affordable, in most cases low-cost, schemes:

The implications for different systems, standards and phases (planning, con-
struction, operation and maintenance) with regard to cost and benefit should
be discussed by all the project partners during the early planning stage.

� Willingness and ability to pay (in particular, recurrent costs should be met at a
local level)

� Flexibility of designs and standards:

Ideally, a project should be designed so that changes in the demands of the
users, e.g. to upgrade service level, quality standards, etc., can be considered.

� maintaining the payment discipline:

Proper maintenance and reliable services are preconditions for good payment
discipline among the consumers (a positive feedback loop)

Technology
� The elaboration of a technical solution should be based on existing local

technologies and available resources

� The choice of professionally sound solutions has to be linked with the require-
ments of operation and maintenance as well as with available capacities

� Service standards of water supply and sanitation systems and of their compo-
nents have to meet with sanitary requirements

� The applied technology should be simple, reliable, understandable, and should
win the confidence and support of the community.

Rules and knowledge
� National and local laws constitute the basis for contracts and plans and will

impact on water and sanitation projects.

� Traditional law systems (rights on water and land)

� Define clearly the project frame within legal, geographical and political spheres

� Knowledge and awareness of economic, ecological and social risks.

� Managerial and technical skills and their transfer.

� Training and long-term support within the framework of the institutional set up

� Talking about and learning from problems and successes; exchange of experi-
ences.

Environmental protection and resource management is a trans-sectoral mat-
ter of concern. It influences all the five fields and is in turn influenced by
them.

Each of these five fields is now dealt with in turn.

3.2 The social environment

The social environment refers to relations between people. These aspects are very
much related to the institutional sector as well as to the field of rules and knowl-
edge.

Motivation and
involvement of local
groups

The degree of motivation felt by a community depends on the extent to which a
project can create a win-win situation among all partners with regard to the pre-
vailing individual and collective needs (social prestige, reduction of hardship and
problems, benefits, convenience). For this reason, all project partners should be in-
volved in making decisions which affect them. Specific attention must be paid to
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traditional rules and rights concerning the use and management of water. In the
field of drinking water provision and hygiene, women in particular have a consider-
able responsibility. If women are not included in decisions, their needs, and their
capacity to contribute to the project, will be misjudged. This can often lead to ill-
informed and inadequate planning.

Water and sanitation projects impact on social relationships (distribution of
power and labour between men and women, traditional and modern authorities,
nomadic and sedentary populations, etc.). Planners have to be aware that either
hidden or open opposition may arise. However, the creation of well balanced man-
agement committees and participative decision making methods will still lead to
commonly accepted solutions.

Community based
management

The Community-Based Management strategy implies transparent behaviour on the
part of all participants in the programme. It includes the choice of appropriate
methods of negotiation to assess the real needs and potential of local structures.
Alternative solutions should be developed and compared.

One of the central tasks within community-based management is to negotiate the
distribution of authority and responsibility among the various actors con-
cerned. Responsibility should be taken as far as possible by the users, and should
be based on traditional rules of water management.

National sector policies, as well as regional and urban development plans, should
include and support the promotion of self-administered water and sanitation sys-
tems at the appropriate institutional level.

Participative
development
co-operation

Participative co-operation facilitates a transparent and comprehensive collection of
facts and expectations. This can lead to better, and better-accepted, decisions. It
also creates opportunities for interactive learning and, most importantly, promotes
commitment, motivation, partnership and a sense of responsibility and own-
ership.

Transfer of ownership A central aim of the participatory approach is to foster the project users’ sense of
ownership. Ownership begins with planning and the project ensures the involve-
ment of users at each stage of the process, from problem analysis on through
planning, implementation and consolidation.

While ownership through participation is a straightforward aim, its realisation, in
conjunction with the project goals of equity and sustainability, encounters many
challenges. Communities are not homogeneous but highly stratified in terms of
wealth, power and ownership patterns. The main response of the project to this
situation should be to focus introductory activities on small and socially homog-
enous groups. Based on positive co-operative experience in these groups, it be-
comes possible to approach more complex issues affecting the community at
large.

In technical terms, for example, issues of watershed management apply to quite
large areas. However, an effective participatory approach requires the project to
break down its unit of planning and operation into relatively small socially viable
entities.
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Gender structures Management by women at the domestic level and in family health is generally ac-
knowledged. But at project level there is still an emphasis on their physical contri-
bution to construction and care -taking. Women’s capability and capacity in de-
cision making, in management and in economic production receive far too lit-
tle attention and should be promoted.

Women and men have specific technical, social and ecological know-how and ex-
perience, as well as their own forms of organisation, which can contribute to im-
proving water and sanitation infrastructures. In the planning, implementation and
evaluation of water and sanitation projects, women and men should be involved
as partners with equal rights, and existing obstacles to their participation must be
eliminated or reduced. The technical, institutional and educational or training means
applied must be adapted to their needs and capacities. Gender-Balanced Develop-
ment means that project activities should

� have no negative effects on women and on prevailing gender relations

� be at least as beneficial to women as to men,

� give priority to women as they are chiefly responsible for children and are the
main victims of poverty.

Existing inequalities should not be reinforced and water should not remain or be-
come a burden of women only. However, in situations where equality cannot be
guaranteed or is not possible, the principal responsibility for water supply manage-
ment should be vested in women, as long as this does not cause cultural prob-
lems by excessively challenging the gender division of responsibilities and labour
in a particular society.

Social integration of
projects

Are the individual and the communal goals, expectations, hopes, doubts and fears
known and respected? First of all development activities should be ‘integrated in
the hearts’ of the persons concerned. Projects and their technology should be ac-
cepted, understood and desired by families, by different social groups and by com-
munities. Maintaining good relationships between the local administration, elected
or nominated members of public bodies and the general population, facilitates com-
munication and co-operation.

Management of
change and dynamism
of co-operation

(Figure 7)

Change creates uncertainty and fear. A project, which is a process of unfreezing,
change and consolidation, needs extensive discussion among the people concerned
and competent accompaniment by reliable development workers. The consolidation
phase is a confidence- and capacity-building process, which needs time as well as
local and external efforts and support. The engagement periods and necessary in-
put, especially for the phase of consolidation, are often underestimated.
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Figure 7: Dynamism of co-operation: uncertainty - changes - consolidation

3.3 Institutional set-up

Projects in the water and sanitation sector are highly dependent on the political,
institutional and technical ability and limitations of the partners concerned.

Figure 8: Responsibilities of the government
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Involvement of NGOs
and the private sector

Sustainable development is based on shared rights and responsibilities
among the public and private sector and project holders. Whereas responsibil-
ity for law and order should rest with the public sector, the involvement of the
private sector and NGOs as partners in other tasks and activities can result in ben-
eficial synergy and greater efficiency on both sides (less bureaucracy).

Locally based and managed NGOs can be competent mediators between the
project holders and the public sector. They have often developed mechanisms for
project implementation which meet the needs of the populations concerned and
lead to sustainable development.

An improved interaction between the project holders and the private sector can
also contribute to increasing the project quality. The dynamics of the market are at
least as strong as the power of legislation. The increased involvement of private
companies can improve efficiency and reduce costs.

Transparency regarding the roles and responsibilities of all stakeholders in a
project is a prerequisite for efficiency and effectiveness.

Strengthening of
institutions

Strengthening of the institutional capacities of the various actors may be achieved
by different means, e.g. targeted training activities, support in the creation or ad-
aptation of specific institutional structures, or simplification of internal administra-
tive procedures, in particular as regards decentralisation of activities. In order to
strengthen institutional capacities, clear contextual conditions need to be set out
by national sector policies (based on participative processes involving all the rel-
evant groups of the population).

Co-ordination and collaboration between government institutions, NGOs and the
private sector requires a clear definition of the role of each partner, especially in
terms of what each can expect from the others. In this respect, clear and equita-
ble channels of communication are essential (e.g., in calls for tender, elaboration
of contracts, guaranteeing quality of work done, etc.).

The successful implementation of water and sanitation programmes which extend
over several administrative regions, or over an entire country, depends on a reli-
able national administrative structure with adequate executive instruments.

Clearly mandated tasks such as design, implementation, certain maintenance, train-
ing, etc. can be assigned to the private sector or to NGOs.

The public sector may be directly involved in any of the activities in the project
cycle. However, typical areas where a public sector involvement is essential or
even necessary are:

� policy making

� provision of a legal framework

� sector planning and financing.

Institutional changes
and flexibility

Organisations and structures are constantly going through processes of change.
This dynamic brings risks and opportunities at the same time. The need for struc-
tural adaptation and for overall flexibility should always be borne in mind.
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3.4 Economic conditions

In most parts of the world, water is considered a public good. It is also seen as
gift, either from nature or in terms of traditional or modern belief systems. In many
cases, water can be drawn from natural sources, without any technical and finan-
cial input, and used without prior treatment. This is clearly most advantageous for
the consumer. Payment for water supply, when it is levied from the consumer, is
justified on the basis of investments necessary to safeguard or increase the quan-
tity or quality of water supplied, or to increase the level of accessibility of the sup-
ply. Reliable supply, appropriate pricing and financing models for investment and
recurrent costs play a key role with regard to the economic sustainability of sys-
tems. Often, payment policies increase the burden of poor consumers. The parallel
promotion of economic activities (which may or may not be based on an increased
water supply), leading to increased household income, or the inclusion of support-
ive measures in the payment regime, can alleviate this situation.

Tangible benefits In the long term, water and sanitation installations will have an impact if they pro-
vide clear economic advantages and relief or if there is an associated increase in
prestige or quality of life. Improved water and sanitation installations can achieve
sustainability if the users derive real economic (and health and ecological) benefits
over a long period of time.

For example, even if one of the results of a water supply project is a saving of
time on the part of women whose duties include water collection, it cannot be
assumed that the time thus saved will be used in income-generation, especially if
the women do not have access to the necessary resources and if the local eco-
nomic environment is not favourable.

Financial compatibility

(Figure 9)

Funding from external sources (the local exchequer and donors) will remain limited
or may even decrease. Decreasing public contributions and reduced support
from external agencies call for an approach that reduces expenditures (econo-
mical projects, low-cost solutions) and increases local contributions (financial and
physical contributions, local management, etc.).

The concept and design of a project must consider the socio-economic capacity
of the project holders. Today, Willingness to Pay (WTP) studies are increasingly
used to assess this capacity. Through the use of participatory appraisals and
observations the regional and local economic situation as well as the economic
situation at family-level are roughly estimated. The real interest in water and the
priority given by the people themselves are essential considerations both in the
technical design of water systems and in the planning of water charge structures.
Cost-benefit analysis and opportunity cost analysis can help to ensure that com-
mitments to a water project will not cause a diversion in the allocation of re-
sources from other essential activities or services such as education, food produc-
tion, health care, etc. The fact that willingness and ability to pay are variable fac-
tors in a changing economic environment should also not be underestimated.
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Figure 9: Local and external contributions

Willingness and ability
to pay

The Willingness to Pay (WTP) and ability to pay (ATP) on the part of the local
stakeholders for water and sanitation projects can be influenced positively in a
number of ways, as the following table shows:

Factors influencing WTP and ATP Degree of Strengthening of:

WTP ATP

Increase in water quantity (if water is scarce) ××× ×

Easier access and increased convenience ××× ×
(time savings, private connections)

Better quality of water × × (*)

Increased reliability in supply ××× ×

Income generation (economic activities requiring a supply of water) ×× ×××

(*) Improved water quality can contribute to a reduction in illness, allowing people to be more
economically active and perhaps reducing medical costs. This can lead to more income in the
household, thus increasing the ATP.

×××: greatly influenced;  ××: moderately influenced;  ×: some influence

Cost recovery,
appropriate pricing
and financing models

Appropriate pricing and financing models play a key role as regards economic
sustainability. In the medium term, adequate self-financing and cost recovery of
operation and maintenance costs is required. Financing models must be found
which can be applied to both the public and the private sector. They must be
based on an adequate contribution towards construction costs on the part of the
end users. Neither in industrialised nor in developing countries it is possible for
rural communities to meet the full costs of infrastructure investments. Government
contributions, levied through normal taxation or from other sources, are needed to
enable villages to improve their basic services. Figure 9 shows an example of how
cost could be shared among the partners.
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Apart from the initial investments, an ongoing financial commitment sustained by
water tax contributions is also necessary to ensure that improved water supply
and sanitation continue to function all year round. A tariff system should work as
a steering instrument, allowing particular or unforeseen situations to be dealt with,
while meeting the interests of the population in general and of the poorest in par-
ticular. Appendix N shows different financing and tariff proposals for community
projects (investment and running costs). Comparative lists with conditions, advan-
tages and disadvantages in particular strategies are shown. [27]

Credits and deposits Regarding credit and deposits, communities face two main challenges:

� Access to affordable credit (reasonable interest rates)

� non-bureaucratic, financially attractive and secure options for depositing col-
lected funds

Where attractive and safe banking is not possible, project holders cannot be ex-
pected to accumulate funds over extended periods. Sometimes local, para-statal
or private institutions, e.g., co-operatives or credit unions, are viable alternatives.

Some communities have had good experiences with revolving funds if the follow-
ing conditions are fulfilled:

� Reliable water supply service

� Trustworthy management with reasonable interest rates, clear conditions and
associated sanctions

� A high level of prior contributions on the part of the applicants for water and
sanitation facilities

� Local stakeholders must undertake to provide collateral for the loan (in cash or
in kind). Funds advanced in credit shouldn’t be converted into grants at a later
time.

The use of short-term credits from pipe suppliers or vendors has become com-
mon; it is very important to make sure that this does not lead to dependency or
to a lower quality of supplied goods.

Loans should only be taken to bridge short-term cash-flow problems. The overall
financing of an investment programme, including loan repayment, must be assured
in advance.

Paid and unpaid work Cost reduction through local voluntary contributions is the main feature of commu-
nity projects. The more a community can do through local initiatives, the more cash
costs can be reduced. The work invested by users in the autonomous planning
and monitoring of a project should be counted as a contribution on the part of the
end-users. So called ‘unskilled labour’ should be quantified in monetary terms,
otherwise the value of these important contributions is not recognised.

Periodic general community work may be expected from all active members of a
village. The specific contributions of those who perform functions in the water sup-
ply management process (e.g., chairperson of a committee, treasurer, etc.) are con-
sidered as unpaid social contributions. However, if an individual fulfils a key execu-
tive function, such as that of a caretaker who is responsible for the operation of a
whole water scheme and who works 10 hours per week (or 20, or more, depend-
ing on the particular situation), he or she must be adequately paid or compensated.
The form of payment must be covered by tariffs. In many cases compensation in
cash seems appropriate.
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Easing of financing
problems

For an increasing number of communities where water systems have been con-
structed without considering local financial capacity, the financing of construction
and running costs becomes a heavy burden. Relief may be achieved by the follow-
ing strategies:

� One main option is the re-dimensioning of designs and standards leading to
the construction of more economic systems. Dimensions, flows and operating
rates for machinery should be calculated correctly, not with hidden reserves.
Often projects become financially viable if completed in stages.

� With progressive tariffs, water charge regimes can be adapted to the needs
and capacities of different consumers. A basic consumption of, for example,
20 l/day per person (approx. 3,000 l/month per family) is charged at a low
rate. Consumption above this level is charged at a higher rate.

� Once drinking and domestic water requirements have been met, any surplus
could possibly be used for income-generating activities. Depending on local
conditions, these could include: production of vegetables, building materials,
hydraulic energy, or any small enterprise requiring a supply of water.

� Local capacity building and community based management and maintenance
are efficient strategies to economise the running of infrastructures.

� Training national and local teams in designing their own projects and imple-
menting them either through their own agencies or through well-qualified and
supervised contractors.

3.5 Technology

Choice of technology

For water and sanitation systems to be sustainable they must be technologically
appropriate and there must be no negative impact on the environment. Technical
appropriateness has to be defined and negotiated with the users during the feasi-
bility study. Aspects such as available know-how, affordability, local material
and training facilities as well as the social context in which the infrastructures
are installed must be considered. In this manner the introduction of new risks
through new systems can be reduced. Such shifts towards new risks occur when
an improved water and sanitation infrastructure lowers the ecological and health
risks, but creates new economic (maintenance costs), political (dependencies) and
social risks (weakening of existing structures, of rules and regulations as well as
of skills and knowledge).

A long-term concept, allowing construction in stages and gradual upgrading, is nor-
mally more appropriate than large-scale and so-called once-and-for-all solutions. Of-
ten it is more reasonable to upgrade the operation and maintenance of existing
systems or to repair and rehabilitate inoperative installations than to build new
ones. The local construction of systems or of single components (e.g., hand
pumps) should further be promoted. Appendix D provides a checklist and a matrix
form that allows a rough comparative technology rating of different alternatives.

Linkage of technology
to O+M

Particular attention has to be paid to linking the choice of technology with Opera-
tion and Maintenance (O+M). Aspects such as the capacity required to manage
and finance the O+M of the chosen technology and system need to be consid-
ered. Low cost solutions are viable and appropriate if they allow easy and afford-
able O+M, which assures a reliable supply and service standard within the life
span of the system. It is only under such conditions that willingness to pay, an-
other prerequisite for sustainability, can be maintained.
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Water quality and
quantity

Appropriate norms and standards come into play in the context of water quality
and quantity. Guidelines such as those of the WHO [3] can serve as a starting
point for the discussion of quality and quantity standards. Standards should serve
as targets that can be achieved within the locally prevailing natural and socio-eco-
nomic situation. Unrealistic standards may substantially reduce the number of peo-
ple who can be supplied at all. External agencies and donors, at the same time,
should refrain from imposing theoretical standards, particularly those that are unre-
alistically expensive. Risk assessments through sanitary surveys may lead to more
appropriate and holistic solutions than trying to meet rigid standards. Water con-
sumption can vary widely in different societies and areas (Figure 10).

Use of computers Computers should only be applied if the respective know-how for handling of the
devices and software as well as service and support are available. For skilled per-
sonnel there are a number of reliable software products on the market that can
ease the task of management and administration.

Figure 10: Specific water consumption

Technical
standardisation

Given the great variety of materials available, standardisation within national pro-
grammes is essential, otherwise the handling of building materials and spare part
stocks becomes very difficult and uneconomical.
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3.6 Rules and knowledge

Ability to solve
problems

Time and energy are invested in transmitting experiences and values from one gen-
eration to the next. The transmission of knowledge is always related to the cul-
tural background and the social organisation of a society. Most human societies
comprise a division of labour that functions between genders and professional
groups, as well as between the families and the communities. Each segment has
its own knowledge (experience) and rules (defining rights and obligations).

The communities’ or users’ knowledge in the social and technical fields forms the
foundation for a sustainable water and sanitation installation.

It is of utmost importance for the sustainability of a project to identify the knowl-
edge and influences of each group within the local community, and to integrate
their potential in the operation and use of improved water and sanitation installa-
tions. The functioning of the projects relies after its completion on the manage-
ment capacity and skills of these groups. As every society undergoes change, pro-
moting the beneficiaries’ problem-solving capacity can foster socio-cultural
sustainability.

Learning at all levels Educational components in planning, implementation and follow-up of W+S pro-
grammes contribute to reinforcing the problem-solving capacity of the community
of users. Their knowledge in the social (rights and obligations) and in the technical
(operation and maintenance) fields forms the foundations of a sustainable W+S
system. W+S improvements often require from the project holders an awareness
of new, complex factors; e.g., an understanding that water is available only in lim-
ited quantity and must thus be used judiciously along with hygiene and environ-
mental measures.

The dynamics of the learning process must be taken into account as they follow
different patterns in different socio-cultural contexts. Appropriate and up-to-date
methods must be applied, and preference should generally be given to on-the-job
training rather than to formal teaching.

Exchange of
experience within
international networks

Many promising products and concepts have evolved from user-oriented research
and development carried out in countries of the South. The knowledge acquired in
recent years and the exchange of information between developing countries, i.e.,
the South-South contacts, must be promoted. To this effect, international networks
should be expanded further. Research efforts should be particularly intensified in
the fields of better sanitation and more economical waste management.
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4. BASICS OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT

4.1 Scope and definitions

What is a project? A project in the W+S sector is understood to be an undertaking with defined ob-
jectives, to be carried out with certain means under defined boundary conditions,
for and with a user group in a given geographic region, in order to solve specific
problems or improve a particular situation. A project develops according to a de-
fined route of processes and actions. Normally, project development is split into
four main phases: preparation, planning, implementation, and operation &
maintenance.

What does project
management mean?

Project management is the planning, organisation and steering of activities and
processes within the project development, considering interactions and dependen-
cies, within and towards defined institutional or sectoral objectives and goals. Man-
agement also includes decision making and ongoing adaptations according to infor-
mation gathered through an in-built monitoring and evaluation system.

Systematic approach For complex works like the establishment of W+S projects a systematic approach
and the application of specific tools are needed to support or promote decisions
and processes towards the anticipated goals.

Integration Systematic management is an approach which looks

� backwards (consideration of experiences)

� sideways (intersectoral and inter-institutional co-ordination)

� ahead (identification of potential, needs, goals and threats)

� inside, on both the individual and collective level (find out wishes, hopes,
needs, fears, doubts, opposition, contradictions)

� with the eyes of my neighbour, in order to understand his/her position

Goal orientation Planning and management together allow the

� integration a project

� identification of optimal strategies and policies

� move from vision to achievement
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4.2 Management principles

Partnership Principle of equal rights among partners (fairness)

Conformity of
management with
context

The application of the management principles listed below can assure that the
project management incorporates not only the experiences of the W+S sector, but
also those of other sectors.

Joint decisions Decisions involving all parties are more balanced and acceptable than decisions
representing single views or interests.

Basing on existing
systems and
experiences

Management tools should correspond to local situations, traditions and needs. New
tools should, as much as possible, be developed in an integrated manner and
should be based on existing structures, using local experiences, skills and habits.

Decentralisation, local
management

Central management (top-down approach) is often inflexible and bureaucratic, and
has led to unfavourable experiences in different sectors. Problems of inefficiency
and misunderstanding arise when decision makers, managers and target groups
are separate from each other, both in terms of physical distance and perception.

Community based
management

Experiences in many developing countries show that even the best run water
agencies cannot successfully implement, operate and maintain a network of widely
dispersed water systems without the full involvement and commitment of the us-
ers. Evidence is accumulating that properly supported communities have both
the ability and the willingness to manage their own water systems. The ob-
jective should be to create structures and processes which support local implemen-
tation, operation and maintenance.

Flexibility and
openness for change

Readiness to meet challenges and changes is a most important pre-requisite for
successful management processes. Such changes may be caused by outside in-
fluences and, at the same time, by inner developments; even the orientation
framework for a better future is continually under review.

Flexibility and dynamism are not to be confused with lack of focus. Instruments
must easily allow phasing (i.e., the construction of a system in stages) and up-
grading (i.e., the gradual improvement of the size and sophistication of a system).

The respective tools cannot be created all at once; after being developed they need
to be tested and adapted under working conditions. Based on the users’ experi-
ences they can be optimised step by step.
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Concentration of
means and efforts

Management of
problems and
conflicts

To make best use of any kind of institutional and material resources the project
management should strive for the allocation of means, where

� willingness, commitment and local engagement is high

� efficiency and effectiveness are reasonable

� co-ordination and co-operation allow synergy

� sustainable development is promoted

Problems should not be ignored, but recognised and treated accordingly and with-
out delay.

� Sometimes it is better to avoid or to bypass a problem than to solve it.
Unavoidable constraints should be ‘integrated’ in a manner that causes mini-
mal disturbance. Problems should be solved properly and completely, if possi-
ble. In the field of ‘problem management’ creativity is very important.

� Trouble makers should be integrated through co-operation and assignment of
rights and responsibilities.



Conflicts

Water Scarcity

Pollution-diseases

High costs

Waiting time
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Part B: Project Development

This is the central part of the manual. It describes a structured and practical ap-
proach for programme and project managers in reacting to the challenges and vi-
sions formulated in part A. The respective tools are presented in part C.

1. PROJECT CYCLE AND ACTORS

1.1 Introduction

Context The step-by-step preparation of a project or programme, starting with the assess-
ment and evaluation of existing situations and conditions is as essential as the
implementation phase. Efficient implementation and sustainable operation can only
be achieved on the basis of proper planning. Stakeholders who will be responsi-
ble for the implementation and in particular for the later management of a project
have to be involved gradually in order to develop the required capacity and sense
of ownership.

This chapter is the link between the management tools (C 4) and the implementa-
tion (B 4).

Project development (Figure 12) has to consider factors such as:

� The stakeholders directly and indirectly involved, their present and future role

� Dependencies, relationships, expectations (persons, institutions, sectors and
fields)

� Situations, processes, actions, changes (in the different fields/sectors; yester-
day, today, tomorrow, long-term)

� Previous decisions/prejudices (existing boundary conditions).

Objectives for
optimum project
development

� A phased and systematic project preparation

� Negotiated and agreed objectives and project structures including monitor-
ing and evaluation

� Transparency/information; awareness and acceptance by all partners

� Adequate degree and depth of prior discussion and preparation ensuring
efficiency and effectiveness

� Decentralisation/empowerment of users: community-based management on
the lowest possible institutional level

� Field-related objectives towards sustainable projects (Figure 11).
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Figure 11: Objectives towards project sustainability

1.2 The project cycle

Characteristics The process described here characterises the entire project development and is
based on the idea of consensus. It has to be emphasised that in consensus-type
solutions nobody wins – to the extent that no one person gets all that they
wanted in the end – but a greater number of people get a greater share of what
they asked for.

Even small and simple programmes are a chain of decisions and activities which
should be:

� structured (stages, milestones)

� negotiated and agreed between different stakeholders

� overseen, directed and supervised by qualified persons

� effective (objective-oriented)

� efficient (economic use of resources)

� appropriately paced (not too slow, not too fast)

� expressed in an easily understandable and transparent manner (all partners
know the context, history, objectives, the present stage and the steps that
will follow).
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Figure 12: Project cycle - diagram (Form Appendix M. 11)

Explanation of
Figure 12: Project
cycle

Such diagrams can serve as general checklists for project managers. However, they
need adaptation to the specific project situation, depending on the size and com-
plexity of the task. The diagram shows how many steps are necessary before
the construction of a water scheme can start. The steps should be worked out
and accomplished through an iterative process. Once a step takes a clearer shape,
related items may need to be adjusted or optimised. There are also cases where
future positions must be defined before a particular decision (e.g. point G) can be
taken. Therefore the project process is accompanied and steered by a continuous
monitoring-evaluation-planning-implementation cycle (MEPI).
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Such project development diagrams can be used for new infrastructure projects
(water supply, latrines, and roads), for extensions and also for maintenance pro-
grammes. A careful, logical and participative project evolution contributes to
sustainability by promoting the commitment of the partners and by the develop-
ment of local management capacities. The individual steps are described in the
following pages. The respective chapters are indicated in the right-hand column of
Figure 12.

Project visions The development of a project idea (Item A in Figure 12) should be done by
the community itself. Outsiders can facilitate awareness creation and discussion
of problems or expressed needs. However, the people concerned shouldn’t be in-
doctrinated or manipulated. This first step of the project cycle is critical for the
further development of the community’s initiative and co-operation.

Participation A project development process (preparation, implementation and operation) can be
participatory or dictatorial. Experience world-wide confirms and recommends the
principle of participation, in order:

� to tap into and build up local problem solving capacities

� to achieve commitment, acceptance and a sense of ownership, all of which
contribute to sustainability.

A co-operative project strategy means that all stakeholders are invited to contrib-
ute towards a consensus with regard to the applied objectives and planned activi-
ties as well as with regard to their roles, responsibilities and duties. The process
of exchange of opinions and negotiations concerning vested interests should re-
sult finally in mutual understanding and consensus.

Context awareness A project never happens in isolation. Consideration of the context is a basic
condition for success and sustainability (Figure 11). Since the context of a project
can change rapidly it needs to be monitored and evaluated throughout the course
of the project in order to allow for adaptation where and when necessary.

Flexibility Neither the objectives nor the strategy of a project should be assumed stable
or taken for granted during the course of a project. Therefore structure, relevance
and viability require continuous reassessment.

1.3 The stakeholders and their involvement

Who are or should be the direct and the indirect actors in a programme or
project? Who is concerned actively or passively, positively or negatively?

In an initial step all possible actors, people and institutions, formal and informal
groups, etc. are listed (Table 1). This can be done partly through public meetings.
In this early phase we want to find out who could contribute at what stage and

Identification of
stakeholders
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in what way. It is also important to find out who influences a project positively or
negatively. In a second step their relationship is evaluated (WSKS-tool in C 2).

Figure 13 gives an example of a stakeholder profile for a water supply project in
Nigeria. In rural projects, relevant partners and actors will be concentrated at the
local level, while for national level policy makers all levels, including the interna-
tional dimension, can be important. Particularly in the case of conceptual work or
in dealing with key issues, it can be necessary and helpful to negotiate in the
international network of water and sanitation partners (Appendix C). However,
small projects also need a sound foundation within regional and national structures
and a clear organisational structure (technical support, project management, train-
ing, financial assistance, exchange of experiences, regional co-ordination, etc.).
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Table 1: Possible stakeholders (Form Appendix M. 1)
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Figure 13: Stakeholder profile – example from Nigeria

Stakeholders, their
typical roles and
relationship

In A 3.2 and A 3.3, social and institutional principles are described which underline
the relevance of participation, partnership and co-operation. Some of the partners
have particular functions and roles to play:

– ownership
– management

The Community/Local committees/Users

In general it is preferable when organisations at user level are directly involved
in project management (village, sub-village divisions, neighbourhoods). Specific
water committees or water boards for community water supply may represent
the beneficiary community most efficiently because water and sanitation is their
concern. Balanced representation of all social groups including women brings to
the project the full benefits of local authority and expertise. Although in some
cases, for religious or cultural reasons women’s direct contributions can not yet
be taken for granted, the advancement of women remains an important develop-
ment goal. The growing number of female-headed households in developing coun-
tries gives added urgency to this issue.

There is a danger that the water committee may be in conflict with other de-
cision making structures inside or outside the community, or that it may in-
volve only the elite of the village and so antagonise the rest. Should committees
include existing leadership? Their authority and support will usually be needed, but
local elites should not dominate or monopolise a project or a water commit-
tee. In cases of potential conflicts it may be possible to involve traditional or po-
litical leaders as honorary members only. A tried and tested rule says that each
committee should select direct representatives to the respective bodies on the
next higher hierarchical level. Persons serving on committees must be qualified
and respected persons.

If a project is very large, or when it covers more than one village, it may be ad-
visable to form branch committees as well. Experience has shown that it is advis-
able to have tap (standpipe) or well committees. They look after the upkeep of
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hygiene around the tap or the well, and carry out basic maintenance and small
repairs. They may also collect water rates. Because these committees are close
to the users they should also be represented in the higher level local manage-
ment. Their knowledge about family size and composition, water use and payment
capacity is useful for the working out of more equitable rate payment systems.
They can also play a valuable role in the two-way communication between the
users and the committee.

– facilitation
– control
– co-ordination

The Government

Government has a vital part to play in the direct and indirect promotion of com-
munity capacities and through its sustainable control over policies, standards and
natural resources. The most important role for government in the water and sani-
tation sector is a facilitating one, creating an ‘enabling environment’ (incentives,
subsidies, supportive legislation/policy standards and professional consultancy). The
government needs to retain important powers and responsibilities for itself, even
in decentralised water and sanitation programmes and under optimal community
management conditions. Government must also ensure that a community’s or user
group’s freedom of action does not impair the corresponding freedom of others.

In some cases local councils or other low-level institutions of administration are
responsible for maintenance, administration and financing of recurrent costs. Al-
though they often have the formal authority to collect community contributions,
there are several factors which can endanger their effectiveness:

� Local councils may be established at a level above the community (physical
and social distance)

� Local councils have too many other tasks (competition for time and budgets)

� There may be insufficient or inappropriate technical or logistical support from
the government

� There is a danger that the population may be under-represented, or a risk of
corruption, etc.

– consultancy
– execution
– management

The private sector

Flexibility, accountability and efficiency are said to be key attributes of the
private sector. Local management of water systems can be a stimulus for the
private sector. Communities may hire contractors to help construct their water sys-
tems. Users’ direct influence on the selection and guidance of contractors contrib-
utes significantly to the community’s empowerment and to sustainable manage-
ment. Hiring local mechanics can be a cost-effective way of ensuring timely main-
tenance, particularly where their services are shared among several communities.
However, the engagement of local contractors, mechanics or other craftsmen for
implementation, maintenance and repair works needs careful definition of con-
tracts, management and supervision. Paying per repair, for example, may discour-
age preventive maintenance and lead to shoddy work. It may be better to apply a
part-time salary for specific duties, including both scheduled maintenance and
emergency repairs. The committees and other responsible authorities need ad-
equate training and guidelines enabling them to supervise the private sector’s in-
volvement. It is a particular challenge to combine community participation with ac-
tivities of the private sector. Clear agreements about task sharing and time
schedules, including a regular reporting and optimal management system, are
indispensable.
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NGOs

National and international NGOs have a justified reputation for successfully work-
ing at grassroots level. They can play a bridging role between governments
and donors and communities. National NGO networks can help to increase the
outreach capacity of government agencies. As supporters of community-managed
water and sanitation projects, NGOs have a good track record, especially on soft-
ware issues. They have important roles to play in piloting innovative approaches
and in supporting community based management of services. Governments can
encourage and develop partnerships with NGOs in an overall sector development
programme. However, NGOs are often limited in their management capacity and
professionalism. This is one of the reasons why their involvement should not al-
low or promote a gradual ousting or substitution of the government or private sec-
tor.

– facilitation
– management
– follow-up

Water and sanitation
knowledge system
(WSKS)

When the stakeholder list (Table 1) is drawn up, the relationships, links and de-
pendencies as well as hierarchy issues and the flow of information, money,
etc. should be discussed, structured and visualised in a participatory process.
This can be done with the help of the WSKS tool (C 2 and Appendix E).

It is advisable to develop individual WSKS diagrams or tables for different project
phases and content:

� planning phase

� implementation

� O+M-phase

� information

� flow of funds

� responsibilities, hierarchy.

Figure 14 is an example of a WSKS for the implementation of water projects in
Lesotho.
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Figure 14: WSKS for water supply project implementation - Example from
Lesotho [29]

Gradual empowerment
of management
bodies for O+M

It is advantageous when the initial structure for decision making and project man-
agement is the same as that which is expected to be in place for the O+M
phase, so that institutions and persons in charge have the opportunity to be em-
powered and trained during the realisation of a project. Supportive actors who may
be needed temporarily should only act as facilitators and trainers.
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Varying degrees of
involvement

The involvement of each partner over time is not constant. Depending on the
project phase and on the nature of a programme the involvement of a spe-
cific actor develops and fluctuates (Figure 15). A local sense of ownership leads
to a high degree of community commitment not only during the preparation and
implementation phases. It should be discussed with and accepted by the project
holder community that any initially high assistance from abroad, from government
or elsewhere must gradually be reduced over time.

Figure 15: Development of engagements over time (village water supply
programme, Cameroon)

2. BEYOND THE PROJECT – THE NATIONAL
CONTEXT

2.1 Introduction

Overview A water and sanitation sector policy (goals and development plans) should exist
or be developed. Communities, programme and project managers should have the
opportunity to work on the basis of appropriate, clear and realistic guidelines
and standards: technologies, service levels, institutional and organisational
set-ups, finances. Water resource management and human resource development
(HRD), including training, are other fields that require a concept at, and support
from, national level. Village projects and programmes need also to be integrated
in a higher context (institutionally, geographically, ecologically), because they usu-
ally depend on external support from government and external support agencies
(ESAs). Integration in the higher context is a condition for an equitable con-
sideration of the interests of neighbours and the sharing of limited resources.
It facilitates the prevention or management of conflicts.
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The global context The assessment (Section 2.2) and the evaluation (Section 2.4) of the national/su-
perior context and the formulation of recommendations are tasks for interdiscipli-
nary and inter-institutional working groups, in which all interested parties, including
users, must be represented.

National situations are related to the international and worldwide context. ‘Less
water for more people’ is a global challenge. A simple trend graph shows dramati-
cally why water is the most endangered and over-utilised natural resource (Fig-
ure 16).

Growing pressure on water resources could increasingly become a cause of
international conflicts. Various world events and programmes have tried to influ-
ence the direction of water management towards peaceful resolutions: milestones
are the UN Conference on the Human Environment (Stockholm, 1972); the Inter-
national Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade launch (Mar del Plata, 1977);
the World Conference on Water and the Environment (Dublin, 1992); the UNCED
Earth Summit - Agenda 21 (Rio de Janeiro, 1992); the Drinking Water and Environ-
mental Sanitation Conference on the Implementation of Agenda 21 (Noordwijk,
Meeting of Ministers, 1994); the Global Water Partnership meeting (Stockholm,
1996); the Fourth Global Forum of the Water Supply and Sanitation Collaborative
Council (Manila, 1997); and the First World Water Forum of the World Water Coun-
cil (Marrakesh, 1997).

Figure 16: Number of people on earth, many of them facing water scarcity

Access to water is a
basic human right

International strategies and guidelines can stimulate national institutions and policy
makers towards finding appropriate measures for water supply. The international
community on the other hand can learn from the water policies of individual coun-
tries. South Africa, for instance, has developed a White Paper on a National
Water Policy. In the preamble we can read: ‘The dictionary describes water as
colourless, tasteless and odourless - its most important property being its ability
to dissolve other substances. We in South Africa do not see water that way. For
us water is a basic human right, the origin of all things - the giver of life’.

Appendix I summarises the document ‘Fundamental Principles and Objectives
for a new Water Law for South Africa’. The section headings are: legal aspects
of water; the water cycle; water resource management priorities and ap-
proaches; water institutions; water services. The 28 principles of this South Af-
rican document could lead to fair and peaceful resolutions of water problems on
all levels and in all situations.

The Sector Policy on Water Supply and Sanitation, formulated by the Swiss Devel-
opment Co-operation (SDC) is another strategy paper showing a structured ap-
proach facilitating the formulation of sustainable water policies and the finding of
solutions in planning, implementation and evaluation of programmes and pro-
jects [28].
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2.2 Assessment of the national context

(Item B 2 in Figure 12)

National and regional
sector policy

The role of partners from outside the community, e.g., of the government is men-
tioned under institutional set-up. How far are local activities on water and sanita-
tion developed and influenced from outside institutions, from above, from beyond
(from government, NGOs, ESAs, private sector, etc.)? What policies exist and how
far is water and sanitation a topic of planning and assistance on national and re-
gional levels (sector plans)? Is there any co-operation at the international level?

Boundary conditions How effective (supportive or hindering), how sector-relevant are existing structures,
activities and policies? It is necessary for project managers to assess the wider
political, administrative, legal, social, cultural, economic and ecological contexts.

Partner profile Based on the partner profile, developed perhaps according to the WSKS-model
(Section 1.3; C 2; Appendix E), the ‘usefulness’ of institutions and structures and
the success of their promotional activities should be assessed. To identify the
developments and the actual situation the SWPO method (Appendix F. 2) could be
a suitable tool.

The water and
sanitation situation

In this inventory phase the water and sanitation situation on a national level should
be assessed and described (developments over time and trends) for the rural, ur-
ban and semi-urban contexts. Geographical, socio-economic, technical, managerial
and ethnic differences may also be considered. Main topics and factors are:

� Water household and water cycle (availability, quantity and quality)

� Watershed/ecology (soil, plants, water)

� Supply standards (quantity, quality, service levels)

� Water supply coverage

� Coverage with sanitation facilities

� Technologies, reliability of services, structures and buildings.

Much of the information acquired during this phase should derive from the na-
tional sector policy, institutional monitoring reports, annual sector reports, etc. Dur-
ing the assessment work there might also appear gaps where certain aspects are
unclear or undefined. Such shortcomings should be listed in order to be consid-
ered under Section 2.5 and Section 2.6.

Sector relevant
changes

The assessment of the national level context should also include a listing and de-
scription of sector-relevant changes which are likely to be established or to come:

� National political development in the various sectors (territorial administration
changes, infrastructure policy, labour regulations, decentralisation, democratisa-
tion, etc.)

� Increased urban-rural interfaces including migration

� Population growth and increased water demand (domestic, agricultural, indus-
trial)

� Ecological changes (degradation of soils, vegetation, groundwater, etc.)

� Changes in government and donor funding capacity

� Integration of water sector into the local economy.
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2.3 National standards of water supply and
sanitation projects

(Item C 1 in Figure 12)

Sector planning starts with the definition of the sectoral aim and objectives fol-
lowed by the development of an appropriate policy and strategy. The objectives
for water and sanitation may already have been defined. However, the aim is to
verify, to revise and to update existing objectives. The need for revision can be-
come obvious through the steps under Section 2.2. It can also be based on and
emerge from international experience and political declarations like the Rio Agenda
21. Finally, standards and policies need a legal basis (Section 2.6).

Main objectives of
national standards

� Aiming at the improvement of health status, well being and development
of the entire population through the provision of safe drinking water and
sanitation to the urban and rural populations. Recognised standards (quantity,
quality, and proximity) should be applied.

� Standards and objectives should be defined as much as possible quanti-
tatively and objectively; they must be measurable. The requirements of
the users are of the highest importance.

� As an example Table 2 shows a list of selected common water supply stand-
ards (basic needs) that should animate policy makers to discuss and set
appropriate standards for their own situation. Detailed technical standards are
given in the Engineering Manual [Vol. 2].

Table 2: Proposed rural water supply standards

Specific daily water quantity for human
consumption (l/head) from public standpipes:
� for a minimum of 10 months each year 30 40
� for a maximum of two months each year 15 20

Supply standards in rural areas in % of
population with access to:
� Private connections, yard taps 10 30
� Public taps, wells 70 60 100%
� No service 20 10

� Collection distance < 200 m 30 40
� Collection distance 200 - 500 m 40 50
� Collection distance > 500 m 30 10

Financing of investments (cash and in-kind)
in % of the total costs:
� local contribution * 30 35
� Government contribution 20 35 100%
� foreign aid 50 30

Financing of operation and maintenance
in % of total O&M-cost:
� local contribution * 60 70
� Government contribution 40 30 100%
� foreign aid 0 0

* Subsidiary systems in communities: balancing
gaps between poor and rich families

Standards, targets Remarks

short-term
(5 years)

long-term
(25 years)

Parameters

100% of population
(Depends on the
density of houses)

Standards for sanitation or other development sectors should be similarly formulated.
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2.4 Evaluation of the national context

(Item D 1 in Figure 12)

Successes and
problems in the
various fields

To what extent is the national context compatible with and of assistance to the
realisation of the goals defined in Section 2.3. Where and to what degree do na-
tional structures deliver what is expected of them? What are the shortcomings?
The evaluation should provide a clear and structured picture of the objective-
related national and local coverage and achievements and about policies, pro-
grammes and trends in the fields of:

� Legislation, including water resource management

� Sector development, including coverage

� Technology, including standards, link to O+M

� Ecology (bio-diversity, stability, degradation)

� Institutional development, including roles and responsibilities

� Political and social structures (e.g. decentralisation)

� Economy and finances (e.g. government budget, donor funds)

� Human resources and institutional development (local knowledge, professional
training and institution building)

� Private sector and NGO capacities and support programmes

� Institutional and sectoral co-ordination/co-operation.

Prioritisation of
problems

The evaluation of the wider context should also identify the relevance of each
broader issue to the project goals, and should consider the degree to which these
issues can be influenced at project level. It is important for management bod-
ies to concentrate resources and effort where problems and conditions can
really be influenced, changed or improved (C 1.3, Figure 28). Dependencies, po-
tential, interrelations and risks should be estimated. In this stage the most realis-
tic and promising spheres of intervention need to be identified. The relevance of
problems should be prioritised. The strategy matrix (Table 3) gives an idea about
problems and concerns for action focussing.

Referring to, and based on, the evaluation of the context the reality and appropri-
ateness of the standards to be applied (Section 2.3) need to be crosschecked and
revised if necessary.
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Problems and concerns Social Field Institutional
Field

Economic
Field

Technolo-
gical Field

Rules, Re-
gulations,
Knowledge

Ecological
Field

Law, Policy
(National level)

Remarks

1. Only a few families own
land

� � � Legal land
allocation

Political campaign

2. Ownership of water
supply is not defined �

-     A Water policy Communities should
own water supply

3. Water quality
standards do not
exist

� � � -       .
Technical
standards

-       . Water policy - Proper intakes
- Selective
treatment

4. No watershed
management

� � �

Compen-
sation

�      �   A
Guidelines
for land +
water use

Law for
environment
protection

- Ecological farming
- Taboo  zones

5. Empowerment of local
project committees Legal status

P      .
Training
progr. for
function
holders

Law for local
administration

   - Training of
      trainers

6. Empowerment of
users P    A

P    A
Conscienti-
sation pro-
grammes

   - Human resource
     development
     and institution
     building

7. Inadequate coverage. -       .
Financial

allocations

-       .
Standards,
objectives

Water policy
Finance plan

etc.

� Dependency, influence  -    Hindering factor (negative) A  Action to be taken
 � Risk +    Promoting factor  i   High influencability
 P   Potential  Significant, important

Table 3: Main problems and concerns for action focussing

2.5 National level policy - Programme Strategy

(Item C 1 in Figure 12)

Governments should act as the custodians of the nation’s water resources
(public trust). Section 2.4 indicates what the global or national challenges are and
the extent to which objectives are not realised due to higher level deficiencies.
How can these problems be faced? What kind of new, additional tools, structures
and means are necessary or how must the existing ones be improved in order
that a national water policy can fulfil its supportive role towards sustainable local
projects in the water and sanitation sector? The Department for Rural Water Sup-
ply in Lesotho for example has taken the initiative to develop a new programme
strategy taking into consideration the latest global learning. The process is about
to be documented and will be available from SKAT.

- A i

AA

-

AP A

A A
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Development and enforcement of a national water and sanitation policy
(legal framework, guidelines and strategies):

� Evaluation of existing policies and strategies (Section 2.5 and Section 2.6)

� Objectives and supply standards

� Technical standards (Section 2.3 and Vol. 2)

� Resources, supervision and management, priorities for allocation

� Watershed and river basin management

� Environmental protection

� Water price policy

� Targets for increasing coverage (regions, villages)

� National and provincial concepts and structures including institution building and
human resource development

� Inter-sectoral and inter-institutional (national and foreign) co-ordination and exchange
of experience

� Donor assistance, co-ordination among external donors and supporters.

Considerations in planning local projects:

� Technologies, standards, financing and pricing of services

� Community based and participative management, administration and accounting

� Structures and programmes for the co-ordinated support of local government
services, communities, institutions, NGOs, private sector

� Training programmes, information

� Conciliation and mediation (conflicts, diverging interests between villages, regions).

Table 4: Key positions of a national level strategy

For each key position the national strategy must be discussed, formulated, applied
and enforced. However, in many cases this policy work takes too much time and
projects and their managers cannot wait until all policy matters are resolved. There-
fore, it can be necessary to make realistic assumptions for better and fair policies
which might follow later.

The formulation of a policy-based project strategy (activities and decisions towards
specific objectives) with milestones and scheduling is not sufficient in itself. Fre-
quent contacts with national policy makers and pressure from the lower levels are
necessary, too. Appendix H shows part of the support strategy for a project in
Lesotho.

Democratic
development of
strategies

The policy and the national programme strategy must refer to the objectives and
standards under Section 2.3. In comprehensive, interdisciplinary and democratic
discussions, alternative policies and strategies should be evaluated in order to de-
velop an optimum strategy which assures the efficient and effective realisation of
sector targets. The policy and the programme strategy should provide optimum
support, enabling the local project holders (communities, mainly) and managers to
realise the sector goals in a self-reliant and competent way. What such a national
or overall strategy might contain is detailed in Table 4.
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2.6 Legal basis

From hindering to
supportive laws

Legal principles can ensure respect for common and individual interests and
rights regarding access to water. A legal basis is also necessary to defend the
rights of future generations and of nature itself (sustainable life conditions). In
many countries existing policies or legislation do not yet acknowledge sufficiently
the priority of public interest in water supply. All water in the natural cycle (on
the surface, under the ground and in the air) should be declared a common
resource. Water rights should not be given permanently and they should no longer
be tied to the ownership of riparian land.

Sometimes national laws do not allow the introduction of community manage-
ment. In other cases, there may be a long-standing custom (traditional law) that
water is a free good. Water supply projects can be exploited for political gain by
local politicians, with the danger that projects may be based on political rather than
community needs.

Laws and contracts are required to ensure the sustainable and fair manage-
ment and allocation of water, to define the linkages between central govern-
ment and decentralised agencies and to promote financial autonomy and account-
ability in local institutions. The application of laws should be strict, fair and
transparent. Offences must incur sanctions. Where the enforcement of laws is
arbitrary, people are apprehensive and unwilling to co-operate within legal frame-
works. Without a good and confidence-building legal basis people and institutions
are either unable or unprepared to act in a sustainable manner. A farm family, for
instance, will not be concerned about water source and soil protection measures
at all, if land ownership or right of use is not guaranteed well into the future.

Existing legal
framework

Before undertaking policy work on any level it is essential to research and evalu-
ate the existing legal provisions in the sectors of water, sanitation, health, environ-
ment, land (ownership, use), institutions (organisations), tariffs, etc.

� What rules already exist and how comprehensively are they enforced?

� Are they suited to different user groups and sectors?

� Are the existing rules known to those to whom they apply?

� How effectively is the sector strategy integrated into the legal system?

� Is there mismanagement, injustice, uncertainty, etc.?

� What legal definitions and rules are lacking, what laws need change or
amendment?

Such questions need to be discussed in working groups with the participation of
all concerned. Where territorial administration and natural units (river basins, water-
sheds) correspond to water supply management areas, inter-sectoral co-ordination
and co-operation are easier than in cases where these areas do not coincide. Cor-
responding geographical and political units would help to minimise legal conflicts
but, at the very least, transparent area-based co-ordination must be assured.
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Financial principle Legally sanctioned guidelines for financing and pricing are an essential part of
the national sector policy and a condition for community based management. Re-
alistic models should be developed and implemented, based on local capacities
and legal and socio-economic structures and programmes.

3. PROJECT PREPARATION

3.1 Introduction

Overview/objectives In Chapter 2, the broader context of a project was described. This chapter consid-
ers the local context and requirements at project level. The aim of participatory
project preparation is to generate and provide a comprehensive guide for planning
and implementation (Figure 12). An ideal, participation-based preparation proc-
ess leads to a high degree of commitment and sense of ownership in the
user community. Relevant management and planning tools are introduced in C 4
and C 5.

In a first step the local context related to the water and sanitation situation has to
be appraised. This includes identifying and analysing problems, needs and
potentials (driving and hindering forces). On the basis of these facts and consider-
ing the broader project context (Section 2.4; Section 2.5) the objectives and tar-
gets of the project are formulated (C 2 in Figure 12).

In the next step the feasibility of various project options can be studied and com-
pared (E in Figure 12). The technically recommended solution(s) are to be evalu-
ated in order to find out the most appropriate option which will be supported ac-
tively by the entire community and which is the most promising from the point of
view of sustainability (G in Figure 12).

Legal principles In many (perhaps most) cases, suitable legislation develops slowly and project
strategies cannot wait for it. However, project policies and concepts should fore-
see that appropriate legal rules will eventually be developed. Adequate project con-
cepts, practical experience and recommendations from the grassroots level can in-
fluence higher legislation in a constructive and positive way.

Appendix I gives a series of principles which were recommended by an interdisci-
plinary working group for rural and urban South Africa. These recommendations
are of general validity and can therefore serve as a checklist for the creation of
water laws and policies everywhere.

Traditional rights New rules about protection and allocation of water or land can be based on or
developed from traditional rules. Modern laws should not contradict recognised
and appropriate traditional law. The question of ownership of structures has to
be decided separately from the question of ownership of the water itself. In most
areas water is a public good and no individuals can claim ownership of it - in tra-
ditional and modern societies water is seen as a gift and a public good. On the
other hand technical structures need to be under a defined ownership. If users
and owners are identical, the conditions for sustainable maintenance are ideal.
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3.2 Appraisal of the local context (socio-economic
survey)

(Item B 3 in Figure 12)

Introduction Any development project risks failure if it is not embedded into the local con-
text. The people’s way of life, their view of things, the natural and economic po-
tential require consideration. The appraisal and the evaluation of the local context
and the definition of project objectives (Section 3.2, Section 3.3 and Section 3.4)
are not isolated steps. They must be developed simultaneously in a kind of iterative
process.

Many results from Chapter 2 may already represent and describe aspects of local
situations. However, factors that are not yet covered need to be assessed sepa-
rately for a specific project or for a group of projects in an area.

At this initial conceptual stage, the project structure should be initiated, a local
committee founded and contacts with potential external support agencies made.
If this happens, the assessment of the local context is done by the local people
and authorities, together with an external support body.

At this stage it would be advisable to employ a qualified water engineer or tech-
nician who is experienced in all aspects of water project management, sanitation
and ecology. Such a specialised person (or team) can help to ensure the proper
consideration of the local context as part of the feasibility study (Section 3.6).

Main aspects of the
assessment

Main aspects of the assessment, which also considers past development and
trends:

� present situation in the water and sanitation sector

� successes, failures, deficiencies, constraints

� indications of successes and problems

� causes of obstacles

� existing problem solving capacity

� economy (village, household) - (C 7.2 and C 7.3)

� social and political situation

� institutions

� ecology.

The SWPO method and/or PRA (C 5.2) are suitable tools for defining and structur-
ing contributions and outputs. They also ensure that the various opinions can be
expressed and considered in a participatory way. It is important to make sure that
the social environment (A 3.2) is considered in a way that all groups and individu-
als concerned feel free and invited to give their contributions. Transparency and a
good information policy facilitate the assessment of the local context. Table 5 is
an incomplete checklist that can help to identify the relevant parameters. A de-
tailed socio-economic questionnaire, such as that used in Cameroon’s Community
Development Department (Appendix L) could be useful in other situations.

The results should be put down in a final report, which is accepted and sup-
ported by all the partners. Unanswered or unresolved questions should also be
listed in this report.
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Table 5: Checklist for assessment of local context
(related to water and sanitation)

Potentials and constraints in water and sanitation
yesterday (history) - today - tomorrow (trends)
Avoid duplications with chapter 2 (National context)

0. GENERAL
� Village history – What has been the experience of the villagers to date?
� What kind of information is available from departments, sector institutions

(water, infrastructure, health, education, etc.)?
� Health conditions, demography.
� Is the project area (village(s)) representative of the entire region?
� Other development projects planned, realised, experience with these.

1. SOCIAL FIELD
� Social groups
� Social traditions
� Social organisations and their opinions
� Population; women/men/children/gender situation
� Minorities
� Conflicts (individuals, interest groups)
� Traditional power, opinion leadership
� Understanding of WATSAN; motivation
� Demands for change

2. INSTITUTIONAL FIELD
� Institutions in general
� Development institutions
� Inter-institutional relations/co-ordination

– horizontal
– vertical

� Local management capacity
� Capacity of private sector

3. ECONOMIC FIELD
� Local economy
� household economy
� Links water/economy
� Ability and willingness to pay
� Tariff structure
� Availability of technical material

4. TECHNOLOGICAL FIELD
� Historic and existing WATSAN situation
� Technologies applied
� Supply standards (quantity, quality, walking distances, tap standards)
� Allocation policy for water
� Maintenance, experience
� Reliability of services
� Deficiencies, problems

5. RULES, KNOWLEDGE
� Traditional skills, knowledge
� Modern skills, knowledge
� Legal situation (water, land)
� Political situation
� Distribution of relevant knowledge and documentation among people and institutions

6. ECOLOGY, NATURE (monitoring over previous years?)
� Water household (resources, quality)
� Soil degradation/conservation
� Plant cover
� Construction materials (mineral and biological resources)

their organisation, their goals,
their engagement, capacities, etc.

local/external, supporting

Production, market, income/
expenditures
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3.3 Project objectives and related targets

(Item C 2 in Figure 12)

The main objectives should have already been defined on a national level (Section
2.3, Table 2). However, their appropriateness and local applicability need confirma-
tion. Differences to proposed national standards must be discussed and decided
here. Together with the future users the specific objectives and targets are nego-
tiated and defined one by one. Throughout this process the issue concerning ap-
propriate standards plays a key role: What is necessary, desired, affordable and
manageable over time? It is important to define objectives that meet the require-
ments of the different stakeholders.

Table 6 gives an idea of how project related objectives and targets can be re-
corded. Such a list can guide the evaluation of the local context (Section 3.4). De-
tailed technical targets and design figures are given in the Engineering Manual
[Vol. 2] When all objectives and targets are defined they need to be reconsidered
in an integrated check because sometimes an aspect which seems individually
sound does not fit in a series of others.

Table 6: Project objectives and related targets (Form Appendix M. 2)

No. Items, parameters Targets, objectives Remarks
short-term
(5 years)

long-term
(25 years)

1 Demand-related items
� Population to be served (number) ………….. …………..
� Institutions  ………………………. ………….. …………..
� Irrigation / farming ………….. …………...
� Animals ………….. …………..
� Other activities ………….. …………..
� ……………………………………. ………….. …………..

2 Local financing capacity / objectives
� Investment (%)

� population
� local institutions
� local government

…………...
…………...
…………...
…………...

…………...
…………...
…………...
…………...

� Running costs (%)
� population
� local institutions
� local government

…………...
…………...
…………...
…………...

…………...
…………...
…………...
…………...

� Proposed water tariff structure
     ....................................................

…………...
…………...

…………...
…………...

3 Organizational / institutional
objectives
� Ownership …………... …………...
� Supervision …………... …………...
� Management …………... …………...
� Operation + maintenance …………... …………...
� Follow-up …………... …………...
� .................................................... …………... …………...

4 Ecological objectives / targets
� Watershed management …………... …………...

� Spring protection …………... …………...

� .................................................... …………... …………...

5 Proposed modification of standards
defined in Table 2
� .................................................... …………... …………...

� .................................................... …………... …………...

6 Other objectives
� .................................................... …………... …………...

� .................................................... …………... …………...
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3.4 The evaluation of the local context

(Item D 2 in Figure 12)

Sustainability criteria This item needs to be based on sound understanding and acceptance of basic
principles (A 3), e.g. sustainability criteria. After completing the initial planning steps,
one can expect that the local context and the tools for participatory planning are
understood and accepted by all partners and stakeholders.

Dialogue among
local and external
stakeholders

At this point, a participatory evaluation is to be carried out regarding the assess-
ment (Section 3.2) and the project objectives (Section 3.3). This period of dialogue
is critical in terms of the awareness and empowerment of the local community
(leadership promotion and preparedness creation for capacity building). The purpose
is not only to find out the reasons for past failures and successes, but also to
gather comprehensive qualitative and quantitative information about these issues.
The different views and opinions of particular groups (consumers, government, lo-
cal leaders, men, women, older people, outsiders, disadvantaged or marginalised
groups, neighbouring villages, etc.) should be investigated and discussed. This
analysis helps the partners to define and to present the achievements and
gaps regarding the sector objectives and the desired/required changes. Here,
also, it is advisable to do the analysis on the basis of the various fields already
mentioned (social, economic, rules, knowledge, etc.). A problem matrix as shown
in Table 3 could serve as an idea for short and clear presentation. Some unan-
swered questions from the assessment (Section 3.2) might be answered here.
Remaining questions must be brought forward. Goal-relevance and influenceability
need to be considered in the same way as in the evolution of the national con-
text (Section 2.4). Based on the concluding report about the local context evalua-
tion the appropriateness of the previously formulated objectives (Section 3.3)
should be checked and adapted, if necessary.

3.5 Project organisation

(Item C 2 in Figure 12)

Basic organisation

(Table 7 and Table 8)

The project organisation is based on a few short documents, serving as a man-
agement resource, which describe the initial situation and the steps required to
achieve the project objectives. The project organisation needs continuous or spo-
radic improvement and adaptation. Section 2.5 (programme strategy on national
level) and Section 3.4 (evaluation of local context) are the bases and the raw ma-
terial for the organisation of a project.

Now the intentions become concrete and more intensive with regard to ef-
forts, costs and complexity. Therefore it is necessary to draw up a clear
project strategy for the planning process and for implementation. The project
cycle (Figure 12) is also a basis of the project organisation. First and most impor-
tantly the project organisation - based on the local situation - must be oriented
towards the project objectives (Section 3.3). What is really needed and wanted?
Making an organisational structure means also the formulation of the “project cul-
ture”: processes, activities, working methods, responsibilities, potentials and re-
quired resources are reflected, discussed and decided systematically. Simple, but
important questions are:
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Who does what?
Why? How? When?

The actors’ framework has already been described under Section 1.3. What is their
role in the context of the project? The project organisation is not only an overview
of intended actions and decisions, but is also about targets - a mutually devel-
oped orientation framework for all stakeholders. It contributes to a better aware-
ness of the partners and to a favourable climate of co-operation. Table 7 and Table
8 together are a checklist for a community based project organisation which can
be interpreted and adapted to specific local situations. In the project organisation
all relevant aspects should be covered. However, it is not yet necessary to go into
detail. A short, objective and structured description of the actual situation and the
project objectives (Table 7) is the basis for the outlook to planning, implementa-
tion and O+M (Table 8).

Table 7: Project organisation I - Actual situation/starting position
(Form Appendix M. 3)

Project name: ..................................................... Date: .......................................

Project holder: .................................................... Revisions: ...............................

PROJECT  ORGANIZATION I .................................................

Actual situation (Key conclusions of assessment (3.2)
and evaluation (3.4) of local context

Remarks, references, reasons

1) Positive results, achievements, factors
11
12
13
14
15
16

2) Problems, weaknesses, deficiences
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

3) Opportunities, resources
31
32
33
34
35
36

4) Omissions, risks
41
42
43
44
45
46

5) Basic documents, external conditions
51
52
53
54
55
56
6) Main project objectives
   (essence of and link to 3.3)

(Variations from the original project
objectives should be indicated here.)

61
62
63
64
65
66
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Table 8: Project organisation II - Checklist for an outlook
(what? - who? - when? with whom?)

3.6 Feasibility study

(Item E in Figure 12)

Introduction The local context evaluation report (Section 3.4) is a source of information which
should allow the technical team - in consultation with the community and assisted
by a community worker - to carry out the feasibility study. This activity should be
appropriate to the size and detail of the project in question. It should be as sim-
ple and brief as possible and as detailed as necessary. The feasibility study must
show whether and how the existing problems can be faced and how the ob-
jectives can be achieved ideally and in a sustainable manner.

Selection criteria Table 9 is a checklist of questions and basic considerations helping to identify what
kind of technical, organisational and financial options could realistically be studied.
The discussion of these aspects and alternatives should not be related to the serv-
ice levels only; it should also give realistic information about costs, maintenance,
reliability, risks, etc. Using concise and objective-related selection criteria, the “right
solution” should be found. These selection criteria must cover all the project-re-
lated fields according to A 3. The choice of technology for water supply systems
is described in the Engineering Manual [Vol. 2, Chapter 3].

Date: .............................................................. Revisions: ......................................................
   

FI
E

LD
S FEASIBILITY STUDY STAKEHOLERS RESPONSIBILITIES

AND DUTIES
CHOICE OF OPTION

DESIGN

FINAL DECISION

IMPLEMENTATION OPERATION  AND  MAINTENANCE

G
en

er
al

� Formal confirmation / Acceptance of
project strategy

– Harmonization with other projects
(especially sanitation and health)

 
– Definition of stakeholders rights and duties

for different alternatives
– Evaluation of alternative
� Choice of option

 
– Monitoring / evaluation / planning /

implementation (MEPI)
– Working out of project documents
– Preparation of works
– Provision of means and capacities
� Final decision  YES / NO

 
 ----- MEPI ------------------------------------------->
– Final inspection
� Commissioning
– Guarantee  works

 
 (continuation) ------------------------------------->

  So
ci

al

 
– Preparation and implementation of

conscientisation strategy / campaign
� .
� .

 
– Motivation / facilitation
– Promotion / advertising

 
– Community is aware of processes
– Community work (physical and financial

contribution) starts efficiently

 
– Community engagement

� in work
� in decision making           ------------->
� in financial contribution
� in ......................

 
 
 
 (continuation) ------------------------------------->

  Ins
tit

ut
io

na
l

 
– Creation of project committee (nomination

/ election / appointment)
– Forming of feasibility team
– Preparation of team for design,

implementation and operation (provisional)
– Installation of local finance management

 
– Project committee together with assisting

body leads evaluation process:
� .
� .

� Project agreement

 
� Approvals
� Project committee operable
– Creation of implementation structure
– Creation of organisation and management

structure incl. monitoring, reporting and
information

– Installation of external support / follow up

 
 
 
 
  (continuation) ------------------------------------->

 
 
 
 
 (continuation)--------------------------------------->

  Ec
on

om
y

 
– Financing of feasibility study
– Financing options for various alternatives
– Starting of local financial contributions
–
–

 
– Discussion of water tariff, prices
 
� Acceptance of water tariff

 
– Organisation of financing of investment

and
operation:
� local
� national
� foreign

– Assurance of
� Finance control
� Safe keeping of finances

 
– Permanent / frequent

� financial management and
� financial control

 
 
   ------------------------------------------------------->

 
 
 
 
 
 
 (continuation) -------------------------------------->

  Te
ch

no
lo

gy

 
– Feasibility study (technicians mainly)

� Improvement actual situation
� Decentralized solution?
� Pipe born water supply?
� Hand-pumps?
� Motor-pumps?

 

 
– Technical team acts as consultants

(neutral, objective)

 
– Technical design

� Calculations
� Drawings
� Technical report and cost estimate

� Authorization, approvals
– Programme for execution (milestones)

 
– Direction of works
– Quality control
– Programme control (milestones)
– Development and creation of technical

maintenance capacity
� Creation, approval and installation of

maintenance structure

 
– Assurance of local maintenance capacity /

autonomy as far as possible
– Assurance of appropriate outside

assistance / follow up

 Ru
le

s
 Tra

in
in

g
 Re

gu
la

tio
ns  

– What HRD + ID measures are needed?
� In general
� for specific options

– Legal strategy (rights, dispute settlement)

  
– Training of:

� Management staff
� Techn. staff and function holders
� Adm. staff and function holders
� Users (communal work)

 
– Training and employment of maintenance

staff
                       ------------------------->
 
– On the job training

 
 
 
 (continuation) -------------------------------------->

 
 Ec

ol
og

y
 Na

tu
re

 
– Environmental implications (guidelines and

objectives for specific alternatives)

  
– Environmental conservation measures

� water management
� soil protection
� watershed management

 
– Environmental measures
– Ecologic monitoring               ------------>

 
 
 (continuation) -------------------------------------->

 Duration                      ………. Mt  .......... Mt.  .......... Mt.  .......... Mt.  
     � Main Decision UF; 06/00

E F

G

H

J

K M

0
1

2
3

4
5

6
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Table 9: Checklist for finding an appropriate water supply system

BASIC  QUESTIONS ASPECTS  OF  CONSIDERATIONS

1.  TECHNICAL  OPTIONS /  STANDARDS
� What technical standards are reasonably

expected?

- existing situation
- improved traditional

source
- wells
- boreholes

- handpumps
- public standpipes
- neighbourhood taps
- yard taps
- house connections

2.  APPROPRIATE  LEVEL  OF  SERVICE
� What level(s) of service are appropriate and

affordable for all groups in the community?

- acceptability of different levels of service
- social justice
- rates tailored to users' ability and willingness to

pay
3.  WATER  SOURCES

� Which reliable water sources are available?
� Can these provide the required amount of

water at the time?
� Do others depend on the same sources

(disputes)?

- springs
- goundwater
- rainwater
- surface water
- streams
- lakes, ponds

4.  ENERGY  SOURCES
� What reliable energy sources are available?

- gravity flow
- human power
- electricity
- diesel supply

- wind
- solar energy
- biomass
- animal power

5.  WASTEWATER  DRAINAGE
� In which way can wastewater be disposed

of hygienically?

- soakaway
- gardens
- sewers
- drains

6.  TECHNICAL  RESOURCES
� What skills and materials can be made

available to sustain the desired service
level?

� Equipments, vehicles, tools
� Standardization: possible, desired?

- skills / technical advice:
mechanics, plumbers, carpenters, masons,
caretakers (NGOs, private sector)

- materials:
pipes, pumps, taps, valves, fuel, chemicals,
spare parts (local, regional, (inter)national
market)

7.  ORGANIZATION
� What is the most appropriate organizational

structure to sustain the desired service
level?

- village organization
- water committee
- water supply agency

- private sector, NGOs
- extension service
- power utility
- training opportunities

8.  INVESTMENT
� What are the financial resources available /

required for the desired level of service?

- affordability
- user funds
- government subsidies
- ESA support
- ability and willingness to pay

9.  RECURRENT  COSTS
� What are the running costs (O + M,

including depreciation)?
� What kind of payment system is most

appropriate for the users' ability to pay?

- affordability
- fund raising
- communal income
- regular contributions
- water vending / water tariffs
- contribution in kind
- willingness and ability to pay

10. OPERATION  AND  MAINTENANCE
� Is local O+M assured?
� Is external support / follow-up possible?

- local knowledge
- training needs
- spare parts, tools
- energy supply
- risks, reliability



� local material
� good workmanship

Inappropriate technology,
or just poor work?

Intake exposed to river flood

Appropriate / Inappropriate Technology
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Global view and
reduction of number
of options

In a feasibility study only a few alternatives can be worked out. Nevertheless it is
usually good to start in a more global way with a greater number of options. In
this first step the labour input cannot be very high (between one and three days
work for each alternative). After these initial, rough considerations and feasibility
reflections a simple comparison of the alternatives may already show a clear or-
der of rank. Based on such a quick first step it should be possible to reduce the
number of alternatives considerably, to about 2 or 3 or even fewer (Figure 17).
This pre-selection is done by the technical team, in consultation with the project
committee.

Figure 17: Steps of the feasibility study (gradual reduction of the number
of options)

Options
Zero Improve-

ment
Dezentra-
lized

De luxe High-tech Centra-
lized

 I  Rough  identification
of option (few facts
and basic figures)

A B C D E F

II   Rough evaluation and
relative comparison;
plausibility conside-
rations

(too expen-
sive)

III Pre feasibility study
(more detailed inves-
tigations, calculations
and studies, accor-
ding to checklist
Tab.9)

A B C

(difficult to
maintain,
poor relia-
bility)

F

IV Evaluation, weighting,
ranking (Tab. 10)

4 2 1 3

V Recommendations of
the pre-feasibility
team (project
management)

(unattrac-
tive, does
not meet
the expec-
tations)

B
2.

C
1.

(too
expensive)

VI Evaluation by the
stakeholders. Main
actors are the local
project holders / users

(poor relia-
bility; ex-
pensive to
maintain)

VII Decisions / choice of
option (item G  Fig. 12)

C

favoured
option

� �� �
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Table 10 shows how pre-selected alternatives can be compared systematically and
how related selection criteria are applied in a process of objective weighting and
ranking. This table is merely an example and would need to be adapted to spe-
cific situations. The community, too, has to play an active role in formulating the
catalogue of selection criteria and in determining the factor weights and the rating
scale. It might be necessary to add other criteria. If in one field the number of
criteria is very high or very low - in relation to the other fields - the weight of this
field might be inappropriate. A correction is possible through adjustment of the
respective factors of importance. In the example of Table 10 there are weights (im-
portance factors) from one to three. The (quality and/or quantity) rating varies be-
tween +2 and -2:

+ 2 very good

+ 1 good

0 neutral

– 1 poor

– 2 very poor

A short verbal qualification is important too, not only for those aspects that can-
not be expressed in figures.

Options that are clearly unsuitable from an early stage do not need to be dealt
with using Table 10. It is enough just to mention them in the feasibility report with
the main reasons for disqualification.

Recommendation At the end of this step the management team (guided by the project engineer)
should give a clear, well-founded recommendation for a choice between a mini-
mum of two (and a maximum of 3) options. This proposal is the result of a com-
prehensive feasibility report including Table 10. Unanswered questions and uncer-
tainties appear in the feasibility report. This report forms the basis for further ne-
gotiations between all the stakeholders, leading eventually to the selection of one
suitable, accepted option. This process and the conclusions must be understood
and accepted by the users, the implementing agencies, donors, government, etc.
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Criteria Project alternatives
No.  Description Impor-

tance
Factor

A) Zero
    Solution

B)
Improvment

C) Decentral
     solution

F) Central
     solution

Project: BULU

Date: 28.11.99Fi
el

d

1 - 3 Rating Weight Rating Weight Rating Weight Rating Weight Remarks
01. High priority, compared

with other development
programmes

1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 Rating (+2 � -2)
(Weight = imp. Factor x
rating )

02. Project optimally based
on local resources (staff,
material)

3 2 6 2 6 2 6 0 0

03. Good replicability in area
(typical for region)

1 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1 -1

04. High degree of sector
integration

2 1 2 2 4 2 4 1 2

G
en

er
al

       Weight of the field (7) 12 14 13 2
11. Good cultural integration 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1 -1
12. High acceptance by

community (consumers)
2 1 2 1 2 2 4 2 4

13. Dependency on outside
assistance

1 2 2 2 2 2 2 -2 -2

14. Noticeable easing of
women's work

2 1 2 1 2 2 4 2 4

So
ci

al

        Weight of the field (6) 8 8 12 5
21. Appropriate project

structure (committee and
organigram)

2 1 2 2 4 2 4 0 0

22. Easy to manage 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1 -1

23. High degree on inter-
institutional integration

2 2 2 1 2 2 4 -1 -2

F) too complicated
for rural context

24. Conformity with national
plans and standards

1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2In
st

itu
tio

na
l

  Weight of the field (6) 7 9 12 -1
31. Investment 3 2 6 2 6 1 3 -2 -6

32. Running cost (20 years) 3 2 6 2 6 1 3 -2 -6
33. Economic impact 3 0 0 0 0 2 6 2 6
34. Realistic, fair and accep-

ted tariff structure
2 2 4 2 4 2 4 0 0Ec

on
om

y

 Weight of the field (11) 16 16 16 -6
41. Quantity of service

(coverage)
3 0 0 1 3 2 6 2 6

42. Water quality 2 0 0 1 2 2 4 2 4

43. Comfort level 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 - C) upgradability

44. Low complexity, low risk,
high reliabilitiy and long
lifetime

2 2 4 2 4 1 2 -2 -4

45. Based on / adapted to
local skills

2 2 4 2 4 2 4 0 0

46. Stageability / flexibility 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 0 0

Te
ch

no
lo

gy

        Weight of the field (11) 9 15 19 8

51. Local people can learn
and do it

3 2 6 2 6 2 6 -2 -6 - C) similar projects
exist

52. Legal problems can be
solved easily

1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1

Tr
ai

ni
ng

 / 
R

ul
es

R
eg

ul
at

io
ns

        Weight of the field (4) 7 7 8 -5

61. Ecologic sustainability 2 2 4 2 4 2 4 1 2
62. Few and low-level

ecological secondary
effects

2 2 4 2 4 2 4 1 2
F) Risk of over

exploitation

Ec
ol

og
y 

/
N

at
ur

e

Weight of the field (4) 8 8 8 4
       Rank / Total weight 3. 67 2. 77 1. 88 4. 7

Table 10: Comparison and ranking of alternatives (Form Appendix M. 4)

�
�

�
�

�
�

�

ExExExExExamamamamamplepleplepleple
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3.7 The stakeholders, their specific responsibilities
and duties

(Item F in Figure 12)

Introduction Stakeholders are the legal partners of a project. They are contractually related and
bound to undertake an agreed project.

The actors and their relationships are briefly described in Section 1.3. The Water
and Sanitation Knowledge System (WSKS), a recommended, actor-oriented tool for
identifying roles and responsibilities in water supply projects, is presented in C 2.

The roles and responsibilities of the various partners must be defined specifi-
cally for those few project options which are presented in the feasibility study
for a final competition. Clear definitions are necessary so that all partners, espe-
cially the local community, decide on an option in full awareness of all conse-
quences, not only for the implementation but also for the operation phase. This
exercise shows whether, and how, all project duties can be fulfilled. When the re-
sponsibilities have been defined the willingness and ability to undertake them need
to be investigated, discussed and confirmed. The full acceptance of a specific
project option must be evident. The result of this step will be the basis for a final
decision and for the project agreement (Section 3.8).

The stakeholders In water and sanitation projects stakeholders are (Section 1.3 and C 2):

� Community (project committee, caretaker)

� Local or regional administration (district, division, province):
– Water authority (technical and legal aspects)
– Territorial administration
– Health services, agriculture, environmental protection service

� Executing body (GO, NGO, private sector):
– Project management
– Engineer/technician
– Community worker
– Contractors

� Donor organisations

The partners’ structures and organigrams need to be defined, laid down and
agreed upon.

Responsibilities and
duties

For each stakeholder the project-related responsibilities and main duties need to
be defined. All partners together must fulfil the project requirements. Both defi-
ciencies and over-provision must be avoided. The project feasibility study states the
required inputs and activities regarding:

� Management and co-ordination

� Financing

� Technological input, consultancy, training and follow up

� In-kind contributions:
– unskilled labour
– skilled labour
– material supply
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� Institution building, management support and training

� Market inputs (supply of goods)

� Others

The defined inputs need to be distributed among the stakeholders according to
their required capacities (Table 11). Not only the amount and volume of each con-
tribution but also their quality and the development of the involvement over time
must be considered (Figure 15). The responsibility of the local community (e.g.
project committee) develops and grows over time which is an indicator of self-
reliance and local empowerment.

Table 11: The stakeholders’ responsibilities (R) and duties (D)
(Form Appendix M. 5)

Stakeholder Planning Implementation O + M

A Community R � Selection of
option

� Policy
� Election of

committee

� Policy
� Election of

committee

� Policy
� Election of

committee

D � Operation project
committee

� Financial
contribution

� Operation project
committee

� Financial and
physical
contribution

� Community
management

� Operation and
maintenance
committee

� Financial and
physical
contribution

� Community
management

B Local
government

R � Link government
– community

� Link government
- community

� Link government
- community

D � Development
planning

� Facilitation of
community
contribution

� Development
planning

� Facilitation of
community
contribution

� Control functions

� Development
planning

� Facilitation of
community
contribution

� Control functions
C Project

management
(executing body)

R (Spelling or private
sector)

� Planning
process

(Government, private
sector or NGO)

� Quality, time,
costs

(Community or private
sector)

� Reliable
operation

� Quality of water
supplied

� Costs
D � Optimal planning

in coordination
with all
stakeholders

� Implementation
according to
programme and
plans

� Optimal O + M

D Provincial water
engineer

R � Dimensions,
technology

� Quality
� Accordance with

policy

� Consultancy

D � Control,
supervision

� Control,
supervision

� Control,
supervision

E Private sector;
NGO

R � Cost effective solutions in accordance with the TOR

D � Feasibility study
� Planning in detail

� Construction
management

� Construction
work

� Consultancy
� Management

assistance
� Operation

according to
contract

ExExExExExamamamamamplepleplepleple
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3.8 Choice of option, final decision, project
agreement

(Items G and J, Figure 12)

The choice of option
and the final decision

The aim of these milestone steps is that the partners accept and confirm the
choice of technology and system. The entire community and other stakeholders
should be fully committed to the project they wish to see realised, perhaps
through step-by-step upgrading. To make this decision a clear one it is necessary
to discuss the project feasibility report in detail. The future users must know what
alternative options have been evaluated and why they have been disqualified. The
use of visual aids and visits to other projects can be helpful at this stage. Before
the final decision is taken all unanswered questions and doubts must be discussed
and clarified. Discussions, preliminary and final decisions for the optimum choice
take place in an official forum like a general assembly. The reasons for the choice
and for the final decision should be recorded in minutes that are included in
the feasibility report.

The results of the feasibility study require clarification and confirmation through the
process of detailed planning and design (item H; Section 4.2) which is part of the
project implementation.

The project agreement The conclusions of the findings and decisions are laid down in the project agree-
ment. The main elements of the project agreement are:

� Project definition (technical system, service standard, size, locations, O+M
concept, etc.)

� Financial contributions; in-kind contributions (for construction and O+M)

� Responsibilities, related competencies and duties in the various phases
(Section 3.7; Table 11)

� Monitoring, reporting, information and evaluation

� Financial proceedings including control and auditing

� Concepts for Human Resource Development (HRD) and Institutional
Development (ID - sometimes referred to as Institution Building - IB)

� Timetable with milestones

� Procedures for alterations to the original plan

� Legal ownership

� Sanctions, termination of contract

� Appendices:
– List of reference documents (integral part of the contract)
– Organigrams
– General plan of execution

The results of this chapter (Table 11 and organigrams for the selected option) be-
come integral parts of the agreement (Section 3.8). The individual function hold-
ers’ detailed duty sheets will be defined later - during the implementation phase
(Section 4). However, roles and responsibilities for operation and maintenance
should be discussed, agreed and established at this early stage.
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Figure 18: Elements of the project agreement and basic documents
(fictional example)

Appendix K is one example of a project agreement for a rural water supply project
in Cameroon. The project agreement is the milestone where all the relevant
documents (decisions, objectives, target lists, etc.) are put together in a con-
cise dossier. The secretaries’ and the engineers’ documents contain the details
and full history. Figure 18 shows schematically how the agreement milestone is a
position where earlier achievements and outputs are drawn together.

Implementation Operation and
Fields External conditions / Project preparation AGREEMENT Planning +

Design
Construction Maintenance

(O + M)

0 General
02.03.93
Application

20.06.93
Socio-economic
Questionnaire

22.07.96
Main agreement
(provisional)

Integral parts of the contract
Basic documents
Settled in the agreement

1  Social 04.02.92 Local context
Decree No. 374 � 02.10.94 Assessment report
CBM � 04.11.94 Evaluation report

Annexes:
Documents
with       from
the left side

X  Evaluation

2 Institutional
12.02.94 12.05.95
Committee Stakeholders' duties
Regulations 20.6.95

Formal decision
(option)

Final   X
decision
Yes / No

3  Economy 04.06.95
Finance plan

X X
  Auditing (every 12

X X
month)

X

4  Technical 10.05.95
Feasibility study

Operational plan  X

X Operation/management
       Final inspection /  X
       commissioning

X X X

5  Rules,
training

X X Training activities

6  Ecology,
nature

04.06.93
Law No. 038
Water resources
management

  Time axis

x
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4. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
(Items H, I, K, L in Figure 12)

4.1 Introduction

Context The vision that was developed in a participatory manner has now taken shape in
a defined project that was selected from a range of options. At the implementa-
tion stage, the involvement of all partners, in particular the community, enters into
the most intensive phase. The project preparation (Section 3), the professional
application of the management tools (Part C) and the constant recognition of
sustainability criteria and guiding principles (A 3) ultimately determine the success
and the real quality of a project.

Key issues The design of a tangible project belongs to the implementation phase, be-
cause it is the detailed definition, the preparation and organisation of the physical,
social and administrative processes. The design includes also the creation of man-
agement concepts and capacity building at different levels. Function holders and
staff should have the opportunity to grow gradually into their jobs. Design means
therefore development and transition towards execution or construction. However,
the final green light, the irreversible ‘go’, will be confirmed only when the
technical design with cost estimates is made, when funding is organised and
when necessary authorisations and approvals are issued.

Implementation includes not only the construction but also the proper completion
and handing over, and introduction of a suitable operation and maintenance struc-
ture.

The project organisation (Section 3.5) contains the basic checklists for implemen-
tation. However, the management must remain flexible, prepared to consider new
developments and changing conditions.

4.2 Elements of a project design

(Item H in Figure 12)

To design a project means:

� to design the system and to calculate
the dimensions

� to estimate the costs

� to define the location(s)

� to determine the construction processes

� to consider the other, integrated design factors according to Figure 19.

At the same time organisation and management need already to be developed
and introduced gradually (Section 4.3). Figure 19 shows what steps are normally
necessary in the design stage. For a small project the number and the details can
be reduced, for a large and complex situation however, additional items might be
necessary.

Scope

Engineering details are given
in [Vol. 2]
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Figure 19: Design steps
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4.3 Elements of organisation and management

(Items H and K in Figure 12)

Scope Project design and the development of management capacity go hand-in-hand.
Management means to organise the implementation of the agreement (Sec-
tion 3.8) and of the project strategy (Section 3.5). The size and complexity of an
organisation depend on the particular project in question. Management continues
in the operation and maintenance phase.

Sectors and subjects of management and organisation related fields and actors are
summarised in Figure 20, which can serve as a checklist. The respective tools for
management and their application are introduced mainly in C 1 (Decision-making)
and C 4 (Implementation).

Figure 20: Organisation and management: Fields, actors, parameters,
conceptual and operational items (checklist, memory aid)

ACTORS DIMENSIONS / PARAMETERS
(Quantities, quality, potentials)

 
� National level � Production, output
� Province Service and sector � Finances
� District representatives � Construction material, equipment
� (Council) � Human resources, (staff, users)
� Community (committee, caretaker) ORGANIZATION (qualification, motivation
� Private sector AND � TIME (short – medium – longterm)
� Social groups, interest groups MANGEMENT � Natural resources:
� Households, individuals – water – plants
� Political parties – land, soil – minerals
� External, regional, local institutions (donors, �

supporters) �

�

CONCEPTUAL  ITEMS THE  FIVE  FIELDS  AND  THE  ENVIRONMENT

� External conditions + policy national level � Social
� Implementation policy + organigram � Institutional
� Phase planning according to agreement � Economic Environment
� Agreements, contracts, rules / guidelines, � Technological

project regulations OPERATIONAL  ITEMS � Rules + regulations
� Facilitation / follow-up �

� Cooperation / coordination (sectors / � Project preparation �

institutions) � Design
� Evaluation of management � Proceedings for project approvals
� � Implementation
� � HRD + ID (recruitment, employment,

training, duties, competences)   UF; 09/00

� The unforeseen problems
� Monitoring, reporting, information, evaluation,

planning (MEPI)
� Operation and maintenance
�
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Who is the project
management ?

The project management must be clearly defined and decided among the
stakeholders. The users, who are in most cases the owners of a project,
should be represented competently at management level, with legislative and
executive power. During preparation and construction of a project the govern-
ment, a qualified engineer and donors might be part of the management. The
management team should be competent and should:

� have a good professional background

� not be too big (generally not more than five persons)

� be given clear duties, competencies and responsibilities

� be provided with external assistance and human resource development.

During planning and implementation, the capacity and leadership of the local
project management should be gradually built up in order that local users will be
enabled to manage and to maintain the scheme or project autonomously as far
as possible.

Management of
people

The recruitment, selection/election and employment of paid and voluntary people
require independence, professionalism and transparency (C 4.4). Employment and
working conditions should be fair and attractive, though not primarily financially.
Duties, competencies and rights need to be formulated and written down
(see Duty Sheet, example Table 14).

Personal engagement and team spirit should be addressed in the project policy
and in the management - they are most essential. Training in technical, social and
administrative fields are a good source of motivation. A suitable working place, re-
liable tools, equipment, vehicles, practical guidelines and handbooks are precondi-
tions for any successful work.

Caretakers and other key-persons for operation and maintenance should al-
ready become involved during the construction phase (on-the-job training). As
far as possible working teams should include people from the project area. How-
ever, community management creates a significant demand for technical and
logistical support (consultancy and material assistance). An efficient follow-up ca-
pacity needs to be created.

A staff and group meeting is a highly efficient management tool. They should take
place regularly, not too often, not too rarely. They can follow a standard agenda,
but there must be free space for individual inputs.

Management of
information

The project management is responsible for the information policy and culture
(quantity and quality of dialogue and information). Tools and strategies for informa-
tion management are presented in detail in C 5.

Recapitulation of a few key objectives

� for information:
– Short and simple language
– Facilitation of understanding of sectors, institutions, hierarchies, etc.
– Better work happens through knowledge and motivation

� for documentation and filing:
– Awareness, transparency and trust
– Quick access to specific information
– Learning from and sharing of experiences
– Avoiding the loss of institutional memory (through fluctuation of staff)
– Facilitation of efficient management
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The project management runs the main documentation, while each staff member
has his/her own working documentation. Their observations and reports contribute
to the monitoring and evaluation database of the project.

Executive
management

The tools for implementation are described in C 4. The operational plan (Section
4.5), the key tool for project managers and implementers on all levels usu-
ally covers one year. It needs periodic review and adaptation (flexible manage-
ment), without losing sight of the objectives and overall goals. The operational de-
tails of the management covering shorter periods are also described in B 4.5.

Recapitulation of principles

� for management:
– phased plan (milestones) and operational plan are steering instruments

(ensuring goal-conformity of process)
– Integration of M + E system (steering and permanent optimisation)
– Management (re)acts within short time (spontaneity, flexibility)
– Monitoring the fulfilment of contracts and the application of sanctions, if

necessary
– Management takes time also for conceptual work, for consulting with staff,

and/or dealing with unforeseen aspects.

� for the supervision of the work (site management):
– Preparation of works (site, personnel, materials, equipment, tools, informa-

tion of landowners, authorisation, etc.)
– Construction quality control (e.g. quality of concrete, pipeline pressure

resistance, placing and covering, pumping tests, etc.)
– Environmental quality control (e.g. water household, ecological location of

structures, erosion control measures, plant development, etc.)
– Efficiency and progress control
– Promotion of on-the-job training
– Construction monitoring and reporting
– Optimum and careful use and maintenance of equipment and vehicles

(project-owned and hired equipment)
– Calculation and counting of real costs including depreciation
– Proper equipment recording and stock management (purchase, transport,

storage, handing out, etc.)
– Official commissioning (comprehensive check, handing over of functions,

structures, full documentation including guarantees and instruction papers).

Formal arrangements Contracts / agreements / statutes / duty sheets

Good management is based on agreed goals, concepts and clearly defined tasks.
Depending on the nature, size and complexity of a project the necessary formal
arrangements must be worked out. Table 12 is an incomplete list of possible ar-
rangements with their main components. Such agreements are needed in order
that each partner knows in advance not only the project goals, but their responsi-
bilities, duties and rights.
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Table 12: Formal arrangements – a few examples

FORMAL  ARRANGEMENTS

Institutional Level

� Cooperation Agreement between  Central
Government and ESA

 
� Cooperation Agreements between local

NGOs and ESA
 
� Project Cooperation Agreements between

community (project holder) and ESA; with
local NGO and government

� Statutes of a local water
committee – Table 13

�  Statutes of branch or tap committees

FACTORS POSSIBLY TO BE DEFINED

� General characteristics
� Aims
� Main goals
� Intermediate goals
� 
� 

� Membership, partners
� Durations, deadlines, termination
� Area of validity
� Control organs
� Probation period
� 
� 

Execution Level

� Contracts for construction work
 
� Contracts with suppliers
 
� Employment contracts (full-time, part-time,

seasonal)

� Job description for a water supply
caretaker – Table 14

 
� Consultancy contracts
 
� Regulations
        - tariffs
        - technical
        - financial
        - administrative
        - information
        - maintenance
        - monitoring
        - quality control

� Training arrangements

� Information, public relations
� Monitoring, reporting
� Financing, payments, wages

� Penalities, sanctions
� Mention of other contract parts

(annexes such as: - duty sheets
- time schedules
- etc.)

� 
� 
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Table 13: Issues commonly covered in the statutes of a local water
committee – an example (Form Appendix M. 6)

General characteristics: Name, place of residence and purpose of the
organization;
Date of establishment;
Legal status;
Project location, size;

Membership: Qualifications and conditions for membership;
Procedures for application , acceptance and cancellation
as member of the organization;

Administration and Compliance with national policies and development plans;
sectoral integration: Integration in national and regional structures;

Administrative and sectoral coordination and integration;

Sources of income: Contributions, rates, subsidies, loans and other revenues;

Committee(s): Composition: number and function of committee
members; composition of executive committee, and sub-
committees   where necessary;
Election: occasion, procedure; length of term of office;
possibility of re-election; by-elections in case of
resignation, etc.;
Representation: of the interest of all user categories,
including women and low-income households
Functions: responsibilities and authority of each function,
character of the work (voluntary or paid; type of payment)

Meetings: Commitee(s): frequency, purpose and authority of
meetings of the committee(s)
General assemblies: frequency of assembly; minimum
period between announcement and assembly; user
information on time, place, purpose;
Purposes of meeting: rendering and account of the
preceding period; appointment of a financial control
committee for the next financial period; recruitment and
election of committee members; other relevant business
etc.;
Validity of meetings: representation of various user
categories; voting rights (e.g. heads of households only,
or male and female heads, or one adult, one vote);
quorum for important decisions; conditions for a general
meeting on request of the users;

Changes: Procedures for changing the statutes; procedures for
winding up the organization.

Two specific tables (Table 13 and Table 14) may serve as examples and checklists.
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Table 14: Job description for a water supply caretaker – an example for a
small gravity system (Form Appendix M. 7)

JOB  DESCRIPTION

Project: ................................................................................................................................

Function: Water supply caretaker

Function holder: ................................................................................................................................

Contract basis: Employment contract of: ........................................................................................

Main duties: Preventive maintenance; simple repairs; site management; user
communication / advice; recording and reporting to the water committee
(WC) ; training and supervising of assistant caretaker; participation in water
committee meetings, training

Tasks: Preventive maintenance: visit to water supply structures; control of leakage and
hygiene; cleaning of site and drains; upkeep of surroundings (daily)

Simple repairs: replacement of washers; repair of cracks in masonry; repair of
bathing screens, fences, etc. (occasionally, perhaps a few time a year)

Site management: ensuring proper tap operation and water use; management of
laundry and bathing facilities; advising the tap  and/or water committee on site
maintenance, user regulations and other relevant issues concerning the waterpoint
(daily to periodically)

Management of tools and spare part stock (financial proceedings and competence
according projects regulations)

Working programmes: elaboration of seasonal and weekly programmes (caretaker,
assistant, community, external assistance)

User communication: liaison between the tap users and the water committee;
information on reasons and duration of break-downs; demonstration and
discussion of proper water use (periodically, perhaps several times a year)

Monitoring / recording and reporting: for maintenance, repair and water use to the
community water committee or other local organization administering the water
supply (daily reporting in logbook, summary reports several times a year, according
to project regulations, information in water committee meetings).

Representation: In case of absence of the caretaker the assistant caretaker acts on his/her behalf.
If the vice-president of the committee is absent the caretaker represents him/her.

Responsibility: The caretaker is responsible for the formulated tasks. S/he is subordinated to the
water committee. In cases of conflicts and problems s/he contacts the water
committee. The approved water supply regulations are a binding guideline.

Noted and accepted: ............................................................, ...............................

The caretaker: For the water committee:

............................................................. ........................................................
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4.4 Financial management

Introduction Financial management is essential during construction and operation. It includes:

� Finance policy

� Finance planning, budgeting, liquidity planning, timely collection of contribu-
tions and funds

� Cost control and auditing

� Publication of financial information (transparency).

The future project managers responsible for O+M should already be engaged in
financial management during implementation. The project committee might e.g.,
handle expenses for contractors.

Most decisions can only be taken on the basis of a clear and sound financial situa-
tion. It has become clear that communities should have an increased share of the
responsibility in the provision of the necessary resources. Simple and sound eco-
nomic and financial management are necessary to ensure that infrastructure or
other projects continue to function. Transparency and trustworthiness in finan-
cial matters are key conditions for the smooth running of any community
programme. Misuse of funds or even loss of confidence rapidly inhibits further
contributions. Principles in the economic field, like financing, cost recovery, etc. are
dealt with in A 3.4. A presentation of tools and principles for economic resource
management is given under C 7.

For simple projects with a single purpose or activity, a simple receipts and pay-
ments account based on a cashbook may be sufficient. For projects involving sev-
eral activities, income and expenditure accounts and balance sheets are necessary;
books should then be kept using double-entry bookkeeping. Some kind of visual
presentation of accounts is always worthwhile. For example in annual reports, piles
of coins of various sizes can be used to illustrate the way funds are apportioned
for different purposes.

The recommendations given here are suitable for smaller projects (e.g. water sup-
ply systems for not more than about 20,000 people or for programmes with few
or no full-time employees). Common tasks of financial management are listed in
Table 15.

The institutional set up including the local financial management requires legal ap-
proval by (or at least permission from) the relevant government authorities.
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Table 15: Financial planning and financial management in infrastructure
projects (Form Appendix M. 8)

Executors / Contributors Remarks

Task, Action Central
Govern-
ment

 Local
 Govern-
 ment

 Com-
 munity
 project
 holder)

Committee, together
With executing body

              Function
              Holder

 Local
 NOG
 (facili-
 tator)

Extern-
al
Support
Agency

Others Ordinary
Controller(s)

Documents,
Forms

X  leader
O  contributor
y  year
m  month

ECONOMIC / FINANCIAL
PLANNING
- National and regional
  development plans

   5 y    X     O

- Local development plans    3 - 5 y     X     O    O     O      O beyond project
- National and regional
  Finance plan

   5 y    X    O

- Local finance plan   3 - 5 y    x    O    O    O      O

- Project or programme
  Finance plan

  3 y    O    O    X Committee +
Engineer

   O    O      O Investment and running cost

- Budget (investments and
  running)

  1 y    O    X    O    O

- Operation plan   1 y    O    X Com. + Engi.    O    O
- Cash flow plan   1 y    X    O Not in small projects

ORDINARY
BOOKKEEPING

- Financial opening balance   1 y    O    X Treasurer    O Committee Balance sheet forms Begin of financial year

- Inventory of investment
and equipment

  1 y    O    X Committee +
Engineer

   O Committee

- Cash book    X Treasurer    O Secretary Book
- Bank book - current    X Treasurer    O Secretary Book
- Bank book - investment    X Treasurer    O Secretary Book

- Petty cash account I    X Treasurer Secretary revolving accounts of about
- Petty cash account II    X Caretaker Treasurer 20 - 30 US $ only
- Other accounts
     ° Donors account
     ° Running costs,
       general expenses
     ° Salaries, wages
     ° Vehicles, running
     ° Investment, equipment
     ° Others according needs

   X Treasurer   O Secretary Account forms Treasurer is accompanied by one
nominated committee member
(assistant)

- Financial result of the year 1 y
    ° Financial balance    X Treasurer    O O Auditors Balance sheet forms

(assets + liabilities at
a particular time  are
grouped under hea-
dings*)

End of financial year / annual accounts
Income and expenditure (profit and
losses)
Amounts owed, depreciations, etc. are
adjustments to be shown

    ° Inventory of investment
      and equipment

X Treasurer,
caretaker

O O * e.g. fixed assets (reasonably valued),
current assets (realisable in cash within
a short period), longterm liabilities, cur-
rent liabilities (should include all
amounts due for payment or which may
be called in at any time), reserves. All
together = net value of the project

PARTICULAR ACTIVITIES /
TASKS

- Rate collection    X Rate
collector

 Treasurer - Cash book for col-
   lector
- Receipt vouchers

- Stock management   X Caretaker   Treasurer - Stock cards
- Stock entry
   vouchers
- Stock out vouchers

- Economic activities / fund-
  raising campaigns

   O    X All    O    O

RECORDING /
REPORTING /
INFORMATION /
COOPERATION

- Auditing   1 y    O Treasurer
and assistant
member

min. 2
Auditors*

Gen. Assembly
Formal auditing
report

* Independent elected auditor, one
  professional

End of financial year; special
occasions

- Monthly financial record   1 m    X Treasurer President Form Reference to cash flow plan or budget
- Annual account   1 y See above
- Yearly financial report   1 y    X Treasurer +

President
Gen. Assembly Formal report Part of annual report

- Recording  rate collection   1 m    X Rate
collector

Treasurer Collector’s
cash book

With remarks column

- Contacts / cooperation with
  Community

frequent    X Committee Community Meetings

- Contacts / cooperation with
  bank, cooperative

frequent    X Treasurer Assistant
member

President - Frequent contacts
- vouchers

- Contacts / cooperation with
  donors

sporadic    X President Committee - Letters
- Bookkeeping
  documents
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General rules for
financial management

Aspects which should be defined and laid down in regulations or project instruc-
tions, approved by the general assembly and by the partners:

� The finance plan for implementation and O+M covers a period of 3 to 5
years. It is based on the phase plan, on financing agreements and on the
tariff regulation.

� In the budget, costs and income for one year must be brought to a bal-
ance. This includes analysing capital and cash flow, the latter being essential
for checking that liquidity remains assured. Budgets often go wrong because
of over-optimistic income assumptions or inadequate bills of quantities.

� ‘Different money’ should not be mixed. All income and expenditure must
be allocated to their specific accounts, e.g. for:
– construction and investment
– running costs, maintenance and repair (current account)
– savings for reinvestment
– savings for extensions

� At the end of a financial year it might be possible to transfer some money
from the current account to the savings account.

� Types of water rate collection: A common system is to collect user pay-
ments through home visits. This work is frequently done by women, and
seems to fit in with women’s patterns of social visiting and housekeeping. In
some cultures husbands would object to male collectors visiting their house
during their absence. That women have fewer opportunities to abscond with
funds may be another factor for their successful involvement as rate collec-
tors and treasurers. Other possibilities for rate collection are: standpipe
collection (water kiosks), payment at periodic meetings, payment at the office
or at the cashier’s house.

� With meter systems there is separate reading, billing and payment for
effective consumption (for characteristics see C 7, Table 14). Despite the critical
remarks in Table 14, consumption from private house connections should be
measured using water meters and billed accordingly, as soon as it exceeds
20 - 30 % of the total water production. Pre-payment systems with recharge-
able taxcards (chips) are being piloted. High costs and initial weaknesses
must be overcome before such technologies can be applied on a longer
scale.

� To facilitate payment control of connection fees or water rates and at the
same time to reduce the risks of defaulting, a visual system of recording
household contributions could be applied. This makes it easy to identify
families or institutions lagging behind in payment and creates a certain social
control.

� All transactions of money or material must be recorded with date and
signature in the books. The receiver must give a written receipt voucher to
the payer. Contributions in the form of labour have to be recorded in a similar
way to cash payments (but in a separate account).

� Handling cash is risky. For this reason, and because of the possibility of
earning interest, it is advisable to deposit money as frequently as possible in
reliable banks or credit institutions.

� One project or programme has one set of accounts. The same accounts
and records serve for internal management, for information of the community,
government and external donor organisations.

� The financial competencies of committees and individual function holders or
members and the guidelines for signatures must be defined and agreed
(using duty sheets).

� Audits: A proper audit should be carried out on an annual basis. The auditors
must have access to all books and documents. They will often reveal weak-
nesses in the financing of the project which may threaten its future. Projects
should therefore ask the auditor for their comments, indicating the strengths
and weaknesses of the scheme.
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� Depreciation: The yearly reduction in value of all equipment and infrastructure
should be included as an expense in the profit and loss account. Usually
losses due to inflation are not fully compensated by the interest earnings on
savings. As a result, the depreciation rate must be considered with an
appropriate supplement of about 50 % (depending on the national economy).
When a pump of US$ 2,000 is expected to have a working life of 8 years,
the savings account for reinvestment should be credited yearly with
1.5 × 2,000 ÷ 8 = US$ 375. It is not always possible to accumulate savings for
all parts of a project. The minimum requirement, however, is that the appropri-
ate depreciation must be allowed for mechanical equipment, tools and vehi-
cles. Sometimes it is wise to invest saved money in a stock of material like
pipes and spare parts. Such a stock should not exceed the consumption of
three to four years and the storage must be safe and secure.

Stock management Stock management is a form of bookkeeping, and as such comes under the
regime of financial management. The value of a caretaker’s stock can be very high.
Management allows control and helps to avoid misuse or theft.

Simple record keeping and stock management routines (stock cards) help to avoid
running out of essential materials or parts. These routines will usually be new to
the people concerned, and agency staff need to watch carefully to see that the
local caretakers recognise the value of simple record keeping.

4.5 Construction management

(Item K in Figure 12)

Scope Some thoughts and recommendations are provided for the construction phase it-
self. By this stage, the preparation of the project, including the setting up of or-
ganisation and executing management and the definition of responsibilities have
been done. The project goals are defined in the agreement, in the approved
project dossier (including cost estimate), and in the phase plan.

Operational plan The operational plan (C 4.2) is the key tool for participative and transparent
construction management. It is the responsibility of the project management and
provides for a brief orientation for all people and institutions concerned. Figure 21
is a form that can be used for flexible operational planning. The parts A, B (left),
and C (left) are filled in advance, whereas B (right), C (right), and D record the
yearly achievements. In field E, targets and achievements can be entered. Details
and explanations should be given in a supplementary report. The form should be
modified for specific situations.
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Figure 21: Operational plan (Section 4.3 and Appendix G. 1)

Operational
management

The finer points of organisation and detailed management, including monitoring
and evaluation of the specific activities, is the responsibility of the supervisors,
technicians and executors. It is not only technical activities that need professional
operational management, but also community activities (in-kind and cash contribu-
tions), fund-raising campaigns, training activities and awareness-raising, and even
management itself need to be managed and evaluated critically and objectively.
Government organisations, NGOs and the private sector all need operational man-
agement, which is based on the same principles.
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Figure 22: Operational management, sector / fieldwise (Appendix G. 2)

Some tools are shown in C 4 and in Appendix G. Figure 22 shows a proposed
format for operational management of work supervision, suitable for short pe-
riods (1-3 months).

Construction management is co-operative and participative. Figure 21, Fig-
ure 22 and the respective comments indicate different aspects of management
which require tools tailored to the specific project situation. Information and com-
munication tools (C 5) and especially staff meetings are very important for opera-
tional management. Reporting (C 5.2) too is essential for successful co-operation
and co-ordination.
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Construction
monitoring

The systematic monitoring of construction means optimum observation control and
recording of the relevant aspects (Section 4.4). Monitoring also includes the care-
ful registration of changes to the initial project. At the end of the construction
phase a dossier should be available showing the project as finally constructed (as-
built plans).

Quality control and
safety

In the relevant technical manuals (Volumes 2-7) the question of construction qual-
ity and safety is treated in detail. The project manager, the caretaker and the engi-
neer must insist on quality throughout the process of planning, design, execution,
operation and maintenance. Awareness of the need for quality and safety should
influence the working style at all levels. Quality management means objective
control by systematic observation and measurement. Quality monitoring and
supervision should be part of the ordinary work of the project. Quality of work
and site safety can be promoted using appropriate competitions and incentives.
The results of quality control must be considered in the guidance of further project
development.

Purchase of materials
and services

The procurement of raw materials and the purchase of products and services are
important activities which require quality awareness and professional management.
Some practical hints:

� If the locally produced or locally available material or product is suitable (and if
its use will not have a negative impact on the environment) it should be
preferred, even if it is slightly more expensive than imported goods of compa-
rable quality

� Before buying, invite and compare a number of tenders

� Lifetime, secondary costs, secondary effects, running costs, service problems,
dependencies, complexity or simplicity must be considered

� If possible a product should be common, known to and appreciated by the
users

� Concentrate on a few reliable dealers with sufficient stock and constant
supply capacity. Try to promote local dealers and traders

� Ask for an assured quality guarantee. For example, normally it is better to buy
a tap of high quality and long service life than a cheap one of low quality and
poor reliability.

Evaluation and
steering

Evaluation and steering is a permanent process. Especially at the end of planning
periods and at project milestones, the relevant leaders and their colleagues evalu-
ate the project in order to measure achievements against objectives (efficiency and
effectiveness). The SWPO method is recommended for such exercises (C 5.2 and
Appendix F. 2). The results of the end-of-period evaluations are put into the opera-
tional plan (Figure 21). The end of year evaluation (operational plan and annual re-
port) may result in adaptations to the phase plan.
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5. PROJECT OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
(Item M in Figure 12)

5.1 Introduction

Overview, scope Houses, vehicles, farms, infrastructure like roads, water supply schemes or
sanitation structures need maintenance and repairs, because they are exposed
to physical, chemical and biological wear. Rural populations are normally respon-
sible for and used to maintenance work, since sustainable operation is not pos-
sible without appropriate maintenance. The concept of a technical project, e.g. a
water supply, should have been developed and decided on at least partly on the
basis of implications of O+M (technology choice, local manageability, legal and po-
litical framework, financial affordability and capacity building, etc.). The O+M struc-
ture needs to be developed and introduced gradually, during the planning and im-
plementation of a project (Figure 12). The organisation and the required manage-
ment set-up for O+M (including personnel) should, as much as possible, be devel-
oped and considered from the outset of the project. This allows the inclusion of
realistic and effective training and experience. Where such an organic development
of O+M is neglected, projects risk encountering operational problems quite soon
after the start of the operational phase. Often breakdowns and poor utilisation of
water and sanitation systems are indications of technical, human and/or organisa-
tional inadequacies because insufficient attention was paid to planning for the
O+M phase.

Constraints Although O+M is recognised as one of the major constraints to further develop-
ment of the water sector, little progress has been made in this field during the
past years. The following is a list of reasons given for the failure of water sup-
ply and other infrastructure projects, by participants and trainers in workshops
throughout the world:

� Poor O+M structure (water maintenance committee, caretaker, community,
support structure, etc.)

� Lack of facilitation/support from government

� Inappropriate technology and/or design

� Poor workmanship (construction)

� Project does not meet expectations (service standard, reliability)

� Lack of a sense of responsibility on the part of the users

� Lack of spare parts and material

� Lack of clear and realistic water tariff structure or lack of finance (insufficient
revenue)

� Poor financial management

� Inadequate monitoring and evaluation

� Maintenance organisation and financial system not legally established
(absence of sanctions for offences)

� Easy access to traditional (even unprotected) sources.
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Adequate O+M is based on a sound local capacity in the technical and mana-
gerial fields. Even though local autonomy is a key criterion for sustainability, for
small and especially for large and complex projects, support from outside (tech-
nical consultancy, institutional and administrative support and control combined
with capacity building) is essential. Capacity building for O+M is not completed
with the construction phase but requires follow-up that can only be phased out
with increasing skill and experience on the part of the local management team.
This co-operation should not lead to one-sided dependencies or to donor-receiver
mentalities. A reliable supply and the benefits felt by the users are the most ef-
fective motivators for a community commitment to maintenance. O+M is not lim-
ited to the sole activity of a caretaker or a technician; it includes the activities of
various actors at different levels. O+M is not just a technical issue - it encom-
passes social, gender, economic, institutional, political, managerial and envi-
ronmental aspects. In O+M, the responsibility for water supply must be seen in
a comprehensive, holistic sense, containing quantitative and qualitative protection
and management of water resources from the natural environment, intake, stor-
age, distribution, use and disposal. A project which has been planned, decided and
executed together with the users is more qualified for sustainable O+M. The iden-
tification, the legal ownership and the real sense of ownership of the local
population are important.

Water is being increasingly seen as an economic good, which implies that com-
munities must pay for the water they use. Governments, because of heavy finan-
cial burdens and efficiency problems, are gradually changing their role from that of
service provider to that of facilitator. Communities carry increasing responsibilities,
not only in operation and maintenance of their water supply and sanitation sys-
tems, but also in financial management. Actors such as private entrepreneurs from
the informal and formal sectors are also becoming more involved in operation and
maintenance. At all levels more integrated O+M strategies are being devel-
oped in which the concerns of safe water, sanitation, hygiene education and
waste disposal are tackled simultaneously. Women, as the principal users of
water supplies, are playing an increasingly prominent role in management
and maintenance activities.

Definitions of
operation and
maintenance

Operation means the safe, reliable and economic use of a scheme or installation
over a long period.

Maintenance describes the set of measures and activities aimed at maintaining,
or restoring optimal and reliable functioning of schemes, machines, etc., and main-
taining and protecting natural resources.

Preventive maintenance means measures that are taken before major problems
and disturbances like breakdowns occur. In nearly all cases, preventive mainte-
nance is the most reliable and economic maintenance strategy to adopt. However,
it requires a qualified local maintenance structure.

Curative maintenance/repairs means a reaction to problems when they are al-
ready affecting the proper functioning of a system. The difference between pre-
ventive and curative strategies is similar in the health sector. In large and complex
systems curative maintenance is very expensive and can lead to long interruptions
of service. It includes also intervention in the case of ordinary failures and break-
downs (Figure 23).

Key issues
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Figure 23: The two maintenance strategies

Rehabilitation is the renovation or replacement of major structures which have
reached the end of their useful life. Rehabilitation and extension of existing sys-
tems should be treated as new projects.

5.2 Strategies and elements of operation and
maintenance

Main goals The main goals are the same as for design
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� Safety for operators, users and consumers

� Reliable functioning through fulfilment of sustainability criteria in all fields and
project phases (felt need, appropriate technology, willingness and ability to
pay, etc.)

� It is crucial to make a link between the choice of technology, the type of
system and long-term O+M considerations.

� The recognition of the social impact of the new system, a sense of owner-
ship on the part of the community, and voluntary community participation
should be promoted and achieved during the planning and implementation
phases. In particular, the issue of the empowerment of women is essential.

� O+M including human resource development and institution building
should be prepared and developed to the required levels (qualified, adequately
equipped caretaker(s), committee members, etc.). Clear responsibilities, duties
and competencies.

� Adequate follow-up after completion, including evaluation of performance,
exchange of experience and complementary training

� Each function holder has a designated substitute who can take over in case
of absence

� A set of appropriate tools/equipment and a reasonable stock of frequently
used spare parts enable the caretaker to keep the system functioning effi-
ciently

� O+M should be compatible with local traditions, experiences and capaci-
ties

� The implementation structure (institutionally, technically and in terms of man-
agement) is easily transferable to an O+M-structure

� The basic rules of democracy (dialogue, transparency) which have character-
ised planning and implementation should also be applied in the O+M phase

� Local autonomy as much as possible, village external support (by govern-
ment, NGOs or private sector) as much as needed (consultancy, direct assist-
ance, training etc.)

� linkages between water and sanitation; inter-sectoral and inter-institu-
tional integration

� Minimisation and quick solving of problems:
– Avoidance of serious breakdowns
– Repair of small damage (within the caretaker’s capacity and competence)

within two days
– Repair of major damages, which requires assistance from outside,

within 5 - 10 days.

� Community is able and willing to pay the O+M fee (Advance financing of
O+M, legally approved)

� Fair compensation of caretaker(s) and other individuals who give ongoing
contributions significantly higher than an ordinary free community contribution

� WATSAN remains a permanently promoted topic in daily life (socially,
politically, etc.).

Strategies Most of the tools for project management (Part C) are applicable also for
O+M. The respective strategies depend on three main dimensions:

� Organisation (including Human Resource Development and Institution Building)

� Finance

� Technology

For specific types of projects all these three dimensions require varying degrees
of inputs. Figure 24 indicates schematically different maintenance strategies for dif-
ferent project options with the respective maintenance inputs.
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Figure 24: Different service levels/technologies, maintenance inputs and
reliabilities
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Capacity building

(Steps H - M in Figure 12)

The methods and the tools for Human Resource Development and Institutional
Development are explained in C 6. Capacity building for the O+M phase should
begin early in the project. It is helpful when the caretaker and some of the com-
mittee members of the operation phase are trained and become familiar with the
project during construction. Figure 25 shows how the preparation for O+M goes
on throughout all project phases. When a scheme goes into operation the train-
ing support remains a vital part of the follow-up. From experience it is known that
the gaining of experience (on-the-job training) needs 5 to 10 years until an O+M
structure works optimally. After this initial phase periodical refresher training is rec-
ommended. The horizontal exchange of experience among committees and care-
takers of different schemes is also a very efficient method of learning and improv-
ing performance.

The organisational structure is similar to that for implementation. As much as pos-
sible - even more than during construction - management should be based in the
community. In most cases (if the project committee works well) it is recom-
mended that the project committee will be transformed into the operation and
maintenance committee. Often a governmental body (e.g. district water engineer’s
office) retains a technical supervisory function. The financial side too can be super-
vised by a government service.

Organigrams and duty sheets as well as committee regulations need to be
worked out and approved by the general assembly of the user community
as well as by other permanent project partners.

As indicated earlier, a good quality of construction (raw material, mechanical equip-
ment, design quality and workmanship) is essential for subsequent operation and
maintenance. Low standards of workmanship (not of technology) cause frequent
breakdowns and call for repairs at short intervals. High quality construction work,
on the other hand, ensures good and reliable functioning with relatively low main-
tenance, but requires a higher initial investment. What is the ideal situation? Expe-
rience shows that in most cases higher investment is justified for reasons of qual-
ity/reliability and simplicity of a system. Moreover the willingness to contribute
for O+M increases with the reliability of supply. It has been observed that us-
ers are more inclined to maintain their system after they have been accustomed
to a reliable supply for some years. However, this learning can only be effective if
it is coupled with a professional follow-up by a support agency. In very small and
simple projects, purely based on local material and local technology, a higher break-
down rate can perhaps be acceptable. It could even be advantageous because the
user community remains aware of their water supply or sanitation system. How-
ever, in larger, more technical and complex projects breakdowns often last for long
periods and repairs are expensive. Such problems can be avoided by two types
of effort:

� Large technical projects should be as conceptually simple as possible,
built with material of good quality (appropriate design, good supervision of
work, ensuring high quality in construction).

� A proper maintenance regime should be ensured in order to avoid or
minimise serious damage through a strategy of prevention. Protection
against corrosion and repair of small damage is a key element of preventive
maintenance. This strategy must be based on and related to a maintenance
plan.
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5.3 Organisation and management

Scope The basics of project management (A 4) refer also to the operation and mainte-
nance phase, and the tools (Part C) are the same for planning, construction and
operation. The main tasks of O+M are listed in Figure 25, which shows how the
technical and the administrative handing over of management functions links the
construction phase with O+M. Such handing over of functions and competencies
requires formal confirmation. The construction structure is terminated and the new
O+M structure is introduced. This transition has nothing to do with ownership,
which should be the users’ from the beginning. It should not happen that local
empowerment begins only with the formal taking over of the responsibilities for
O+M.

Figure 25: Operation and maintenance starts with the project idea
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Typical O+M -
management systems

External management (agency managed, top-down)

State- or privately owned schemes are operated by external bodies; the local com-
munity fulfils only the role of consumer, without any direct opportunity to influ-
ence technical or marketing decisions. Therefore the interest of the local people is
limited to the consumption of the product, water.

If the government runs water and sanitation systems the risk is high that local
needs and potentials are not considered and are consequently under-exploited. In
the case of external private sector management (and ownership) there is a risk
that the only motivation is profit. Ecological and social considerations might be ne-
glected. Shortages of spare parts, tools and vehicles can result in long periods of
breakdown.

Community based management

The operation and maintenance of small and medium sized water supply and
sanitation projects are ideally suited to community based management
(CBM). Such decentralised forms of management are described in A 2.3 and A 3.2.
CBM goes beyond participation; it puts the owners/users in charge of their sys-
tem. CBM is also open to long-term and flexible partnership with support agen-
cies (NGOs, government, and private sector). It strengthens the capacity of the
local institution and individual partners as well as contributing to social self-confi-
dence and community spirit. Positive experiences in CBM will have extended
benefits for other development activities.

The management principles and methods are the same as for the construction
phase. The relevant tools are described in Part C, e.g. financial management in
Section 4.4 and C 7.

Actors and their
typical roles (O+M
phase)

Typical roles of different stakeholders in community based management systems
are described below. Some of the activities assigned to one actor may be handed
over to another one (e.g., communities in which the majority of people are in regu-
lar employment may contract the private sector for maintenance activities).

Role of the community (water committee)

The maintenance committee, together with the external support structure (govern-
ment and/or NGOs, private sector) develops and occasionally adapts the regula-
tions for O+M. In a large system two levels of maintenance committees might
be necessary at village and branch or area level. The duties of O+M committees
must be specified in accordance with national policy. Duties are divided between
those which are exclusively the village’s own responsibility and those which are
beyond local capacity, shared with the maintenance technician from a village ex-
ternal support agency (government or private sector).

As already stated the organisation and management system for implementation
should be as much as possible in line with the required structures for O+M.
Hence the handing over is more a formality than a transfer of functions from one
institution or group of people to another. For a discussion on formal handing over
arrangements see Section 4.3 and Table 12.
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Local responsibilities should at least include institutional and financial man-
agement, watershed management, regular cleaning of the entire scheme and
maintenance and repair of village stand pipes, aprons, drainage channels, etc.
In addition, the users of the land through which pipelines pass should be respon-
sible for ensuring the lines remain adequately marked and protected from erosion.

The responsibilities that the communities (committee including caretaker) share
with the external maintenance technician include general surveillance, the mainte-
nance of pipelines and wells, and the emergency repair of leaks. In all these ac-
tivities the committee is expected to organise voluntary labour to work under the
supervision of the maintenance technician.

A checklist for statutes of a water committee, representing all local groups, is pre-
sented in Table 13. The community itself (the population) is asked to use the struc-
tures properly and optimally, to pay the agreed consumer rates and to support the
committee and the caretaker with voluntary labour as the need arises.

Role of the caretaker(s)

A village external maintenance technician normally has to cover a number of sys-
tems spread over a manageable region. It may take days before s/he receives a
message and even longer for him/her to reach a trouble spot. Therefore it is nec-
essary to train one, or preferably two, members of the maintenance committee
to carry out maintenance and repair functions. The caretaker(s) should be iden-
tified and nominated during the planning of the project by the project committee.
They should then work alongside the field technicians and engineers during con-
struction so that they can become familiar with the layout of the system and learn
the skills required repairing or replacing pipes and fittings. On-the-job experience
is very useful, but it cannot replace appropriate formal training for caretakers. On
completion of the project they should be given a detailed O+M routine (duty
sheet, job description - see example Table 14). Selection criteria for caretakers are:

� reliable and respected person with permanent residence in the area, well
established

� already has other sources of income

� mobility and ease of access

� high personal motivation for the work

� able and willing to keep records

� previous technical experiences or clear interest and aptitude during training.

There are many examples where women have best met the above mentioned cri-
teria and act successfully as caretakers.

The caretaker is a key person who needs appropriate tools, spare parts and
possibly transport facilities. S/he is a member of the maintenance commit-
tee, depending on the full support from and dialogue with the committee. For his/
her special work the person is entitled to fair compensation.

Role of village external support (government, private sector, NGOs)

The support of the village (Section 1.3) can be covered by government agencies
and/or by the private sector or NGOs, according to their typical tasks or optional
roles.
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In the case of water and sanitation, a maintenance technician or area me-
chanic can be the most important representative of the support structure. He
or she must provide the necessary follow-up (support in technical, administrative
and social aspects as well as in monitoring). Such persons play an important and
a creative role: they must find the right degree of contact with the local project
holders in order to offer optimal facilitation and support. Inter-sectoral co-ordination,
administrative control, management support and training are often areas where
external persons or institutions may come in. The support structure should be on
the basis of continuity over a long period of time (enhancing the development of
mutual trust).

Ghana has had a positive experience with a bonus system for preventive mainte-
nance. Villages carrying out regular and successful preventive maintenance benefit
from repair services at subsidised rates. There are many possible forms of incen-
tive, which can stimulate competition among communities.

In a maintenance-seminar in Cameroon the idea of creating mobile support teams
was born. Such teams should contain two people: a technician/plumber and a
community worker. Means of transport are of great importance for such a team,
because the technicians need to take along tools and materials. The vehicle has
to serve as a simple ‘flying workshop’. With regular and frequent visits (about once
a month) emerging questions can be discussed. In cases of emergency the team
can be called for immediate action. However, the service, which could be govern-
mental, non-governmental or private, has to concentrate on the strategy of ‘help
to self-help’. Such services should not be offered and rendered to villages ‘auto-
matically’. Only those who fulfil the following conditions can expect such support:

� Regard for sustainability criteria

� Attendance at training for local capacity building

� Introduction of water rate system including remuneration of caretaker

� At least part-payment for external assistance (to prove real interest).

This has to be confirmed in an official agreement.

Support teams of this nature can hardly function without financial assistance.
That means that operation depending purely on the involvement of a private
contractor would probably not be realistic. The pre-conditions for full financial
independence and self-sufficiency could make the services unaffordable. One of
the reasons is high transport costs (long distances on bad roads). Without finan-
cial assistance the risk might arise that such teams would concentrate on new
construction and extensions for villages and individuals, and their interest in pre-
ventive maintenance and operational consultation would decline. Therefore subsi-
dies from government or from private donors (NGOs) are necessary (tools, vehi-
cles, spare parts, salaries and other running costs). However, the local contribution
has also to be adequate and high enough in order to show the villagers’ interest.
The success of such a programme depends mainly on the personal qualifications
and motivation of the support team. Therefore highly qualified people should be
appointed for this challenging job. The support teams would have to be free from
other duties in order to concentrate fully on their obligations.

According to the description above the role of government can be more or less
intensive. However, the government must retain some basic involvement by pro-
viding at least minimal financial support and the creation of a legal system pro-
moting community based management and sustainable, fair water distribution.
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Documentation A Properly arranged and structured project documentation is necessary be-
cause a project or a scheme is not only subject to routine maintenance but also
to repair and overhaul, to extensions and modifications. Therefore it is very impor-
tant to keep all project data and information such as location and construction
plans, hydraulic profiles and calculations for design and cost estimate as well as
legal documents, minutes of important meetings and notes of discussions and de-
cision-making in a safe place. Originals or copies of these documents have to be
kept in the office of the execution bodies.

Guidelines The technical and the administrative bases for O+M (guidelines, checklists, tasks,
etc.) need to be developed by the technical and the administrative project teams,
in consultation with the community and the village external support agency. Their
recommendations will be integrated into the management structure of O+M.

5.4 Monitoring, information/documentation and
evaluation

Introduction Monitoring, information/documentation and evaluation are very necessary to
achieve effectiveness in the O+M phase. The reasons, principles, tools and strate-
gies are the same as described under Section 5 and C 4. The parameters, the pre-
cision and the intervals need to be defined and recommended by the respective
technicians and function holders who have planned a project.

Monitoring Regular routine monitoring is done by the local committee, mainly by the
caretaker. Global monitoring and evaluation can be done in follow-up visits
by an external support structure, in collaboration with the local team. Table
16 shows a form for monitoring and rating which is used in a water and sanita-
tion programme of the Community Development Department in Cameroon for
general checks. The results of two or three visits can be shown on the same pa-
per - steering effects and trends become clear. Comments explaining the rating
positions can be given on separate sheets. It is important to ensure checks and
balances to improve the quality of the monitoring. This means that it is useful to
have more than one method or strategy of collecting or checking data (i.e., there
is more than one source of information).
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Table 16: Monitoring and rating for water supply projects – an example from
Cameroon (Form Appendix M. 9)

Village / project: Mbakang WS Dates: 12.03.96  o

Division: Manyu 14.02.98  x

Responsible persons for Monitoring: ………………… …………………………….

Edwin Visi, CDD technician ………………………………..

Jacob Awunti, Caretaker ………………………………..

…………………………………………………………………… ………………………………..

No SECTORS, PARTS, INDICATORS                                 Rating 5 4 3 2 1
00 MOTIVATION AND PARTICIPATION
01 Clean water is highly valued by the users XO
02 Users show interest in water scheme X O
03 Users pay water rates, collected by committee X O
10 PERFORMANCE OF WATER MAINTENANCE COMMITTEE
11 WMC is functioning and active X O
12 WMC is integrated in existing village structure X O
13 WMC and caretaker's duties are clearly defined and known X 0
20 FUNCTIONING AND SERVICE LEVEL OF SCHEME
21 Catchment X O
22 Water tanks, chambers XO
23 Slow sand filters, other filters X O
24 Public standpipes and wash places X O
25 Pipelines with valves and chambers X O
30 PROTECTION OF CATCHMENT AREA
31 Catchment area is well protected O X
32 Soil erosion in watershed and intake area is under control O X
40 WATER QUALITY / QUANTITY / ACCESSIBILITY
41 Water is clean, appearance of water born diseases reduced XO
42 Water quantity is enough for bathing and washing clothes XO
43 Enough taps well distributed all over the village XO
50 SOCIAL ASPECTS AND WOMEN'S PARTICIPATION
51 Nobody is affected in a negative sense by the scheme O X
52 Women participate in O+M activities OX
53 Women are in WMC key positions X O
60 MAINTENANCE PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTATION
61 Concept and importance of O+M is clear to villagers X O
62 Finance scheme of O+M is established and functioning XO
63 Funds available for spare parts and CT's compensation X O
64 Figures for income and expenditure available (transparency) X O

65 Regular monitoring by CDD or NGO technicians X O
66 Monitoring data is complete for evaluation O X
70 PERFORMANCE OF CARETAKER (CT)
71 CT is trained X O
72 CT is working well O X
73 CT is compensated for his work O X
74 CT has complete toolbox X O
75 CT has enough spare parts on site X O
76 CT has the necessary transport means X O

TOTAL O 96 (1996) X 114 (1998)

UF; 07/00
Rating: above 110 = very good,   80 – 109 = good,   60 – 79 = fair,   35 – 59 unsatisfactory

below 35 = poor

ExExExExExamamamamamplepleplepleple
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Evaluation of O+M on
national level

Despite increased awareness at the international level, national governments of-
ten do not give sufficient priority to maintenance. This is to a great extent due
to the lack of country-level information on the functioning of rural water supply
facilities and the cost of existing maintenance practices. A review and system-
atic evaluation of current maintenance practices at national level is an essen-
tial starting point for creating greater commitment and stimulating aware-
ness of the need for suitable maintenance systems. Preferably, these studies
should be carried out by national staff with the support from donor agencies.

5.5 Risks, challenges

Challenges Some reasons for general and specific O+M problems and important conditions
for successful O+M are mentioned in Section 5.1 to Section 5.3.

Political and
administrative risks

� Too much political interference, i.e. promised provision of free water, which
makes autonomy and sustainability difficult to achieve

� Governments and external support agencies (ESAs) neglect the maintenance
of existing supplies in favour of focusing on capital-intensive construction and
expansion

� Poor management and overlapping responsibilities within projects and
agencies, diverting funds away from O+M

� O+M too centralised

� Irregular and sporadic maintenance due to political and social conflicts

� Communication and transport do not function well.

Management, market
and technology

� In the case of poor working quality or lack of payment discipline, no effective
sanctions are applied

� Experiences are not shared among villages

� Spare parts and tools of good quality at reasonable price not available

� If parts of a project are used before the scheme is terminated entirely, there
is a considerable potential for conflict. There is a risk that users who benefit
before the final handing over refuse to participate in and contribute to the
completion of the project.
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Part C: Methods and Tools for Project
Management

Scope and capacity of
management tools

Management as defined in Part A, is more than organising ongoing processes.
Preparation, planning and evaluation of projects are integral parts of project man-
agement. Management tools are intended to support and facilitate management
activities.

Key objectives for
management

Modern and socially acceptable management should mean:

� to organise, direct and control processes systematically, optimally and fairly,
according to a plan with clearly defined objectives

� to direct a project from milestone to milestone (Figure 26)

� to integrate and co-ordinate the project activities (inter-sectoral, inter-
disciplinary, inter-institutional)

� to define and allocate duties and responsibilities with adequate competen-
cies (agreements, contracts)

� the encouragement of all partners to become informed and interested and
to feel empowered and responsible

� to make best use of any available and appropriate institutional and
material resources

� the consideration of external conditions, e.g. legal and political framework,
environmental and other factors which cannot be influenced directly by the
project

� to make persons and organisations participating in the project capable of
continuing the activities on their own after the project has phased out

� to act according to the users’ demands, developing ownership from the
beginning

� to train the users in management, preferably through participation on-the-job

Figure 26: From milestone to milestone - a strategy for reaching targets
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1. MAKING DECISIONS

1.1 Introduction

The meaning of
decision making

Management activities are closely linked with decision making. Therefore most
management tools are used to produce and introduce facts and data as a basis
for arriving at opinions and decisions. Decisions are steps taken in transforming
ideas into reality.

Decision-making, and hence management, is not new to any society. Commu-
nities and families have always managed traditional resources like labour, water,
land, economy, household, etc. Therefore tools need to be developed from or
adapted to local experiences, in keeping with the abilities, needs and perceptions
of local partners.

Once developed and applied, the tools need to be monitored and optimised step
by step according to the users’ experiences.

Decision-making means choosing between alternatives. Uncertainties and con-
flicts often hamper decisions. These should be minimised through consideration of
adequate information (internal and external aspects). Decisions which need to be
made should not be delayed.

1.2 Quality requirements for decision making

Decide clearly,
definitely and officially

Important decisions (e.g., agreements) need to be taken clearly and with the full
participation and awareness of the people concerned; they must be confirmed in
writing, having contractual importance and meaning. The majority and minority situ-
ations about voting, the date, the place of decisions, etc. need to be recorded.

Decision making competencies need to be discussed and allocated/delegated
explicitly and according to the nature of the decision concerned, perhaps in terms
of the following hierarchy:

� Important general decisions (conceptual, political, financial, organisational, and
institutional)

� Project planning and design decisions

� Project implementation decisions

� Project operation and maintenance decisions

In all decisions related to objectives and main goals the project-holder community
must be involved, whereas decisions concerning implementation and execution can
be delegated to the implementing bodies.

In any case, decisions need to be comprehensively documented.

Proper decisions depend on:

� An unambiguous allocation of decision-making power

� Full, fair, honest, realistic and transparent preparation/information/documentation

� Sound and understandable basis for arguments / clear formulation of and
decision about certain requests or proposals

� Communal decision-making (consideration of the groups and individuals con-
cerned, especially women)

� Clear, just, explicit decisions
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� Knowledge/awareness about expected benefits and costs including secondary
consequences of a certain decision (e.g. investment and running costs, com-
munity labour and management, dependencies, remaining risks)

� The right time to make a decision (not too soon, not too late)

� A sound basis of factors and arguments for the decision

1.3 The decision making process and tools

Decisions should be based on three elements:

Preparation of
decisions

Decisions require preparation in all related fields (social and institutional aspects,
economy, technology, rules and regulations, ecology). The amount of preparation put
into the making of a particular decision will depend on the type and importance of
the decision (Table 17).

Problem analysis
(including

environment)

To understand the
problems and make

them understandable

Working out of
possible solutions

(alternatives)
��

Table 17: Nature and importance of decisions

Nature of decisions Requirements

� intensive preparation
� broad consent
� democratic decision
� formal decision

� easy preparation
� individual or small group

decision

� Definite decisions ×
� Provisional decision ×
� Long-term decisions ×
� Short-term decisions ×
� Reversible decisions ×
� Irreversible decisions ×
� Important key decisions ×
� Secondary decisions ×
� Expensive decisions ×
� Inexpensive decisions ×
� Goal-influencing decisions ×

(conceptual)

� Work-oriented decisions ×
(management)

�

�

�

Evaluations and analysis should be decision-oriented in order to facilitate the
processes. Alternative solutions should be presented and compared objectively.
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Meetings for decision
making

Formal and informal meetings and discussions are the most common tools for de-
cision making. The participants need first to agree verbally on a decision. After-
wards it is put down in the minutes of the meeting so that it can be followed up
and implemented. A community decision is the sum of individual pre-deci-
sions. The following questions may help for personal decisions:

� Is my decision or vote made freely without external force? Do I feel good
about it?

� What are the consequences (advantages and drawbacks) of my decision? Did
I make the decision after examining all possible options?

� Is the decision taken in full awareness of and according to our roles and
values (as a community)?

Meetings for decision making help to:

� acquire and impart as much information as possible about all relevant topics

� explore as many options as possible

� know the costs, benefits, advantages and disadvantages of the various op-
tions

The decision making
tree

Complex problem/decision chains can be visualised with so-called decision making
trees (Figure 27). Such diagrams are suitable not only for making decision chains
visible but also for comparing alternative programme concepts.

Figure 27: Decision making tree for a water supply system – an example
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Spheres of influence Activities are most efficient and successful when people act within their spheres
of influence and decision making capacity. These spheres can be defined and
optimised through discussions on the basis of Figure 28.

Figure 28: Spheres of influence and activities

Brainstorming and
participatory rural
appraisals

These two participatory tools are introduced in Section 3 and Appendices G and
H. They are useful for a sound preparation of accepted and supported decisions.

1.4 Practical hints

Decision making and
empowerment

Decision making processes reflect the degree of participation, sense of owner-
ship and power sharing. Communal decision-making indicates a strong sense of
local responsibility. This is one of the key criteria for sustainability. Decision-making
should also involve women. In many societies, women lack education and literacy,
often for cultural reasons, but this should not be allowed to prevent them from
active participation in community decision-making.

Flexibility Decisions must give clear orientation. However, flexibility to react to unexpected
developments should not be reduced.

Decisions are rational
and emotional

Meetings and decision-making processes should take place in an atmosphere
which promotes the acceptance of different views. Decisions should be rational,
but should acknowledge any emotional dimensions (feelings, fears etc.).

Working area and
environment (project
and community level)

Personal and local
field of activity

A B C
External context
(above and outside
of project level)

- decide, create, make changes

- give your opinions, negotiate, take joint decisions, actions

- take note, make recommendations, accept external conditions which you cannot change
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Decisions by those
directly concerned

Water supply and solid waste disposal systems are generally collective installations,
whereas latrines are usually individual or family systems. The manner in which such
projects are evaluated and decided upon by individuals or by the community may
differ considerably from one situation to the next.

Reconsideration of
decisions

If a decision was not ideal, or even wrong, it should be possible to correct it
within a transparent and well-documented process of reconsideration.

2. WATER AND SANITATION KNOWLEDGE
SYSTEM (WSKS)

2.1 Introduction

Purpose The water and sanitation knowledge system (WSKS) created by the AGUASAN
group [29] is a working instrument for:

� Identification and systematic arrangement of the interacting stakeholders
including private and public/communal actors, their position of interest and the
relevant processes in order to make relationships transparent

� Optimisation of interacting processes (transmission of knowledge, flow of
finances, materials, etc.)

� Identification of tasks and responsibilities and allocation and localisation of
processes and actions

� Elimination of gaps and bottlenecks (with regard to partners and/or activities)

� Identification of territorial, political, administrative or hierarchical conflicts
or problems

This group dynamic tool (Appendix E) can be developed together with the
stakeholders and can be applied in all phases of a project. It provides an opportu-
nity to discuss and clarify structural conditions and links.

The results are normally presented using matrix tables (Figure 29) showing the
stakeholders (actors, users) and showing clearly their interdependencies.

Main fields of
application

Quick survey

Using the WSKS provides a quick survey about a project or programme or about
specific aspects of it. The roles of the main actors, weak points or bottlenecks can
be identified and recognised.

Clarification of links, roles and responsibilities

The WSKS provides a common and systematic basis for understanding in compli-
cated and even conflictual situations. The varying viewpoints become evident,
which is a prerequisite for reaching an agreement.

Identification of key actors

The WSKS can also be applied to identify the key actors in a network of relation-
ships within a project or programme. It allows the drawing up of plans of action
that can be incorporated into practical work.
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Figure 29: The water and sanitation knowledge system, WSKS [29]
(Form Appendix M. 10)

2.2 Elaboration and use of the WSKS

Stakeholders In a first step the stakeholders are identified and classified according to main
categories, e.g.:

� normative units: elders’ council, religious authorities, informal leaders

� political units: political authorities, government representatives

� socio-economic units: user groups, operators, non-beneficiaries

The identified stakeholders are assigned to spatial levels (local, regional, national,
international). The elaboration of actor lists and partner profiles is treated under
B 1.3 Table 1 and Figure 13).

Positions, roles In a second step the stakeholders, their specific positions, hierarchies and roles
are defined together with their influence on project activities:

� influence on external conditions: political, cultural, economic and ecological
conditions and decisions

� influence on communal decisions and activities

� influence on personal sphere of activities and behaviour.
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Interacting processes In a third step, attention is focussed on the relationships between the various
stakeholders and the links with activities.

Arrows or channels indicating the forms and/or the directions of the relations can
be marked on the diagram:

� Flow of technical, institutional, organisational know-how (modern and tradi-
tional) between the international, the national and the local levels

� Flow of knowledge and information within the user community

� Teaching/learning and training processes

� Flow of money and holding of money

� Other processes and links

The outline form of the WSKS (Figure 29) can be copied onto a poster. All the
participants or groups fill in the specific positions and roles. The statements are
then discussed, preferably with the assistance of a neutral facilitator.

In Figure 14 a practical application for a rural water supply programme in Lesotho
is presented.

3. PLANNING TOOLS

3.1 Introduction

Purpose and scope
of planning

Planning tools serve to develop and define ways and solutions in order to
meet defined goals and objectives within a project set-up. Planning does not
solve problems but it helps to adopt a systematic approach to them and to de-
velop strategies for solving them.

An activity ends in chaos if it takes place without direction and goals, without a
vision, without decisions and decisiveness, without responsibility, determination and
discipline. Activities must be planned. Whatever takes shape in the early phase of
a planning process, as a common project vision is fundamental for a later assess-
ment of sustainability. Planning targets must therefore be defined from a long-term
perspective.

Planning is the formal centrepiece and basis for decision-making on the part
of project holders and donors, and the basis for contracts of co-operation. At
the same time, it is

� the documented basis for the implementation, monitoring and steering of a
project.

� a document of reference for training and institution building as well as for
early co-ordination with other projects.

The choice and the use of planning aids are tasks that should be agreed on by all
partners. Good planning instruments combine both the logical and rational di-
mensions with the emotional and psychological. Orientation, experience and
available knowledge are embedded in peoples’subconscious (unknown forces). Plan-
ning has a rhythm between the concentration on outside factors and the attention
to inner realities, between some moments of emphasising the aims, and others
emphasising the process; between reality and utopia, implementation and recon-
sideration.
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Planning horizons The planning of development co-operation should be based on planning in phases
and on operational planning. (Figure 30). These types of planning are closely linked
to each other. They are also incorporated into national sector planning as well as
in the donor’s programmes. Project plans are co-ordinated with the development
plans of the respective regions.

Figure 30: Planning horizons
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rounded by spheres of subjective reflection and ‘unknown forces’ (Figure 31).
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The project should be developed through a logical and iterative process
where visions are transformed step-by-step into concrete project activities
(Section 3.3). Table 18 is an overview of planning tools used in the different steps
of a project. Monitoring and evaluation (of efficiency, effectiveness and impact) is
the basis for successful implementation.

Table 18: The variety of planning tools / guidelines (Form Appendix M. 12)

LEVEL OBJECTS TOOLS
GUIDELINES PARTICIPANTS

General planning Development policies – Statutory decree
– Donors committee
– Conferences
– Multilateral

commitments

– National councils,
parliaments,
ministries

– Bilateral donors
– International

organizations

Institutional planning – Guiding image,
general comprehen-
sive policies

– National
departments

– Possibly other
authorities

Operational framework
planning

– National announce-
ments, special
committees

– Implementing
agencies, private
organizations

– Other authorities

Specific planning Organizational
development

– Working groups
training / further trai-
ning concepts; infor-
mation policy

– Advisor, consultants
– Implementing agen-

cies; NGOs,

Country planning – Country programmes – Implementing
agencies;
consultants

Sector planning
(see 3.2)

– Sector guidelines;
sector policies /
sector programmes;
cross-section
analysis

– Sector services;
consultants; sections
/ services; imple-
menting agencies

Specific strategies Section planning – Midterm planning;
strategies and
principles

– Sections and
services of national
GOs and NGOs

– Private sector

Planning of measures, projects
and programmes

Operational planning of
sections and services

– Annual programmes
(sectors / countries);
continuous planning;
personnel planning;
self-evaluation

– Sections and
services; consultants
(NGOs and private
sector)

Concrete, local programmes /
projects

Phase planning of
projects and
programmes
(2 – 5 years) (see 3.5)

– Project / programme
committee (credit
proposals and
requests; appraisals;
studies; workshops,
etc)

– Programme officers;
coordination officer;
implementing agen-
cies; consultants

– Partner
governments;
partner organizations

Operational planning of
projects / programmes
(1 year) (see 3.6)

– Various instruments
(in particular annual
plans; budget and
personnel planning)

– Partner organiza-
tions; users; project
personnel;
programme officers;
coordination offices,
implement. agencies
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Principles of planning Good planning

� needs to be integrated, interdisciplinary, inter-sectoral and harmonised inter-
institutionally, corresponding to a long-term development strategy

� is based on relevant experience and insights of the planners and of their local
partners, and on a comprehensive problem analysis

� should be done with the full participation of the local project holders (exten-
sive discussion with users, cultural and social adaptability of method), promot-
ing self-reliance and independence

� links and shows the steps from the project vision to the problem analysis, to
the evaluation of alternatives, through design and implementation to operation
and maintenance (basis for later monitoring and evaluation)

� formulates qualitative and quantitative targets, allowing the monitoring of
effectiveness and efficiency

� points out relevant assumptions, uncertainties, risks

� permits flexibility (rolling planning; development as a dynamic phenomenon)

The following principles (conclusions), which are the result of SDC’s analysis of
planning activities, may help in deciding on the appropriate methods of planning.
(Refer to ‘Cooperation Planning’ [31].

� Planning is a ritual and needs a suitable structure (approaching and finding
each other, finding ‘the solution’).

� Essential planning requires dialogue and transparency (between all partners
concerned).

� That which is ‘unsaid’ and also what cannot be expressed finds its way
into planning.

� Planning entails restriction, restraint and compromise (project will be less
than what I and my partner hoped).

� Consider conflict as a source of energy (allow conflicts - they lead to new,
better solutions).

� Planning needs a shared logical methodology (at least a common lan-
guage, common thought patterns, and accepted logical planning methodology).

� A plan is valid for a certain limited period - but not forever.

� Planning remains relevant only with a variety of methods.

	 Planning needs a rhythm.

Practical hints � Have clear visions and orientations and only then begin to plan details step by
step. Divide plans into manageable sections and/or phases.

� Lines of authority and task assignments should be arranged at the begin-
ning. The stakeholders should become sensitised to the lines of authority and
task allocation (transparency). The overall responsibility for planning remains
with the implementing body. A modest plan developed by those involved is
preferable to a huge specialist job. Use planning specialists only as support.

� Encourage contradictions even if they are painful. Don’t ignore resistance
and disagreement.

� Examine attractive, easily accessible information particularly critically.

� Do not consider only ‘validated’ knowledge. People with their partially
inadequate and contradictory perception and perspectives are often the heart
of planning. Avoid overburdening; concentrate on participants’ problems and
expectations. Link up with the familiar. Confine yourself to a few important
components.
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� Take time and energy to clarify values and develop opinions and procedures
together. Listen and create a climate in which objections can be dis-
cussed. Take resistance and contradiction seriously and react fairly to it.
Emphasise common ground rather than differences.

� Planning tools should be of use for constructive management of conflicts and
obstacles (avoiding, solving, changing to the positive, bypassing problems).

� Plan time realistically. Announce planning steps well in advance. Arrange
stress-free periods for important planning decisions; try and find the equilib-
rium between pressure and relaxation. Interrupt the problem-solving process
with other activities.

� Point out the limitations of assessing the foreseeable. Foster a willingness to
make decisions in a climate of relative uncertainty (less information and data -
more discussions, workshops).

� Analyse basic assumptions regularly and review the plan in terms of reality
and feasibility. Make flexibility a main characteristic of the plan. Declare
‘learning from mistakes’ as a common motto. When dealing with a new
challenge, always go back to the starting point.

3.2 Sector Planning

Purpose, content Sector planning defines a long-term view over, say, five to ten years. It relates
to a certain sector like water, sanitation, health, etc. It should be the government
which sets the targets, in dialogue with the sector’s actors on all levels. The sec-
tor plan considers all the fields of balanced development such as:

� Political: Desired coverage within five to ten years, regional priorities, service
standards, ownership, etc.

� Economic: Finances for investment, operation, maintenance and rehabilitation
of schemes, distribution of costs

� Institutional: stakeholders and their roles (community, private sector, govern-
ment, etc.)

Sector plans must ensure and show inter-sectoral links (drinking water, sanitation,
health, irrigation, etc.). HRD and ID are important elements of sector plans.

Process Sector plans follow the same pattern as a project cycle (Figure 32):

Existing situation � visions � reality check regarding finances and natural re-
sources etc.

Practical example Table 19 shows planning results from the Village Water Supply Sector in Cameroon.
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Table 19: Sector plan / organisation / HRD + ID concept – an example of a
village water supply programme, Cameroon

The ten steps towards a sector plan / sector organization / HRD / ID concept

No. Step Status of progress

1 Identification of areas to be investigated Focus on rural water supply projects in the
North West Province

2 Assessment of present status through desk
and additional field studies

Indicators and questionnaires for additional
field studies developed; field studies ongoing,
further procedure and time-schedule designed

3 Analysis and evaluation of findings Topics to be identified and evaluated; tables
partly developed

4 Development of sector plans including vision,
objectives, strategies and guiding principles
(upon development of coverage scenario
also including outputs, activities and means)

Participatory development of 2nd draft of
sector plan during working sessions; future
procedure and time-schedule designed

5 Sector organization
(roles and responsibilities)

Present sector organization assessed,
possible future organization discussed and
designed � community based management

6 Development of various coverage scenarios Process discussed in detail, recorded in
guidelines; time-schedule agreed

7 Negotiation with Government of Cameroon,
donors, executing bodies, etc.

Preliminary discussion on negotiation strategy
(e.g. start with lobbying  at provincial level,
involve experienced resource persons)

8 Decision on practicable scenario Expected by ……… (date)

9 a) Identification of obvious needs Discussed and named in report above; some
specific inputs already made (pilot projects)

b) Assessment of additional needs Included in questionnaire

b) Finalisation of concept To be based on agreed sector plan

10 Implementation of modified sector plan Content developed from the old plan
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3.3 Project planning steps, conditions and tools

A planning procedure is not an orderly, homogenous process; in practice, planning
often proceeds in tandem with implementation: various stages overlap and assess-
ments of past steps are going on at the same time as preparations for the next
step. The process cycle can repeat itself and thus become more and more de-
fined (Section 3.4).

Figure 32: Planning steps in the project cycle (diagram by SDC)

The six steps mentioned in Table 20 correspond to the monitoring and evaluation
diagram (Figure 32).
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Table 20: A view of planning steps, conditions and respective tools
(Form Appendix M. 13)

Step Conditions Tools to structure procedures or to facilitate
planning processes

(see Appendix G)
1. Vision(s), preparation of planning

What does exist?

What do we (not) want?

What do we need?

Environmental conditions
(resources, impact)

Awareness, concern,
intuition, pleasure in
experimenting,
preparedness to dialogue,
change and challenge

Participatory appraisal
elements (PRA), SWPO,
sketches, drawings,
mind-mapping, notes,
letters, tape recordings,
qualitative assessments,
action research

2. Possibilities of changes

Ideas ripen, are discussed;
prioritisation of ideas; exchange
with external advisors

Creativity, fantasy,
imagination, models

Brainstorming forms,
creative process
facilitation analogies, role
playing, visits, future
workshops (utopia
phase), scenario writing;
GOPP steps, PRA
elements, action
research, anecdotes,
stories, photographs,
invitations.

Estimation of
influencability and
reality check
according to
Figure 28.

3. Options

Evaluation of alternatives in view of:

- institutional capacity (O+M, WTP)

- short- and long-term effects,

- costs,

- duties and benefits for users and 
for others,

- outside support,

- mutual decisions

Sense of reality and
ownership, community
spirit, skill in negotiating

Assessments, action
research, GOPP steps,
benefit analysis,
morphology, PRA
elements, SWPO, future
workshop, (phase of
realisation), evaluation,
environmental impact,
brainstorming, role-
playing, visualisation.

4. Phase Planning (Development of a
concept and strategy on different
levels):

Institutions, co-operation, internal
and external relations, frame
conditions, main activities, costs,
competence, project documentation

Trust, assignment of long-
term responsibilities to the
users right at the beginning,
knowledge of environment,
perseverance, demand-
responsiveness, local
ownership

Conditions laid down by country programmes,
regional development and sector plans, credit
requests and proposals. Project planning overall view
(out of GOPP), flow charts, SWPO.
At community level:
negotiation through meetings, visualisation, PRA-
elements, project visits, role-playing etc.

5. Operational planning

Detailed design, technical
documents, operation plan (mid-
and short term), institution building
and HRD

Sense of what is possible,
feeling for human and
institutional potentials, skills
in transferring into action
(design and
implementation), a talent for
organisation

Project planning overall view (out of GOPP), diagram
of functions, bar charts, budget, discussions, list of
duties, role and job descriptions, diary of operations,
organigram, buying plan, visualisation, brainstorming,
permanent future workshops.
(see 4.3, tools for implementation)

6. Periodical adaptation of plan (small
MEPI-cycle)

Monitoring, evaluation and steering

Adjustment of planning

Readiness to learn, ability
to criticise, imagination,
ability to observe, discipline
to reflect

Self-evaluation, external evaluation, open questions,
key indicators, action research, regular working
meetings, retreats, SWPO, studies, opinion polls,
PRA steps, brain-storming, creative process,
facilitation. Environmental impact monitoring.

(see Appendix F and G)
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3.4 The MEPI cycle

Orientation phases, action research or rolling planning are some of the ap-
proaches being increasingly adopted. They stress the dynamic and, for the most
part, unforeseeable character of project development and its environment.

Monitoring
Evaluation Planning
Implementation

Monitoring, Evaluation, Planning and Implementation (MEPI) represents the four
most important phases of an ongoing and repeating programme or project cycle.

Appropriate monitoring data (developments and actual situation) and their proper
analysis and evaluation are preconditions for the planning of sustainable projects
and their successful implementation.

In order to achieve optimal processes and achievements, the MEPI cycle should
be repeated periodically and especially at the beginning of a new project phase.
Monitoring and evaluation techniques are described in Section 5.2.

3.5 Phase planning

The phase plan is the medium-term master plan for a concrete project or pro-
gramme. It is developed and negotiated among the partners. The phase plan:

� is based on the relevant sector plan

� takes precedence over the implementation (operational) plan and serves as a
reference document. In development co-operation, it forms the basis of the
project contract and credit proposal

� provides information on all main aspects of the project such as overall and
specific objectives and benefits, strategies, proposed activities, expected
results, technical standards and dimensions, required resources, timetables,
etc.

� assists in the identification of indicators for assessing effectiveness (M+E)

� points out relevant assumptions, risks and trends

� gives an outlook beyond the planned project phase (e.g. future upgrading of
services, extensions).

3.6 Operational plan

The operational plan is described under Section 4.2 (implementation).
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3.7 Water Resource Management

Purpose Appropriate management of natural resources is one of the most important
conditions for sustainability and must be considered in any development plan-
ning. As competition grows for diminishing resources, communities and govern-
ments face difficult choices. Water diverted for agricultural or domestic use up-
stream may deplete or contaminate resources needed for industrial growth or to
satisfy the needs of expanding populations downstream. Without guaranteed and
protected supplies, community projects may be rendered worthless. Governments
must ensure that water allocations are both equitable and sustainable.

The checklists presented below should facilitate not only the analysis and under-
standing of problems and the definition of the ecological capacities of nature, but
also the fair allocation and sustainable, efficient use of limited natural resources.
Water should not be viewed in isolation. The exploitation of nature as a whole
should be considered (land and soil, plant cover, wildlife, construction material, fire-
wood, etc.). The interdependencies need to be evaluated. An adequate environmen-
tal impact assessment (Section 3.8) is the basis for sustainable water resource
management.

Ecological objectives
for planning
(see also A 2.2)

� The entire, multi-sectoral development strategy and planning of a region
should consider ecological implications (limits to growth)

� Efficient, sustainable and fair management and allocation of water re-
sources

� Management, monitoring and evaluation of natural resources and degra-
dation as a whole (development yesterday - today - tomorrow!)

� Ecological strategies in farming, herding, forestry, etc. should not be limited
to intake areas only. Protective working methods should become the normal
working style in entire watersheds and basins

� Ensure that ecological measures are economically attractive and viable;
apply initial incentives if necessary

� Definition and minimising of direct and indirect negative secondary effects
for nature, for users and neighbours up- and downstream

� Learning from positive and negative experiences here and elsewhere
(drought, floods, erosion, plant cover protection, etc.), co-ordination and net-
working among ecological institutions and programmes

� The implementation and enforcement of suitable laws and regulations can
help considerably in achieving environmental sustainability

Key tasks and duties � Assessment of ecological situation and natural potential in a project region
(yesterday - today - tomorrow).

� Water balancing (short and long-term, dry periods, rainy seasons, etc.). A
rough calculation can often indicate clearly whether a desired project is realis-
tic or not. A simple, often neglected, rule of thumb is: it is impossible to use
more water than nature provides.

� Definition of the ‘relevant environment’ (sphere of positive and negative
influences)

� Evaluation of various project alternatives with regard to direct and indirect
ecological implications (eco-balancing)

� Implementation of environmental monitoring and steering of projects,
supporting measures

� Definition of priorities and management rules for drought periods
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Practical hints � Changes over time (trends from the past to the future) are often under-
estimated.

� Churches and religious groups could sometimes do more in ecology (preserva-
tion of creation).

� Folk memory covers a period of only 5 to 10 years

� Where water is just one of several factors limiting the standard of living, it
would probably not be wise (and it could even be counter-productive) to
concentrate available resources on the development of water services only.

� Inter-generational dialogue can facilitate the understanding of ecological prob-
lems.

3.8 Environmental impact assessment (EIA)

Purpose The environmental impact assessment method enables early recognition of the
potential effects of various alternative courses of action on the natural environment
(soil, water, air, flora and fauna) in a given geographical, political, economic and
social context. In this way, the overall planning of a project can be influenced in
an environmentally sound way.

At present there are various environmental impact assessment aids in use: guide-
lines and related check lists, manuals, environmental studies, investigation proce-
dures, indicator systems and working aids. These usually extend over the three pro-
cedural stages of

� environmental screening

� initial environmental evaluation and

� environmental impact assessment

In the first stage environmentally sensitive projects are distinguished from environ-
mentally neutral projects, in the second and third stages the expected environmen-
tal effects are examined either in general or in depth, depending on their impor-
tance.

How can the
parameters and the
area of consideration
be defined?

What are the geographical and thematic spheres of environmental considera-
tions? This depends very much on the size of a project (absolutely and in relation
to the natural capacities of the region concerned). Table 21 shows a list of envi-
ronmental fields which could be relevant to particular projects at certain stages.
This matrix showing causes and effects can serve as a checklist for assessments
as well as for effect monitoring.

Some examples of general plausibility considerations:

� In water projects where more than 10 - 20% of the dry-season water flow of
a river is captured, the whole upstream river basin has to be considered as a
sphere of influence. Where the water diversion is less, a reduction of the area
considered could be justified. Potential downstream consumer areas need to
be considered until the river joins another one with a similar or higher flow.

� The water conditions at the intake (quality, quantity) are factors that are
important in defining the area of environmental consideration and measures:
where water is scarce and of inferior quality the area of protection and
rehabilitation measures must be enlarged.
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� Downstream of a village’s or a town’s wastewater discharge, river pollution
could be critical for a certain distance depending on a number of conditions.
This critical distance could be less than 500 - 1’000m, if the following 3
factors apply:
– the waste water is not more than 20% of the river flow
– there is reasonable turbulence in the river
– waste water is treated in soak aways (i.e., solid parts removed) and infil-

trated over at least five meters before being discharged into the open river

Table 21: Matrix of causes and effects (environmental impact assessment)
(Form Appendix M. 14)

What is the ecological
capacity of a project
area?

It is difficult to define the ecological capacity of a project area by scientific meth-
ods. But there are practical ways to answer the questions, at least roughly. Fac-
tors such as the population, animal density, soil cover, land, agriculture, wa-
ter, economy, health, education and so on influence and limit each other. In
most development planning, at least two limiting natural factors must be ac-
cepted: water and land. The effectiveness of exploitation and the regional alloca-
tion of these two elements might still be open to external influence, but rigid lim-
its to growth (Figure 33) exist and their definition is normally not too difficult.
Within such objective limits, development projects in the sector of water and sani-
tation (and others) can be planned. At the same time negative effects (overpopula-
tion leading to degradation and erosion) must be avoided or at least minimised.
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Figure 33: What growth really means

Environmental
Monitoring

The defined spheres and factors of influence (Table 21) give the framework and
parameters for environmental monitoring. The appropriate level of monitoring
needs to be defined for each specific project and indicator. It must be empha-
sised again that the monitoring programme needs to be as small and as sim-
ple as possible.

Planning of supportive
measures

A suitable package of measures must be worked out for each specific project. Ta-
ble 22 shows an example of watershed management (package of protective meas-
ures) in a programme of rural water supply in Cameroon.
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Table 22: Watershed management - supportive measures for a rural water
supply programme in Cameroon (Form Appendix M. 15)
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4. TOOLS FOR IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 Introduction

Purpose - Scope Implementation means the realisation of plans, the achievement of the de-
fined objectives of a project. Implementation follows a defined strategy, includ-
ing periodical checks and adjustments.

Implementation tools must consider the local situation and needs and should pro-
mote efficiency and effectiveness. Implementation tools cannot be created only
theoretically. After their development they need to be tested and adjusted under
working conditions.

Main tasks The main tasks of management tools for implementation are:

� to organise, to direct and control processes on the basis of designed plans,
working towards the formulated goals (economy, ecology, sociology)

� to apply the defined and approved strategy and policy

� to decide within the competence framework and to allocate competencies
and responsibilities

� periodically to monitor and evaluate progress and the appropriateness of
effects and strategies, and to adjust them accordingly

� to make processes understandable and understood by all people concerned

� to make the best use of human potential and any resources

Tools for implementation must be compatible with or applicable by community
management (A 2.3). For the elements of organisation and management see B 4.3.
Figure 34 shows the main management tasks (Figure 22).

Figure 34: Management tasks for project implementation
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4.2 The operational plan

Scope and purpose The operational plan is the most important implementation tool in a project or
programme. It is the integrating component of the overall planning concept. Usually it
is a one-year operational interpretation of the phase plan (B 4. and Appendix G. 1).

The operational plan:

� is a document which is compiled jointly by all the participants. It acts as the
guideline and reference for project activities for one year

� informs, documents and sensitises (applies to outsiders as well)

� provides the basis for a conscious examination of activities and procedures
(monitoring, self-evaluation, decision making) as well as for any change in
direction which may be needed

� is considered as part of a chain of operational plans

It contains or defines:

� realistic objectives and targets (time, quantities, quality) and measures to
achieve them

� how and with whom the partners shall co-operate, who takes on which tasks

� information about financial resources

� stages of work

Elaboration and use Figure 32 shows operational planning as the last and most concrete element in a
chain of planning events. The operational plan is based on previously developed vi-
sions, on needs assessments and environmental considerations, on evaluated al-
ternatives, concepts and strategies. The operational plan must correspond to the
defined objectives.

In major projects running over several phases or years successive operational plans
are required. A new plan should consider the lessons learnt from the implementa-
tion of previous plans (M+E results).

While preparing a new operational plan, the following questions should be an-
swered:

� Who drew up and used operational plans in the past? For what purpose?
How often? What implications does this have for the future?

� Has the operational plan enabled the executors to proceed according to the
plan effectively and efficiently?

� Has the operational plan facilitated co-ordination, decision-making and team-
work?

� Is there room in the operational plan for reflection?

Possible structure and
contents

The guidelines for content and structure as described here are suggestions and
should not be regarded as compulsory. It is more important to interpret and apply
them creatively.

1. Where do we stand today?

Comments on the now-ending operational plan, on the basis of a review and evalu-
ation, should contain a critical situational assessment and a review of past experi-
ences:

� the most important findings so far
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� relevant experiences (events, results) in the previous year (successes, prob-
lems/tedious aspects, lessons learnt)

� relevant events in the environment of the programme.

2. Where do we want to go?

The new operational plan for the year Y:

� Direction, objectives, uncertainties, general important comments

� Activities and anticipated results including hints on key events and time
demands

� Project organisation (organisational structure, internal organigram, important
procedures such as decision-making, periodical events such as meetings, etc.,
division of labour, responsibilities)

� Human resources/major demands on implementation personnel (staff require-
ments, internal and external training, and consultants)

� Financial resources: operational budget (chart of accounts, sources, financing)

� Monitoring, evaluation, reporting (meetings, workshops, reports, self- and
external evaluations, definition of indicators etc.)

Figure 21 is a form which allows the structuring and visualisation of the elements
of an operational plan. The specific implementation tools that are mentioned under
Section 4.3 are often part of operational planning.

Practical hints A process of self-evaluation can be a suitable entry point to operational plan-
ning.

Not all the constraints can be eliminated or avoided through careful operational
planning. It’s a challenge for agencies and communities to be prepared to deal with
the unexpected and to adjust plans accordingly. Building in flexibility helps to off-
set problems such as budgetary pressures, staff movements, political changes, etc.

There is a risk that operational plans:

� are not adequately linked to the phase plan which defines the orientation of
the operational plan

� are neither dynamic nor self-critical in describing the planning process

� do not identify and face up to bureaucratic and technocratic problems

� do not mention uncertainties or the presumed precision of qualitative
objectives

� are not adequately linked to the monitoring, evaluation and continuous
reappraisal of meaningful key indicators

4.3 Specific implementation tools

Goal oriented project planning (GOPP) – Appendix F. 3

Task charts – Appendix G. 3

Bar charts – Appendix G. 4

Flow charts – Appendix G. 5
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4.4 Management of personnel

Purpose and scope Good personnel management (including management of voluntary staff) and proper
administration are essential for every project. Personnel policies must be transpar-
ent and clear, and should also correspond to the relevant sector policy. In particu-
lar, employment beyond voluntary community labour needs to be in accordance
with government labour regulations.

Leadership of personnel involves the promotion of individual and collective
motivation.

The management of personnel includes:

� Staff recruitment

� Contracts, job descriptions

� Salary/remuneration and incentives system (affordable, fair)

� Human resource development (Section 6) including career promotion

� Exchange of experience

� Disciplinary and grievance procedures

Some practical elements of personnel management are described under B 4.3.

Recruitment Staff recruitment must be transparent and accessible to all prospective can-
didates. Such processes need adequate planning and sufficient time. Posts and
the required qualifications should be clearly defined. The evaluation and selection
of candidates should involve the entire management or leading body (in face to
face meetings). For institutional function holders such as committee members the
process is different: they are usually nominated and elected by the community in
a democratic procedure according to common or project regulations.

Job description Job descriptions are essential for all staff and also for function holders (e.g.
committee members, etc.). Main duties and responsibilities should be written in
clear language. Job descriptions need to be revised from time to time (Table 14).

Representation or
replacement in case
of absence

The performance of a project depends mainly on the presence of qualified and
motivated staff, workers and committee members. Still, each person can drop out
for short or longer periods. Therefore it is necessary that each person has a des-
ignated representative who is well informed and able to overtake his/her duties
and functions at any time. Similar emergency provisions might be appropriate for
important equipment (spare parts or units).

Discipline In an environment of fair management and working conditions where people are
satisfied with their job, discipline should not be a major problem. Still, it is the
duty of management to monitor the work performance of staff. In minor cases of
misconduct the first step is a discussion with the staff directly involved. In serious
cases or after repeated misconduct, written warning shall be given before any dis-
missal action is taken. Action regarding staff discipline should be in accordance
with local labour regulations.
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Practical hints For long-term employees especially, the following aspects need to be defined in
accordance with local laws and regulations:

� accident insurance, social insurance and old age pension

� holiday, casual and parental leave

� contract termination etc.

5. DATA AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

5.1 Information and communication

Purpose - Scope Co-ordinated, communal efforts are possible where mutual understanding exists.
Such understanding grows through constructive dialogue. Effective information is
a basic condition for dialogue and mutual understanding. Reliable, up-to-date,
and accurate information is vital to policy makers and planners, trainers, techni-
cians, project staff and users. In most countries many different institutions and gov-
ernment departments work in water and sanitation. National information policies
for the sector can provide frameworks for developing complementary and compat-
ible information systems which will reduce duplication of efforts and unnecessary
expenditures. In this manual, however, emphasis is laid on project internal and re-
gional information and on the dialogue between the direct stakeholders.

In several other sections information and communication are mentioned as pre-con-
ditions:

� Appropriate information is one of the principal sustainability criteria 3.1

� Development co-operation 3.2

� Project management 4.1 – 4.3

� Monitoring, evaluation and reporting 5.2

� Institution building, training, human resources 6

Therefore, this chapter is limited to a few basic considerations of general impor-
tance. Communication and information means exchange and sharing of
knowledge among people, institutions, social groups, cultures, disciplines and
sectors.

The conveyance of information can be explained with a simple model (Figure 35).
Communication means more than information. Information or its perception
needs to be understood and interpreted. Non-verbal aspects, opinions and expec-
tations can influence a communication process. Symbols too can have several
meanings - information is multi-dimensional (Figure 36): objective and subjective
content of the message, relation and appeal on both sides, etc.
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Figure 35: The transmission of information (a model of communication)

Figure 36: The dimensions of information (AGUASAN workshop 1991)
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The following considerations will help to promote a favourable climate for
communication:

� Confidence and respect, openness, reliability of partners, friendly atmos-
phere, clear language

� Barriers hindering dialogue should be removed

� Dialogue at the right time (no stress; consideration of daily and seasonal
programmes, culture and traditions)

� Training of interviewers and other staff in communication (technical and social
skills, sensitivity to reality, motivation)

� The information policy must be defined, formulated, co-ordinated and financed,
the responsibilities clarified

� Each project requires an information concept

� Application of appropriate media (Table 23)

Communication
through meetings

Meetings (staff, committees, community, etc.) are excellent tools for information
and communication. Meetings need preparation, structure and guidance. A few
points which can make meetings more efficient and successful:

� regular meetings, not too often, not too seldom

� invitation (who should participate? do not be restrictive with invitation)

� agenda, distributed in advance (participants can prepare topics); It is advisable
to use standard agendas and to make reference to the previous meeting’s
minutes.

� suitable place, with the necessary infrastructure and equipment

� clear structure and leadership / start and end on time / discipline

� open, friendly atmosphere, democracy, respect

� short, clear statements, precise conclusions and decisions (allocation of
responsibilities and duties, etc.)

� visualisation of processes, conclusions and decisions

� short, well-structured minutes distributed within a few days to participants and
others as required

Information media Information, meaning the transmission of messages, depends on media. What are
the adequate, available, necessary and affordable instruments to distribute informa-
tion? (Table 23). How do people select and use these instruments? What means
are suitable for reaching the target groups?

Table 23: Information media

� Mass media, partly in local language (radio, newspapers, periodicals, specialist
journals, letters, appeals)

� Books, libraries, posters, exhibitions, documentation and information centres,

� Workshops, courses, conferences (with role plays, theatre),

� Competitions between projects or villages

� Team colleagues, sector colleagues, professional groups, advisers, facilitators,

� Models, demonstration units, teaching material, slides, photos, films, videos.
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5.2 Monitoring and evaluation

Purpose, scope and
definitions

Monitoring means observation and systematic recording of processes, results,
effects and impacts with reference to previously defined objectives and tar-
gets. Objective-oriented project planning and implementation methods (B 3) are a
pre-condition for meaningful monitoring. Correct evaluation, planning, implementa-
tion and steering of processes (Figure 32) depend on monitoring. Often project col-
laborators may think that monitoring is not really necessary because everyone
knows what is happening anyway. In practice the pressures of daily routine often
obscure a more long-term and inter-sectoral view. Project staff and leaders may
fail to perceive and monitor the effects and impact of a project.

Evaluation means a periodic critical review of the development and operation of
a project based on monitored data. The conformity with or the discrepancy from
project goals and overall conclusions can be drawn, and recommendations made.
An evaluation does not replace, but facilitates, decision-making. The findings will
be of interest also to other ongoing projects, and will contribute to the planning of
new ones.

Monitoring and evaluation are inseparable management tools which must be
considered in the context of B 4.3 (management, organisation). Appropriate moni-
toring and evaluation enables the stakeholders to learn from their own and other
experience and to maintain a programme in accordance with the objectives. In
most cases monitoring, reporting and evaluation are not external activities done by
and for outsiders. On the contrary, monitoring and evaluation should be part of the
project, based as much as possible on self-reliance and participation.

M+E allow communities to compare their achievements with others, and may re-
veal changes that require action by the water committees, caretakers or water us-
ers. At certain stages of the project (milestones, particular problems) an external
evaluation may be required by donors and/or by local project holders. It should
bring in a constructive but critical view from independent outsiders. A small team
should be selected especially for this task, with professional, sometimes expatri-
ate, and local members. Mutual agreement by all parties on the terms of refer-
ence and on the composition of the team is an essential condition. Frequent inter-
action with the project team is a must. If external evaluations are foreseen, the
relevant intentions should be mentioned in the earliest project agreements. Donor
organisations may also do sectoral evaluations over a greater number of projects
to develop their own policies.

M+E is not limited to a particular project phase. It starts with planning and
goes on after construction through the entire operation and maintenance
phase. For particular items and parameters it might even be necessary to look far
back and to investigate how a certain development occurred (problem analysis).
M+E concerns not only the efficiency (optimal use of resources) and the effective-
ness (output, project effects) but also the impact in terms of economy, health, so-
cial standards, ecology, etc. It is important to observe and to report on quantifi-
able achievements and financial aspects. However, monitoring should also include
reference to procedures and other intangible dimensions.

Processes and progress need to be monitored following a methodology which en-
sures the gathering of the correct data and information, so that adaptation of plan-
ning and management is possible (Section 3.4). The information obtained and
the evaluation findings are raw material to be integrated into activity plan-
ning. Apart from this, information also has a significant promotional value as pub-
lic information for users and for global management and co-ordination. M+E is a
style of working which facilitates not only the identification of successes and fail-
ures but also the perception of trends before deviations from what was originally
envisaged are too great.
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Key objectives for
M+E

� M+E should not be limited to the objective, quantifiable indicators.
Intangibles such as emotions should be observed, recorded and taken into
consideration also.

� Creation of a simple system of information collection and reporting, of
analysis and steering at the very beginning of a project (preparation phase)

� The periods of investigation and the intervals of observation must be
defined for different parameters. Fast changing factors must be observed
more frequently than others. Ecological factors such as climatic changes or
the degradation of a vegetative cover need to be monitored over long periods
(generations, 30, 50, 70 years back).

� Proper planning and design and clear definition of processes, goals and
objectives on the three levels (Figure 32):
– efficiency (input / output)
– effectiveness (effects)
– impact.

� Traditional structures or elements of M+E should serve as a basis for an
improved system, well integrated in the socio-economic framework.

� Assurance of conformity of activities with project objectives (efficiency
and effectiveness)

� Optimal planning and steering of processes (Figure 26); learning from
positive and negative experiences (feedback); to reduce the magnitude of
the trial and error process; recognition of needs, structural or management
problems when they start to develop

� Intra- and inter-sectoral as well as inter-institutional co-operation,
co-ordination and exchange (local, regional, provincial and national level)

� Better management of transition periods and of staff changes

� Sensitisation of stakeholders or users to:
– necessary activities
– preventive maintenance
– ecological implications and limits

� Dialogue, confidence, understanding, willingness of partners to participate
(self reliance) and the ability to express and to accept constructive criticism,
preparedness to learn

� Each evaluation must bear concrete results, e.g., the initiation of manage-
ment decisions, clear target recommendations, etc. Conclusions should be
realistic with regard to volume, prioritisation, and scheduling of targets.

� The results of evaluations (internal or external) should be available within a
short time (to avoid suspicion and to assure optimal efficiency and
effectiveness).

� The influencability of certain problems/aspects should be considered.

The actors and their
roles

Water and sanitation projects tend to involve a wide variety of stakeholders. All of
them are potential users and/or providers of information. MEPI will depend on all
the actors knowing the decision and competence structure (who decides on what?)
and on the different parties keeping each other informed.

By means of the Water and Sanitation Knowledge System (WSKS) which was de-
veloped at the AGUASAN workshop in 1992 the various actors and parties involved
in a given water project can be identified (Section 2).

The interest and willingness of the actors to participate in data gathering ac-
tivities will depend to a large extent on how relevant and applicable the data
are for them. If they are involved in determining their own data needs and if the
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results flow back to them as users this will act as an incentive to their participa-
tion in data gathering activities. Monitoring and reporting should be defined already
in job descriptions.

The case of the Kibwezi Water Project in Kenya proves the importance of user
engagement in M+E. A community Wells Committee initiated an evaluation which
included a survey of water quality in people’s homes. Committee members quickly
learnt how to use bacterial dip-slides to test for water pollution. The visual evidence
of the bacteria growing on the dip-slides made a lasting impression on the house-
holders, and greatly supported their understanding of disease transmission. The
committee was able to draw up a plan of action that included repairs, education
of community members and appropriate chlorination.

Indicators / parameters What are the important, observable parameters, the right indicators of progress
and problems to be monitored? In the different stages of a project (Figure 32) the
requirements are not always the same. Figure 37 shows the basic elements for
monitoring. Once again it is emphasised that monitoring should be concen-
trated to the necessary minimum - short, objective and quantitative as far as
possible.

To facilitate the choice of suitable indicators, four criteria have been developed:

� valid

� reliable

� sensitive

� specific

M+E of efficiency is part of the project implementation and of O+M (B 4 and
B 5). Effectiveness should primarily be evaluated on indicators related to the three
overall objectives: sustainability, effective use of services and replicability (of
projects, development models).

Impact indicators, e.g., health or economic benefits are more difficult to de-
fine. Often such indicators incorporate known and unknown causal links. Projects
may have different impacts (health, socio-economic) which can complicate the iso-
lation of specific benefits that are attributable to a better water supply situation.
Determining the health impact of water and sanitation projects is complicated by
the fact that the available indicators often do not meet the four criteria mentioned
above. The basic principle is to monitor a variety of social and health indicators
that are specific to water and water use together. So, for example, it is known
that frequent face washing can reduce incidents of the eye disease trachoma. The
relationship between these two indicators can be studied using case-control meth-
odology which involves comparing data from a healthy group of respondents with
an unhealthy group (trachoma victims) and analysing how their hygiene habits (face
washing) differ. If the healthy group was found to have a higher incident of face
washing and if this habit could be attributed directly to the availability of clean
water from an improved water supply, then the project could be said to have a
definite health impact.

Financial monitoring as a particular element of implementation is described in
B 4.4. For environmental monitoring, see A 2.2, C 3.7 and 3.8.
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Figure 37: Basic elements of monitoring (Form Appendix M. 16)

Types of evaluations There are different types of evaluation and different terms are used. The
AGUASAN workshop in 1989 identified five common types:

� Project Preparation, which aims at appraising an existing situation and
evaluating the need for a project

� In-Built Evaluation consists of continuous tasks that become an integral part
of the project and provide regular information

� External Evaluation, which involves external independent specialists and
usually takes place after certain changes have occurred

� Ex-Post-Evaluation takes place after the completion of a project or project
phase to learn from its experience so that this may be incorporated into the
formulation of new projects

� Cross-Analysis involves comparing the results of external evaluations of
different projects in the same sector.

Planning and
implementation of
MEPI

A clear and accepted project framework with defined aims and objectives is a pre-
condition for MEPI. The key actors including the users should define what role
M+E could play in ensuring the achievement of the aims and objectives.

The first step is to make an initial assessment of the availability of existing M+E
concepts and systems in the project and of how these may be improved upon.
This will involve examining the whole decision making process and considering
who needs what information when, to initiate corrective measures.
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Monitoring technique Three basic questions should be considered when developing a monitoring con-
cept:

� What data and background information, in what quantity and quality, are
needed for an assessment of achievements and for optimal project
management?

� How can the data be collected and by whom? Is information already
available from other institutions?

� How must the data be conditioned to become useful, practicable
information, transferable to operational plans?

These three questions must be answered systematically and objectively in a demo-
cratic and transparent process in which the people concerned are involved. People
involved in monitoring are contributors and recipients of information at the
same time. Using some of their time for monitoring they are at the same time
learning more from their own experiences.

Basic elements of monitoring are listed in Figure 37, which can be of help in de-
veloping appropriate systems.

The collection of information can consume a significant amount of time and
working capacity. If a high degree of precision is not required, it might be possi-
ble to use simpler methods like sample surveys. It is also quite important to iden-
tify appropriate observation intervals. Decentralisation of observation work, based
on reliable local partners, can also contribute to cost reduction. Sometimes visual
observation might give even better and more correct results than complicated,
work-intensive surveys with questionnaires (e.g. type, size and quality of houses
can indicate the economic situation of people).

The applied monitoring objectives and the strategy for acquiring information should
be verified periodically. Often it is not enough to observe and measure a certain
indicator; it might be necessary to monitor the boundary conditions, too, which can
influence the parameters. A clear concept and standards are essential, particularly
where several observers or groups are working.

The actors should then consider MEPI at the three different levels of the project
framework: efficiency, effectiveness and impact (Figure 32). At each one of
these levels they will need to formulate:

� the key issues to be addressed

� the relevant indicators to be used

� the methodologies to be employed

Then the data and information to be monitored and evaluated need to be speci-
fied. In order to reduce data collection time the monitoring process must be care-
fully co-ordinated. Organisationally the following options can be considered for the
setting up and implementation of MEPI:

� the project employs external experts to support the team in setting up a
MEPI system

� the MEPI system can be set up by the project team in the course of regular
work

� the project has its own MEPI unit

� the project employs external experts to conduct certain elements or aspects
of the data collection or evaluation

� combinations of the above options as required
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In particular cases, photography can serve as a valuable instrument to explain com-
plex situations or show changes to a place or an object. Clear indications are in-
dispensable: numbering, date, time, location etc.

Impact monitoring and its evaluation is a long-term process. Should it be done
in water projects? A few key parameters that indicate the possible impact of wa-
ter projects should be observed. Such parameters depend normally not only on a
water project but on conditions and activities in various sectors. Therefore it might
be difficult to allocate the different effects of a project to a particular impact. How-
ever, a rough allocation might be possible and of vital interest. Impact monitoring
should be done in inter-sectoral and inter-departmental co-operation, e.g. health sta-
tistics from health services can be of interest to the water authorities and the
health workers might need information on water supply.

Each project needs its own individual monitoring system. M+E should not de-
velop by chance; rather a concept should be worked out systematically. A draft
model can be implemented and refined during application. In major projects it can
be very useful to work out a manual for MEPI. Checklists too can be of help; how-
ever, they should not lead to unnecessary floods of data or to the illusion of com-
pletion.

Reporting - a
monitoring instrument

(refer to Table 24)

Reporting (in oral or written form) is the element linking monitoring with
evaluation. Reports are the most common source of information (B 4). The crea-
tion of project documents means that experience, findings, recommendations and
proposals have to be translated into a written form which is understandable to the
intended readers. Reports are useful instruments not only for the project partners
who receive and read them but also for the people who write them.

Principal checklist for reporting:

� Title, indicating the content and the report period, date, author’s name,
number, etc.

� What are the important messages in the view of the author?

� What information do the recipients need (substance, quality, reliability, form,
volume, frequency)?

� What degree of precision is appropriate? (For example, the daily water
consumption of a village is 18 m3, and not 17.891 m3).

� Is it possible to use the same reports (entirely or in part) for different
purposes?

� What explanations and interpretations are useful or necessary in addition to
statistical monitoring data, tables and graphs?

� What reporting items can easily be presented in graphs or tables? Such
presentations make reports more understandable and shorter.

� Would it be helpful to use standard lists of contents?

� Sources used and location should be mentioned.

Table 24 is a list of different types of reports used in a rural water supply pro-
gramme in Cameroon. Financial reporting is discussed in B 4.4.
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Table 24: Reporting system - an example from Cameroon

Document, report Before
implemen-
tation

During
implement-
tation

O + M
phase

Remarks

Report on catchment area,
1st visit x

Report on catchment area,
2nd visit x (End)

Socio-economic questionnaire x

Minutes of 1st project visit x

Feasibility study report x

Technical report x

Village quarterly report x (3 months)

Executing body quarterly report x (3 months)

Checklist and minutes of project
visits x Frequent

Monthly expenditure account
by executing body x (1 month)

Helvetas quarterly statement of
account x (3 months)

Final settlement of account x (End)

Evaluation of performance
executing body x Periodically

Project final report x (End)

Data base for water supply project x (End) Form

Handing over letter and duty
sheets for MC + CT x (End)

Instruction manual (pumps,
turbines, filters) x (End)

Legal documents and map of
catchment area x (End)

Project file (drawings, documents) x (End)

O + M checklist x (End) x

Form for monitoring data + rating x
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Figure 38: The SWPO method (Form Appendix M. 17)

SWPO-method The easy and highly participative SWPO method (Appendix F. 2) is a success-
ful, simple and effective evaluation technique which is applicable to internal and
external evaluations. The structuring of aspects/topics in the four quadrants
Successes and Weaknesses (in the past) and Potentials and Obstacles (in the
future) help to clarify the nature and dimensions of problems and the strate-
gies to follow. Dialogue and the direct participation of the people concerned are
easy, especially when the discussion develops with the help of visual aids, e.g. a
pin-board. The starting point should always be with Successes: then the failures
and problems should be defined and brought to the board. After that the future is
envisaged (potentials/obstacles).

The principles of this tool can be summarised as follows:

� build on what the actors know

� use their knowledge and abilities to conduct a self-evaluation

SWPO is a method with a very simple structure to evaluate results, as successes and 
failures (Review of past activities), opportunities or potentials and threats or problems 

(Future perspectives). All the activities are set in order of hierarchy, from base to top or 
from community to institution.

Quantity
and quality

Success S
W O

P
Weaknesses

Potentials

Obstacles

Defects,
negative impacts

Potentials,
ideas, visions

InstitutionPOSITIVE
SUCCESS

REVIEW of PAST

Your opinion,
experience,
success,
problems,
questions.

Our common
better knowledge,
better approach,
better motivation,
etc.

EXCHANGE and
LEARNING

EVALUATION and
RECOMMENDATIONS

PERSPECTIVE for the FUTURE

ORDER of
RESULTS

PROBLEMS
NEGATIVE

Base or
Community

Institution

Limitations,
risks, obstacles

The CRITERIA for the evaluation
should be fixed in the planning

stage of the project.
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SWPO is applicable to single activities with different actors/evaluators or to groups
of activities. The periods of consideration (backwards and forwards) must be dis-
cussed and defined.

The clear and comprehensive link from monitoring, through analytical, objective
evaluation to pertinent steering/management is a remarkable advantage of the
SWPO method. This evaluation instrument is also helpful in the promotion of
motivation and autonomy.

Participatory rural
appraisal (PRA)

The so-called Participatory Rural Appraisal method (PRA), developed for rapid
project or problem evaluation in co-operation with the population concerned,
is explained in Appendix F. 1.

Practical hints for
M+E

� As a first step it is important to find out what data and information
have already been collected. This information can be obtained from relevant
institutions, reports, other publications, maps, etc.
The collection of quantifiable and precise data usually requires a lot of time
and is appropriate only for M+E of efficiency. However, for M+E of effective-
ness, where qualitative aspects have to be considered, it is recommended to
use only a few indicators which will provide hints regarding the order of
magnitude and trends. This can be complemented by regular in-depth studies
(PRA).
Besides information received in written form (reports, questionnaires, etc.),
verbal and more informal channels are equally important.

� The selection of the monitoring method depends on the aspects to be
observed and on the socio-cultural context of the project. The application
of certain data collection methods requires experience more than specific
knowledge. Such experience is usually acquired by the project team during
the day-to-day M+E.
There are, on the other hand, methods which require specific knowledge to
conduct a conceptually and methodologically sound data collection. In this
case a project might consider employing external consultants with the relevant
expertise who can then train project staff accordingly.

� The assessment, evaluation and documentation of information covering various
aspects of the project should be done on the day of collection.

� It is important to distinguish between evaluation and decisions. During
the evaluation process experiences are being discussed which thereafter form
the basis for the formulation of proposals for discussion. However, decisions
are not yet made at this point.

� The existence of a MEPI system does not guarantee the success of a
project. The limits of MEPI have to be clearly seen in order to make
realistic use of it. M+E does not replace decisions but provides the basic
information to observe the efficiency and effectiveness of the project.
Nevertheless, based on the evaluation, decisions on whether or not corrective
measures need to be introduced should be made.

� M+E must remain simple, limited to the required dimensions and
affordable. In many cases it is advisable to concentrate on a few really
important parameters. (The time and effort necessary to analyse the data and
to put them into a suitable form for presentation should not be underesti-
mated).

� encourage the actors to see the effect of their work on the project’s
objectives

� assess how balanced expenditures and measures have been

� encourage visions beyond immediate objectives

� strengthen awareness of joint responsibility

The ‘SWPO’ method is illustrated in Figure 38.
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Documentation and
filing

Systematic, practical documentation is necessary not only for the secretary who
looks after the filing, but also for the chairperson, treasurer, caretaker, etc. The de-
velopment of a good documentation system normally requires external assistance,
which should also guarantee standardisation within a department or regional insti-
tution. The development and implementation of such systems should involve local
participation and support. Documents should be kept in safe, dry places. Co-ordi-
nation and compatibility with external documentation (departmental headquar-
ters, technical office, etc.) is essential for decentralised programmes.

Beyond a certain size of project, simple chronological filing is no longer practical.
Table 25 shows a filing system proposed for a major water supply project in
Kenya. Within the files, chronological order is advisable in most cases. Each draw-
ing, letter, report, guideline, contract, etc. must contain a date and the name of
the author, and usually also a registration number. If a document is revised, the
new date must be added.

For committee members, caretakers and other collaborators it is adequate to trans-
fer periodically the main part of the individual documentation (raw material, log-
books, forms, statistics, reports, etc.) which is more than about two years old to
the main archive, which is normally kept by the secretary.

5.3 Documentation and filing system

Preparation of data
and information

Monitoring data need to be put into the appropriate form (quantitatively and
qualitatively), in order that the recipients (management, committee, partners, do-
nors, etc.) of such information can access the message and understand the situa-
tion.

Good, accessible documentation is useful for:

� efficient organisation of work

� reference in case of problems

� planning of project extensions, etc.

To make data processing and reporting efficient and effective, monitoring forms,
caretaker logbooks, etc. should be worked out under consideration of the future
handling of data. Presentations in graphical form are easier to read than large
tables (Figure 39). Photography (with good comments) can also facilitate under-
standing and help to keep reports short and more meaningful.

In cases where computers and Electronic Data Processing (EDP) are used a data
management concept including a data backup system as well as proper software
handling, service and maintenance facilities should be available.

� Inputs and outputs (results) of MEPI need to be balanced. Never forget to
apply common sense. Regular visits to the field and meeting villagers can be
more effective and informative than extensive data collection and trials of
interpretation.

� It is better to be approximately correct and on time with a reasonable
input, than to be precise, costly, late and perhaps even wrong.
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Figure 39: Graphs, diagrams instead of tables
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Table 25: Filing system - an example from Kenya (Form Appendix M. 18)

O

M

F

C

D

A
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Practical hints � If possible the initial records should be the definitive monitoring material
which is filed. (Rewriting bears the risk of mistakes).

� Monitoring data and other papers should be integrated properly into the files
on a daily or weekly basis, depending on the importance and volume of
material. Reports and drawings should be copied in order to have working
copies, which can be taken to the field while the originals remain in the files.

� The secretary should keep all papers or data until they are at least 10 years
old. A good portion of statistical data that are over 10 years old normally can
be thrown away.

In any case, the following documents should be retained for a much longer
period:
– minutes of meetings and assemblies
– technical reports and drawings (as-built plans)
– periodical reports and financial statements
– contracts, agreements and other legal documents (in force and expired)
– important correspondence and other key documents

� Collaborators who bring material to the project archives (about every 2 years)
could classify the bundles not only according the filing system, but also in the
two clearly marked categories:

L : Long-term archives

T : Temporary archives (‘to be thrown away after 10 years without looking at
it again’).

� Authors and suppliers of raw information e.g. a caretaker, must have access
to their previously supplied data. Material from the archives can be given out
only temporarily and against a receipt.

If the main archives have to be cleared out (throwing away other than expired
‘T-documents’) this should not be done by the secretary alone. With him/her,
the president and one other member of the committee have to make the final
decisions.

Photographic
documentation

Photographic documentation needs particular consideration and attention. For finan-
cial and technical reasons it is in many cases not advisable for small projects to
have their own camera and photo documentation. The external support agency
(governmental or non-governmental) that follows a local programme should use
periodic visits to take representative photographs. This more centralised solution
has several advantages:

� It is more economical and professional.

� There is a possibility of learning from others (distribution, exchange of photos).

Copies of the important photos, with exact date, location, comments and recom-
mendations should be forwarded to the project. The systematic filing of films,
slides, photos and discs requires special care.



Training – Human Recource and Institution Building

On the job training

Appropriate training tools

Democratic learning processes
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6. HUMAN RESOURCE AND INSTITUTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT (HRD + ID)

6.1 Introduction

Purpose - Scope The aim of comprehensive Human Resource Development (HRD) and Institutional
Development (ID) is to enhance the capacity of local communities and of local in-
stitutions and agencies to plan, design, construct and maintain sustainable water
supply and sanitation systems. HRD and ID are indispensable in achieving two key
objectives:

� Sustainable services, facilities

� Sustainable organisations to maintain the services and facilities.

In traditional life (social organisation, agriculture, craftsmanship, etc.) HRD and ID
are very common. If we talk about it in connection with water and sanitation
projects, it might be helpful to relate it to the past experiences of a society.

The principles of rules and knowledge are fundamental to HRD and ID. The whole
of A 3 (Basic principles) discusses external conditions which promote an environ-
ment for optimal learning.

The success of projects depends on personal efficiency and motivation. Pro-
fessional training builds both competence and confidence. A well-planned national
programme of HRD, based on an assessment of needs, should be at the core of
any country strategy. It should reflect the need for partnership in sustainable sec-
tor development between government, communities, the private sector, and NGOs,
and should develop appropriate skills at all levels. It should also recognise the par-
ticular needs of women, and ensure equal training and employment opportunities.

HRD means not only training of people but includes also their career development
and is therefore closely linked to ID and to long-term staff requirements.

Main ideas of HRD
and ID

HRD and ID need to be well-defined elements of sector strategies and long-
term project plans. Training must be based on clear objectives. Learning
follows a process which leads to more awareness (knowledge transfer �
skills � behavioural change).

Technical assistance and training on project level are extremely important and must
be provided to communities. Originally it was assumed that if communities had
access to favourable credit, they could finance and build water and sanitation sys-
tems with minimal external assistance and supervision. This assumption has been
proved false. Where technical assistance, training, and supervision to communities
have been minimal, quality of construction management, and hence the reliability
of projects, have suffered. Training is necessary not only for technicians, care-
takers and mechanics, but also for system managers, committee members,
facilitators in health and hygiene, and for all others involved in project imple-
mentation and operation. Refresher training is fundamental since the actors may
come to realise the importance of training only through confrontation with prob-
lems in practice. This is the case with many water committees. They may require
periodic training inputs over five or even more years after the completion of a
project. Individual training is important, but the success of projects depends even
more on how individuals co-operate within institutions. Therefore, local institutional
development towards team spirit and transparency (knowing each other’s tasks and
opinions) among the project partners is important. The consumers need also to be
trained in order to use systems optimally, with care and in solidarity.
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Although some training may be required from external sources, community mem-
bers themselves should be trained to pass on their skills to others. Trainers, ca-
pacity builders, and facilitators need to be adequately trained before they are able
to transfer knowledge and skills to trainees. Apart from specific subject-oriented
know-how, they need good background knowledge in cultural, social and teaching
aspects.

Key objectives � Independence and autonomy (individual responsibility and community
self-reliance) through HRD and ID

� Formal teaching, short courses, learning-by-doing and all intermediate forms of
training are relevant; learning from experience is most effective (reality
awareness). Allow different learning methods, e.g. teaching and demonstration.
Participative methods are most effective.

� Training should relate to the trainees’ practical situation and cultural context
(job-relevance).

� Continuous and ‘preventive’ training before problems arise; allow and
promote learning processes (with errors, too)

� Defined, written and approved concepts (objectives, targets, programmes,
duty sheets, entrance conditions, institutional concepts, syllabuses, exams,
etc.)

� Training should also promote the ability to realise limitations and to mobilise
and to accept assistance.

� Use synergies, e.g. combination of health and sanitation message with
literacy campaigns

� Qualified committed trainers who are professionally and socially accepted,
familiar with the project and with the local context and open to new
situations (improvisation capability, ability to listen to and integrate the
participants’ ideas).

� Qualification of trainees: fulfilment of entrance conditions, ability and
preparedness to learn independently and individually. Trainees should also
act as trainers (multiplication effects).

6.2 Concepts for HRD and ID

Analysis of the
existing situation
and training needs

Too often, training needs are only considered at the level of immediate require-
ments at the job site. This can lead to ignorance of the sector plan goals and to
an underestimation of long-term requirements.

Strategies for formal training and institution building follow a three-step path:

Assessment of the
actual situation and
training needs
(HRD + ID)

Working out of
HRD + ID concept
and training
programmes
(according to the
sector organigram
and sector plan)

Implementation of
HRD + ID concepts
and training
programmes
(including follow-up
and refresher
courses)

Negotiation with government, local stakeholders,
donors, etc.

��

� �
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Assessment of
HRD + ID needs

� Specification of training capacity requirements according to mid- and long-term
sector goals

� Availability (quantity and quality) of existing training services, skills and capaci-
ties (public, NGOs, private sector)

� Needs assessment, both institutionally (incl. staff requirements), as well as for
specific training

� Review of job descriptions and duty sheets of trainers and potential for
outsourcing

� Assessment of quality and efficiency of existing training, identification of
additional local resources and of gaps to be filled by external assistance

New approaches
require new skills

With decentralisation and local management, the training of community
members has become more important. During the planning stage agency work-
ers should help the community to identify and train people required for all the rel-
evant functions of community management. The community will know reliable and
qualified people. Therefore, they are responsible (with some external assistance) for
selecting the right people for the various jobs.

An evaluation of tasks, responsibilities and workload of each community worker,
such as caretakers, scheme attendants, treasurers and community hygiene educa-
tors, makes it easier to choose the right candidates for the appropriate training.

The partnership approach also calls for new skills and techniques for agency
staff and external workers, which are not generally part of their prior training. New
staff may have to be recruited, or existing staff may be retrained in motivating and
assisting communities in the development of community-based approaches.

Where the follow-up of communities or the execution of projects is delegated to
the private sector, the quality of service depends directly on the private sector’s
own training and qualifications. It remains the government’s responsibility to guar-
antee and supervise such training.

Checklist for working
out of training
programmes

Based on the above-mentioned needs assessment:

� Formulation of training plans (syllabus, programmes and budgets)

� Liaison, co-ordination and collaboration with the relevant national and
regional training institutions and programmes to utilise synergies and to
enhance (cost-)effectiveness

� Assessment of trainers’ needs, followed by development and implementation
of training of trainers (TOT)

� Preparation of manuals for trainers (courses, lessons, teaching material, etc.).
The involvement of the trainers is absolutely necessary at this stage for
reasons of commitment and identification.

� Definition of the most effective training methods for the different subjects
(Section 6.4)

� Establishing administrative routines for the organisation of courses; includ-
ing recruitment procedure, entrance criteria, course fees, scholarships, etc.

� Implementation and supervision of training courses including practical
stages, study tours, M+E of training activities

� Setting up the necessary infrastructure for training

Figure 40 shows the usual steps of a training programme.
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Figure 40: The steps of a training concept/programme

Community training For community management training activities particular aspects need to be
considered:

� The village development vision is an important motivator (historical
development, experiences, expectations, needs, concepts and strategies).

� Social organisation and culture (processes yesterday - today - tomorrow,
work organisation, flow of information, administration, mobilising the
community, problem awareness)

� Leadership (identification, nature and characteristics of leaders, traditional
versus modern leaders, need for education of leaders)

� Group dynamics (nature and type of groups, gender balance, dynamics that
work in the groups, diagnosis of group needs, identification and resolution of
group problems and conflicts, motivation and decision-making processes)

� Education by individual subject or integrated for specific audiences

� Developing and introducing a suitable system for optimal legal and
democratic functioning of committees (constitution, (re)elections, information,
transparency).

Various training courses and the respective target audience are summarised in a
matrix diagram (Table 26). It provides an overview that helps to define appropriate
community education. The diagram is very general; it should be adapted to spe-
cific situations.
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Table 26: Types of training and target audiences

6.3 Moderation technique

Purpose - Scope The participation of the people concerned, a sense of ownership, decision making
and self-reliance cannot be sufficiently promoted using traditional teaching meth-
ods. Nowadays, institutions are in a process of democratisation. Hierarchical
structures are no longer accepted because they do not allow the solution of
problems in optimal ways. Participation in learning requires new, or modified
teaching methods. What trainees are going to do in their daily work they should
practice already during training.

Moderation is a visual method allowing the facilitation and structuring of
group processes (learning, management, decision-making). The moderator is nei-
ther the boss nor the teacher who knows better and who is familiar with the ‘es-
sentials’. He or she is a methodological helper, a catalyst or a ‘midwife’ in a prob-
lem situation. The moderator/facilitator is a creative specialist in the ‘how’ of
communication.

The moderation method is a mixture of planning and visualisation techniques, of
group dynamics and guided discussion in a creativity-promoting social atmosphere
of transparency, openness and trust. The moderation techniques allow illiterate and
literate people to participate in the process equally and to generate collective
knowledge and know-how.

Moderation and facilitation is a working style that can be applied to different learn-
ing methods. SWPO is a typical tool that requires good moderation. It is also very
suitable for structuring and promoting conventional meetings and managing con-
flicts towards more effective and efficient results.
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Objectives of
moderation

� Better communication, self-motivation and team spirit

� So-called decision-makers are brought together with people affected by
their decisions - to find creative solutions together.

� To find clear results and conclusions within an appropriate period

� Moderation makes training processes learner-centred. The participants
become aware of problems and conflicts in the learning process.

� Comparison of subjective views and promotion of openness, inter-disciplinary
and holistic views; people with different opinions should find compromises

� To promote the preparedness to accept and include uncertainty

� Stimulation of people’s memory about past and present situations; to get
participants to reflect on the constraints of their own organisations and to
discuss them openly in the group

� Moderation techniques should not be followed in a slave-like manner. With
creativity and improvisation the moderators and the participants should
develop their own procedures.

� Clear priorities and easily remembered key messages, information inputs
and conclusions through visual presentation (few words and figures)

� Positive and informed opinion development through fair moderation (not
manipulation) of group dynamics

Determining factors � Who is the target group? Is it made up hierarchically, functionally, according
to interests? What do participants want, what do they know? Do they have
experience with the moderation method?

� What conditions and objectives are already fixed?

� What conflicts and problems could arise?

� Moderators should refrain from expressing their own opinion and values.
During sessions they do not judge opinions. They are inquisitive, and ask
questions to activate and to open up the participants. The moderator does not
discuss the method, but uses it. Normally, the moderation is done by a team
of two persons. Where a moderator is personally involved with the group and
their problem, they must make clear at all times when they are functioning as
a moderator and when they are expressing their own opinion as a member of
the group.

� The trainers’/moderators’ level of engagement varies during a workshop
session (Figure 41). In the initial phase basic information is needed, conditions
for learning and methodological tools must be transmitted, problems and
objectives defined, etc.

Increasingly, the group develops its own dynamism and creativity. Group work
allows the moderator to give room for group initiatives. His/her function shifts
more to that of a controller/facilitator. In the third phase of a session the
moderators begin to reassert initiative and authority in order to lead the
participants from action to reflection: drawing of conclusions, lessons learnt,
strategies to follow, etc.

group’s initiative
and control

Figure 41: Development of (inter-)action and control during a training session

Start of training

End of training

trainer’s initiative
and control
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6.4 Training and teaching-techniques and methods

Purpose - Scope Both theoretical knowledge and practical skills have to be taught. Learning is
understood as a participative process and hence is much more than attending lec-
tures. Three particular activities/situations facilitate effective and lasting learning:

� Learning by doing

� Learning through individual experiences

� Mutual learning through exchange of experiences.

Participatory training techniques, where people learn through group involvement,
are particularly important when dealing with socio-cultural issues. In technical train-
ing too, group work and exchange of experience are helpful and necessary.

Capacity building within the community may benefit from specialised learning tech-
niques, among which conventional training is only one element. Community man-
agement can be supported through the development of a learning process which
reinforces the partnership between agencies and communities by acknowledging
everyone as both a learner and a teacher, and also by encouraging the develop-
ment of learning relationships within and between communities.

Apart from training activities, other ways to learn include the establishment of
monitoring and evaluation systems, the development of participatory problem-solv-
ing methods, the holding of meetings, and the pooling of resources through net-
working systems.

Training methods are the tools of the trainer as well as of the trainees. It is not
possible to specify a particular method and to define readymade recipes that would
be best for a particular subject. The selection of the right method depends on the
one hand on the training target and on the other hand on the trainees and the
personality of the trainer(s).

Principal methods The most common and successful teaching methods and interacting forms
are:

� Frontal teaching (formal training)

� Individual work and partner work

� Discussions, meetings

� Group learning, workshops

� Demonstrations, instructions, on-the-job training

� Excursions.

During a session more than one method may be used. Each has its advantages
and disadvantages, and none of them is completely adequate for each learning
objective and content.

Table 27 is a general view of teaching methods and their application.
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Table 27: Teaching methods (Form Appendix M. 20)

General rules for
teaching/training

Active, participative learning

In the modern educational approach, the trainer acts as a guide to mediate rel-
evant know-how and skills. She or he organises exercises which help the trainees
to gain routine.

Trainees learn very little when they are just listening to a trainer talking. Writ-
ing on a board improves the learning process a little. What is more effective is to
give the trainees some task to perform (Figure 42). Invite trainees to ask ques-
tions and to apply information in solving problems. Arrange for trainees to practice
thinking, talking, explaining ideas and doing practical work. Summarise from time
to time what you are teaching. Use resource persons from the village and from
outside as much as possible, for capacity building and to strengthen inter-institu-
tional links.

Figure 42: How to maximise the learning effect

Frontal teaching

A

Individual working
Partner work

B

Discussions
Meetings

C

Group learning

D

Demonstrations,
Instruction,
On-the-job training

E

Excursions

F

"Rules of the game" - Traditional method
- Trainer in front, centre
  of attention
- Trainer speaks, leads,
  controls
- Media: blackboard,
  overhead projection,
  flipcharts

- Working alone or with
  one partner
- Assignments must be
  clearly formulated
  (written form)
- Trainer watches,
  helps when and where
  necessary

- One person is the mo-
  derator, the others
  participants
- Debate, panel dis-
  cussion, dispute

- Can be used to break
  the monotony of frontal
  teaching
- After introduction
  forming of small
  groups
- Assignments clearly
  formulated, written
  form
- Individual group work
- Selection of a group
  leader (moderator)
- Clear time schedule
- Results compiled and
  presented in plenary

- Step by step approach
  (each step needs tea-
  ching, practising,
  checking)
- Enhancing trainees
  independence (lear-
  ning by doing)
- Make clear the key-
  points
- Many activities need
  to be practised again
  and again
- Theory and practice
  should go hand in
  hand

- One to one contact
  with institutions, con-
  struction sites, etc.
- Excursions are part
  of the curriculum,
  linked to other teach-
  ing topics
- The three important
  steps:
      ° Planning and pre-
         paration
      ° Implementation
      ° Final assessment
         (reports, evalua-
         tion)

Advantages - Appropriate for pre-
  sentation of facts,
  problems, new infor-
  mation and theoretical
  know-how

- Stimulates indepen-
  dence of thinking (if
  trainees have a cer-
  tain maturity)

- Good method for real
  work in daily life
- Development of per-
  suasive power

- Learning of interaction
  patterns and of team
  work

- High learning effect - Link to other real
  work situations

Disadvantages (or
conditions)

- Does not stimulate in-
  dependent thinking
  and acting
- Inappropriate for me-
  diation of practical
  skills

- Requires highly quali-
  fied trainer
- Must be combined
  with formal teaching
  lessons

- Not suitable for the
  mediation of compre-
  hensive know-how
  and data

- Not suitable for the
  mediation of compre-
  hensive know-how
  and data

- Method is time consu-
  ming. Requires care-
  ful preparation and
  guidance
- Not suitable for medi-
  ation of complex
  know-how

- Time consuming
- Expensive
- Not suitable for medi-
  ation of comprehen-
  sive know-how

Main fields of
application

- Theoretical subjects
- Introduction to sub-
  jects

- Deepening of know-
  ledge which has been
  taught earlier

- Planning sessions
- Management
  sessions
- Discussion of alterna-
  tive solutions

- Deepening of know-
  ledge which has been
  taught earlier

- Indispensable in tea-
  ching practical skills

- Useful for most topics
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Feedback

Trainees need encouragement and advice. Explain the errors they make and how
they could do better. Feedback usually consists of three parts:

� Encouragement for what has been done well

� Objective indication of the overall standard (exams, tests)

� Pointing out any errors and ways of improvement

Individuality

Talking to and working with trainees individually is one possible way of responding
to individual differences.

� Talk to trainees and find out what their personal interests, ambitions and
comments on the training are. Promote a culture of positive, constructive
criticism

� Show that you care by detailed preparation of the training and by starting
sessions in time. Expect and demand work of a high standard from the
trainees

� Allow and encourage trainees to work at different speeds, in different ways

� Let the trainees know that you care that they do well

Logical framework for
HRD-concept

Table 28 is a simple tool for structuring a training concept and programme in a
logical framework. An example is presented in Appendix M (logical framework for
village water supply training in Lesotho).

Table 28: Logical framework for HRD-activities, from GOPP/ZOPP
(Form Appendix M. 19)

Development objectives

Immediate objectives

Main outputs

Activities

Inputs
� Community
� Government
� Donors
� Training institutions
� Participants, students

Description Verifiable
indicators

Means of
verification

Critical
assumptions

Course and lesson
preparation

Based on the training target and adapted to the characteristics of the trainees and
their trainer, the most suitable teaching method or a combination of different meth-
ods can be chosen. After the methods have been selected, the courses can be
prepared and, in a second step, each session worked out in detail.
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Structuring courses and lessons makes it easier for trainees to learn and recall
a topic. This applies to a course as a whole as well as to the details of each ses-
sion. The following simple structure is recommended:

� Review of the last session

� Introduction (overview, main aspects)

� Core contents (details, practice)

� Summary

To avoid courses being monotonous, it is advisable to use different teaching meth-
ods, e.g. mixing theoretical and practical aspects, demonstrations, site excursions,
discussions, and question-answer sessions. In spite of the importance of proper
planning, it is also important that a trainer is able to respond to specific situations
by improvising.

Table 29 is a checklist for training preparation (after having a clear formulation of
teaching topics and objectives).

Table 29: Checklist for training preparation

� Familiarisation with training objectives (needs assessment, expectations of
trainees, employers, etc.)

� Collection of information and relevant literature (teaching aids, source material)

� Who does the teaching? (outside consultants, local training institutions,
qualification of trainers)

� Description and scheduling of training programmes and lessons (what / when
/ how / where?)

� Who are the trainees (background, needs, learning capacity, etc.)

� Preparation of teaching aids and material including certificates

� Facilities required (equipment, rooms, etc.)

� Logistics, accommodation and feeding of trainees and trainers

� Finances: who pays what?

� Leisure: possible activities during free time (e.g. sightseeing, picnic, etc.)

� Other arrangements required

Teaching aids Board and flipcharts

The board is a traditional element of teaching and is still useful and widely used
today:

� to present an informative introduction into the topics, to show the structure of
the session, etc.

� as a supporting instrument to note down key words, important aspects,
difficult expressions, formulas, etc.

� as a medium for drawings which are not too complicated

The information on the board should, whenever possible, be written or drawn in
front of the trainees and during the session. The main advantage of the board is
that the information can be written step-by-step and in relation to the teaching, and
trainees’ remarks can be integrated. While talking to the trainees, the trainer should
face them and not the board. Writing and drawings should be accurate, without
mistakes, structured clearly and easily legible to all the trainees. The board infor-
mation is the basis for trainees’ notes.
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Overhead projection

Where the required equipment and electricity is available, overhead projection can
be a valuable visual aid. It combines the advantages of the board with the possi-
bility of preparing material in advance, e.g. writing the text properly, or copying
excerpts, drawings and diagrams from manuals and other sources. During the ses-
sion it is possible to complement the prepared presentation with writing. Com-
pared to the board, however, less information is visible at any one time. A general
danger is that there may be too much text, in too small a font, on the presenta-
tion.

Hand-outs, manuals

Handouts are written papers distributed to the trainees before or during a session.
They may be short notes which form the main points of a lecture, sets of ques-
tions which trainees are asked to answer, or leaflets or manuals with drawings,
pictures and text (as much as necessary, as little as possible). Handouts can help
trainees to learn more easily and the need to take notes from the board can be
reduced. They can also be used later in practical work.

The following questions may help in developing the hand-outs and manuals:

� Is the material needed? No other suitable material exists? What form is most
attractive?

� How, by whom and under what conditions will the material be used (as
training material, as reference material)?

� What reading and understanding ability (texts, diagrams) do the users have?

Slides, videos, films

These media can present a very realistic picture of the topics and can provide a
welcome change in the training pattern. A danger is that they can be used exclu-
sively and for too long a time, making a session monotonous. It is advisable to
use them in short sequences showing clearly defined and specific topics and to
alternate them with other teaching methods.

Compared to videos and films, slide shows have the advantage that the time
frame is not rigidly fixed. This allows explanations and short discussions on and
between slides.

Characteristics of
visualisation

� Visualisation is an irreplaceable component of the moderation technique
(6.3). We have five senses with which to perceive, and yet most group
communication processes make use of only one channel: the ear. However,
concentration and attention levels are raised considerably by simultaneous
visual and oral presentation.

� Presentation of several pictures/aspects simultaneously (complicated
network-scenarios)

� Visualisation forces the presenter to choose between significant and
insignificant information

� Statements, controversies and results are made visible to all and recorded
immediately.

� Furthermore it helps the participants to identify with the result: everyone can
see their own contribution and the way the result emerged.

� Visualisation for group work means the charts must be prepared in such a
way that a group can work with them: the chart can consist of questions,
grids, memories, scenarios or information. Examples of charts which can be
used often are shown in Figure 43.
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Figure 43: Examples of charts [26]

� The handwriting on charts and on cards must be clear, with a good marker.
The script size for cards should be about 2.5 cm high, that for headings about
5 cm high. In group work such script should be readable up to a distance of
about 6 to 8 m.

� Elements of visualisation:

– cards in different colours, 10 x 21 cm (1/3 A4-size) to write down text and
comments. Cards can be stuck on the charts.

– discs, oval cards to emphasise statements, for conclusions, etc.

– differently coloured adhesive dots for grouping, evaluation, rating procedures.

– arrows to mark conflicting statements.

PRA-method The PRA method (Appendix F. 1) and other tools presented in Section 3 and 4 are
helpful in planning and structuring processes and facilitating progress in systematic
and continued learning.
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Informal methods In many cases and circumstances, learning is very specific. Groups and individuals
face a great variety of opportunities to have experiences and to learn from each
other through exchange. Individual learning too is highly effective when it is done
efficiently and continuously. Books, home courses, individual working documenta-
tion, etc. are useful tools.

Follow-up Training without adequate follow-up has little chance to be effective. Frequent
staff meetings are occasions where staff and committee members talk about their
work, ask questions and get answers from others, professionals or laypersons.
Such meetings can boost the morale of discouraged workers and reinforce the les-
sons discussed in training. As trainers know, it is the follow-up that provides the
real educational growth. When theoretical learning is taken to the field for ap-
plication, then brought back to be questioned, shared and discussed with
peers and superiors, it is transformed into understanding and well-rooted
knowledge. Feedback allows improvement of further courses. Optimal follow-up
needs to be planned. Refresher courses can be regarded as an important form of
follow-up.

Formally trained project committees can be effectively followed up by interactive
participatory workshops, by site visits allowing exchange of experiences, by com-
munity meetings, etc. Project managers must realise that the consolidation of a
new community management system requires a follow up of about three to five
years after project completion.

6.5 Practical hints / Checklist for HRD and ID

� Discussion of proposed training programme and concept with the participants

� Consideration of the existing knowledge and experience of the participants

� Application of clear, simple language (if necessary, local language)

� Planning of exercises and group work, in order to limit lecturing

� Ensure that everyone participates actively in each session

� Encouragement of participants not to use the methods mechanistically

� Anticipate potential conflicts and how to deal with them

� Prepare appropriate debriefing questions for each session

� Allow sufficient time in the programme for feedback

� Ensure appropriate evaluation of training
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7. ECONOMIC RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

7.1 Introduction

Economic and non-economic resources must be managed in an integrated man-
ner. This chapter deals with the question of how to acquire and allocate project
finance. The handling of large sums of money, and financial management in gen-
eral, may be new tasks for many communities. Therefore, optimal information,
transparency and proper handling are necessary.

For all public money (and material), whether it comes from the community,
from the government or external donors, professional management including
proper book keeping and auditing are indispensable.

The South African MVULA Trust approach proves how the delegation of power for
financial management to the communities has a remarkable empowering effect.
However, the external partners/donors must maintain a certain degree of control.

This chapter concentrates on basic considerations and methods, while applied fi-
nancial management is discussed under B 4.4.

7.2 Willingness and ability to pay

Purpose - Scope Assessment of willingness and ability to pay

‘Willingness To Pay’ (WTP) and ‘Ability To Pay’ (ATP) are key terms for sustainability
and are defined in A 3.4. Relevant surveys operate with a series of structural ques-
tions to determine the amount of money a household is willing/able to pay for
goods or services. Methodological alternatives range from simple interviews, nu-
merous appraisal methods to more traditional studies. However, WTP studies have
limited value.

WTP and ATP are
susceptible to change

The preparedness and the decision to pay for a service is at each level linked
through complex mechanisms to the ability to pay. Both willingness and ability to
pay are affected by external and internal factors that are susceptible to change.

WTP and ATP relate to all project partners: community, government and donors.
And WTP/ATP for investment and operation should be defined for and by each
stakeholder category in the early stages of project planning.

WTP/ATP of local users cannot be measured exactly. Rough estimates may be
made form observing the local and regional economy and from assessing individual
households. Close observation and general discussion of household economic be-
haviour may contribute to a fuller picture of the real situation. The real interest in
water and the priority given by the people themselves are decisive factors for wa-
ter system and for water price considerations.

Peoples’ awareness about the relationship between water/sanitation/health and
water economy is a precondition for the preparedness to contribute financially or
in kind. Therefore good background information on socio-economic characteristics
and water/sanitation will be a precondition for WTP assessment.
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Key objectives Through community-based, participative WTP/ATP surveys, promotion/achievement of:

� Financial sustainability of water and sanitation projects and programmes
(minimising the risks of failure) through effective and economic use of
available funds

� Based on a pre-evaluation of alternatives (including the existing situation):
identification of real demand, preferences of the users

� Understanding that water and sanitation service cannot be free (anymore).
Awareness creation about cost-benefit relations. Stimulation of community’s
willingness to pay a substantial amount for investment costs and almost the
full amount of operation & maintenance costs

� Finding out the importance and priorities of socio-economic aspects and
of policy issues. Negotiation of appropriate, realistic levels of local
participation (avoidance of under-/overloading)

� Finding out WTP for the different project alternatives (service levels),
including the zero option, an improvement of the situation and other low cost
options. Results of WTP studies should facilitate appropriate joint decisions by
users, government and donors

� Finding out the credit-giving capacity/potential and the reputation of the
local private sector

Tools for WTP/ATP
assessment

There are a number of tools used to assess the willingness to pay:

� A general assumption on the part of the programme designers that people
will and can pay. This is often based on a false confidence of ‘knowing the
people’. This non-user-based approach is being overtaken currently by more
logical methods.

� Using broad generalisations, for example, that a family with a specific
income should spend X percent of its income on water and sanitation. This is
not really an indicator of willingness to pay and the danger is that people are
not told the real costs but only what is demanded as a contribution. This can
result in choices that are not sustainable.

� Questionnaires, limiting the choice to pre-selected alternatives that may or
may not be realistic. These may be improved upon by using open questions
and not relying only on closed and multiple-choice questions.

� Community participatory approaches that are a mix of community involve-
ment, promotion and information gathering. These can give indicators as to
whether the community wants to and is able to participate and contribute in
both cash and kind.

Steps of a WTP/ATP
study

A WTP/ATP survey is a process that needs preparation and planning. Such a sur-
vey is part of the assessment of the local context (B 3.2)

� Forming a well-qualified focus group (with government participation, if possible)

� Formulation of goals and objectives of the study

� Calculation of time and required means (budget) for the study

� Working out of a handy questionnaire (adapted to the local conditions:
sociology, technology, economy, policy, language, etc.). Pre-testing and adapta-
tion by the focus group

� Careful selection, training and testing of enumerators and supervisors

� Implementation of main survey: interviews with a representative segment
of the population

� Data analysis (evaluation), conditioning and presentation

� Decision making process / translation of results and recommendations
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Questionnaire and
interviews

A good questionnaire can help to clarify the expectations, needs and capacities of
individuals and groups of users. The questionnaire must relate to the specific geo-
graphical, socio-economic and cultural situation of a village or region. A combina-
tion with the general ‘assessment of the local context’ (B 3.2) is advisable.

The different categories of questions:

� Basic questions: situation and priorities in the related socio-economic fields of
employment, income, living conditions, costs, training and knowledge, health, etc.

� Questions relating to water and sanitation

� Specific WTP/ATP questions.

Through the introduction and explanation of various project alternatives, and their
financial implications through visualisation of options regarding water and sanita-
tion projects, the willingness and ability to pay should become assessable.

Checklist for the creation of a questionnaire (for WTP/ATP
assessment):

� General identification (number of questionnaire and of each individual
question, date, name of respondent and of interviewer, location, territorial
administration unit, etc.)

� Introduction/explanation (declaration to be read in detail, explanation of
objectives and fields of interest)

� Actual water and sanitation situation (analysis in co-ordination with the
assessment of the local context (B 3.2):

– User inputs for maintenance (labour, finances, others, who in the family
contributes?)

– payment models and financial administration

– economic importance of water

� Technical options (including actual situation and zero option)

– Introduction of different solutions and supply standards (B 3.6)

– Financial implications and expected contribution for investment and O+M

� WTP for water and sanitation services (different options):

– How much is the family (the quarter, the village) prepared to pay or to
work for the investment phase?

– What is the degree of WTP for the water itself (for O+M)?

– Amount per family and period

– Economic priorities and rating of different water and sanitation alternatives
and other development projects

� Economic capacity and potential of families (ATP):

– Income of family members (separately)

– Family expenditure during previous years.

Practical and
methodical hints

Preparation of the assessment

� Building up a study team (director, research assistant(s), field supervisor(s),
team of enumerators); Enumerators, a mix of male and female, must be
respected persons, familiar with the local communities, economy and culture
(local school teachers, secondary school graduates, government employees,
etc.)

� Working out of programme and schedule (activities, objectives, timetable)
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� Resource requirements (personnel, working periods, vehicles, travel, accommo-
dation, office equipment, paper, publications, etc.). Cost estimation.

Introduction to the local community

Before the enumerator asks the WTP questions, the respondent(s) must clearly
understand both the water service that is being discussed and the terms under
which it could be provided. The enumerators read a defined opening statement or
preface to the WTP questions, which describes the institutional arrangement and
the system of charging for water. Because the amount a household is willing to
pay may well depend upon such factors, it is extremely important for the enumera-
tor to communicate exactly what is being proposed.

Question formats

� Each WTP question must concentrate on one option only (no accumulation).

� The problem of open questions, for example: ‘What is the maximum you
would be willing to pay for ...?’ Such questions are difficult to understand. And
people may give wrong answers, because they try to meet the enumerator’s
expectation.

� Yes/no questions with clearly specified choices proved to work better.
Typically the enumerator would ask two or three such yes/no questions, each
time changing the price. Such a sequence of questions is termed the bidding
game (Figure 44). They can help to identify realistic tariff categories (intervals
into which the true WTP falls).

� Ask simple questions (a substantial part of the population may be illiterate).
An example: to ask about the education level of members of the household
may initiate long and confusing discussions. A simple question whether the
head of a household can read a newspaper easily, with difficulty or not at all
may subdivide the sample just as effectively and with less potential confusion
about grade level and type of schools.

Figure 44: Flow chart of willingness to pay - bidding game

START
If the price of
water were
$ 1 per drum,
would you
connect to the
water system?

 

$ 2 per drum? 

$ 1.5 per drum? 

Stop WTP bid
$ 2 per drum�  

Stop WTP bid
$ 1.5 2 per drum   -

Stop WTP bid
$ 1 1.5 per drum   -

Stop WTP bid
$ 0.5 1 per drum   -

Stop WTP bid
$ 0.25 0.5 per drum   -

Stop WTP bid
$ 0.12 0.25 per drum   -

Stop WTP bid
$ 0 0.12 per drum   -

$ 0.5 per drum? 

$ 0.25 per drum? 

$ 0.12 per drum? 

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO
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Testing for biases

For a variety of reasons, respondents may not provide reliable answers to the
questions. Strategic bias may occur when the respondent believes he or she can
influence a decision or plan by not answering the questions honestly. Other (hypo-
thetical) biases may occur for several reasons: the respondent may not understand
exactly the exercise or may not bother to think seriously about the questions be-
cause he or she believes the answers will not actually influence the outcome of a
decision or planning process.

To the extent that it is possible, the questionnaire should be designed to test for
biases (for greater confidence). The reliability of responses can be tested by intro-
ducing the following modification to the WTP/ATP questionnaire: if respondents are
uncertain about their own valuation of the improved water system, or want to
please the enumerators, they may be influenced by the first price used in the WTP
questionnaire because they may believe this is a ‘reasonable’ answer. One way to
test whether the initial price in the bidding game influences the respondent’s final
bid is to administer different versions of the questionnaire to different randomly
selected subsets of the sample. Therefore in one version the bidding game should
start with a high price and the bidding would move down; in another version the
bidding game would start with a low price and the bidding would move up. The
analyst would then test to see whether the final bids of the two sub-samples
were statistically different.

The questionnaire can sometimes be designed to minimise strategic bias by at-
tempting to convince the respondent in the opening statement that his or her best
strategy is to answer the WTP questions honestly. Interviews must be combined
with observations (the answer spaces should have room for relevant remarks).

Compilation of data and analysis of investigations
� tabular/graphical presentation of WTP/ATP results

� Interpretation of the results

� Evaluation/analysis/discussion of results with stakeholders

� Conclusions and recommendations (for feasibility study see B 3.6 and for
decision-making C 1)

Limitation of WTP/ATP
studies

� They give indicators only, they are open to methodological errors; bidding is
complex and should be crosschecked.

� They are vulnerable to manipulation by government, communities, researchers,
donors, etc.

� Usually the local solution (home made, simple) has no status and may even
seem unacceptable to officials or to some decision-makers.

� Hidden agendas and motivations can influence the study.

� Danger that unsuitable or excessively expensive assessment methods will be
used

� Willingness and ability to pay are not constant; their dynamic development
should not be underestimated.

� Questions and questionnaires tend to be too long (how much time are
respondents willing to spend in the interview process?)

� Using pictures of technology with verbal explanation to an illiterate audience
could cause problems as generally illiterate people may interpret pictures
differently. A picture test is therefore essential.
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7.3 Water pricing and tariff models

Cost benefit relations must be discussed with, understood by and decided
with the population in the early stages of a project planning process. Eco-
nomic conditions are described in A 3.4.

The price of a good or a commodity can only be judged in relation to the ben-
efits. Prices and benefits include financial and non-monetary, positive and negative
components. The price of a water supply depends highly on the service level re-
quired. Costs and benefits and their ratio determine to a great deal the achieve-
ment of sustainability.

The specific investment and operation costs (per head) are very much influ-
enced by factors such as:

� Service level (allocation of taps)

� Population density within the supply area; distances between quarters and
taps

� Specific water consumption per person (10 - 150 l/day)

� Additional water consumption for income generation: animals, plant watering,
industrial production, etc.

� Distance between source and supply area (200 m - 10 km)

� Water treatment (condition of untreated water, quality requirements)

� Water yield (if it is very high, a reservoir might not be necessary)

� Water lifting requirements (energy)

� etc.

Purpose

Cost Recovery Depending on the above factors the amount of cash investment per head for a
rural water supply (consumption unit of 30 l/day) can vary between about
US$ 10 and 50 and in extreme cases exceed even US$ 100 and more.

The operational costs too depend mostly on the complexity of a system. A
well-constructed community-managed small gravity scheme can be operated for
about US$ 1 to 2 cash per person per year, caretakers’ compensation included.
For a more complex system with some full-time staff, raw water treatment and
pumping, water metering etc. the specific cash costs per year might be five to
ten times as high or more.

If possible, replacement provisions should be included in the cost calculation.
This causes water rates to increase considerably. Assuming a medium life-span for
pipelines and concrete structures of 30 to 35 years, 3 % of the initial investment
should be deposited yearly (if the interest rate is able to compensate for infla-
tion). For example, in a simple gravity system, where the initial investment works
out at US$ 50 per head of population, an amount of US$ 1.50 (i.e., 3 % of US$ 50)
per head per year should be saved to cover replacement costs. This doubles the
annual cost of water for each individual.

Tariff options Annex N is a summary presentation of tariffs out of the comprehensive study
‘What price water?’ [23]. Specific conditions, advantages and weak points of the
options are shown in the same table.
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Higher price for yard
and house taps

In rural areas a basic supply system consists of properly distributed public stand-
pipes, water points for the schools, welfare centres, etc. Yard and house taps rep-
resent an important next step in the improvement of living conditions. The daily
consumption practically doubles with the change from public stand posts
(20 - 30 l/person) to private yard connections (approx. 40 - 70 l/person.). If natu-
ral resources allow, the distribution networks should be planned so as to enable
future upgrading including private connections. Before starting the promotion of pri-
vate connections, strict rules and a realistic tariff policy must be established. Cor-
responding to the greater convenience and higher consumption, private connection
holders should contribute more to the investment and running cost of the water
supply system. It has been observed that in systems with private connections the
reliability of the supply improves significantly. The reason behind this is improved
management because of a greater demand/pressure for constant supply.

Despite the critical remarks in Annex N, the consumption of private house con-
nections should be measured with water meters and billed accordingly as
soon as distribution to this consumer category exceeds 20 - 30 % of the total wa-
ter production. A promising new meter system with rechargeable taxcards (chips)
is being tested in pilot projects. High costs and initial weaknesses must be over-
come before such technologies can be recommended.

Credits Basic considerations of credits and deposits are given in A 3.4. Table 30 indicates
the real costs of credits.

Table 30: The real costs of credits

Credit
variant

Initial
loan
financial
units

Annual
interest to
pay

Repayment within y years (periods)

y = 2 y = 5 y = 10 y = 20

A 107 U 115 U 127 U 152 U

I 100 U 5% = 5 U B 110 U 125 U 150 U 200

C 110 U 128 U 163 U 265 U

A 115 130 155 205

II 100 U 10% = 10 U B 120 150 200 300

C 121 161 259 672

A 122 145 182 257

III 100 U 15% = 15 U B 130 175 250 400

C 132 201 405 1'637

A) Repayment in equal yearly instalments, + interest ( gradual amortisation)

B) No amortisation; yearly payment of interest only, full loan repayment after the
period

C) Repayment of the full credit and of the accumulated interest debts after the period
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Appendices

BIBLIOGRAPHYAPPENDIX  A

This short bibliography (see below) is periodically updated and its paper version can
be requested from SKAT. It also exists as a html file on the SKAT homepage under
http://www.skat.ch/ws/publ/online/20books/20books_2001.htm, and as a downloadable
pdf-file under http://www.skat.ch/ws/publ/download/20_Books_on_DWS_2001.pdf.

Drinking Water Supply, Sanitation and Wastewater

20 Basic Books
for planning and executing technicians and engineers (updated January 2001)

This document contains a brief list of relevant books for Water Supply, Sanitation and
Wastewater. The books have been selected according to the following categories:

1. General Literature on Water Supply and Sanitation
2. Health, Hygiene Behaviour, Education and Promotion of Sanitation
3. Water Supply and Treatment Technologies
4. Sanitation and Wastewater Technologies
5. Emergency Water Engineering
6. Operation and maintenance

We have added to this list two interesting publications in French.

The potential user should keep in mind that the books included in this list give an over-
view/introduction of the various subjects/topics.

This list has been elaborated by SKAT in collaboration with EAWAG/SANDEC (Swiss
Federal Institute for Environmental Science and Technology/Department for Water and
Sanitation in Developing Countries). Inputs were also received from various other sec-
tor specialists in the water supply and sanitation sector.

The list is being regularly revised and updated. SKAT is therefore interested in receiv-
ing your comments and suggestions for new books.

Most of the books can be ordered from:

ITDG Publishing
103-105 Southampton Row
London WC1B 4HL, UK

Tel: +44 20 7436 9761
Fax: +44 20 7436 2013,
e-mail: orders@itpubs.org.uk
URL: http://www.oneworld.org/itdg/publications.html

For specific problems and questions, the potential user of the books is advised to con-
tact SKAT for detailed assistance:

SKAT
Swiss Centre for Development Cooperation in Technology and Management
Vadianstrasse 42
CH-9000 St. Gallen
Switzerland

Phone: + 41 71 228 54 54
Fax: +41 71 228 54 55
e-mail: info@skat.ch
URL: http://www.skat.ch
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1. General Literature on Water Supply and Sanitation

1 Guidance Manual on Water Supply and Sanitation Programmes

author: Batteson Helen, Davey Kay, Shaw Rod 300/100664
year: 1998 pages: 338pp
language: english isbn: 0 906055 58 X
publisher: WEDC, Loughborough, UK

abstract: The primary purpose of this outstanding manual is to set out principles, pro-
cedures, and practices that should guide decisions on the choice, design,
and management of appropriate WS&S projects. Because the effectiveness
and sustainability of such projects do not only depend on technology choice,
but also, critically, on user involvement, the right gender approach, innova-
tive community based financing, and the promotion of behavioural change,
the guidance includes discussion of social, financial, and institutional aspects
as well as engineering and health concerns.

keywords: water supply, sanitation, technology, social aspects, health aspects, environ-
mental aspects, financial aspects, institutional issues,  project preparation,
project management, project evaluation

2 Environmental Health Engineering in the Tropics:
an Introductory Text (2nd ed.)

author: Cairncross S, Feachem R G 361/96111
year: 1993 pages: 306pp
language: english isbn: 0 471 93885 8
publisher: John Wiley & Sons Ltd., Baffins Lane, Chichester,

West Sussex PO19 1UD, UK

abstract: This book describes the infectious diseases in tropical and developing coun-
tries and the measures that may be used effectively against them. The sec-
ond edition includes information on composting, the safe re-use of wastes,
and low-cost sewerage, as well as policy and the strategies for implement-
ing water and sanitation programmes.

keywords: environmental health, sanitation, water quality, infectious disease, water sup-
ply, water treatment, latrine, wastewater treatment, drainage, waste collec-
tion, waste disposal, composting, health aspects

2. Health, Hygiene Behaviour, Education and Promotion
of Sanitation

3 Guidelines For Drinking-Water Quality
Vol.1: Recommendations (2nd  ed.)

author:  - 350/1050/E1
year: 1993 pages: 180pp
language: english isbn: 92 4 154460 0
publisher: WHO, 1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland

abstract: This volume contains the guideline values themselves, together with an ex-
planation of how they should be used, the criteria used in selecting the vari-
ous contaminants considered, a description of the approaches used to de-
rive the guideline values.

keywords: drinking water, guidelines, parasitic disease, water quality, water treatment
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5 Vol.3: Drinking Water Surveillance and Control of Community
Supplies (2nd ed.)

author: - 350/1050/E3
year: 1997 pages: 238pp
language: english isbn: 92 4 154170 9

abstract: This volume describes the methods used in the surveillance of drinking-wa-
ter quality in the light of the special problems of small-community supplies,
particularly in developing countries, and outlines the strategies necessary to
ensure that surveillance is effective.

keywords: drinking water, education, hygiene, spring, survey, water, water analysis, wa-
ter quality, water supply, water testing, treatment, well

6 Together for Water and Sanitation - Tools to Apply a Gender
Approach: the Asian Experience

author: Bolt E (Ed.) 300/95098
year: 1994 pages: 107pp
language: english isbn:
series: Occasional Paper 24
publisher: IRC, PO Box 2869, NL-2601 CW Delft, Netherlands

abstract: Part I of this manual gives a theoretic framework about women’s involve-
ment and applying a gender approach. Part II provides tools to apply a gen-
der approach based on consolidated field experience for the various phases
of a project.

keywords: gender, water supply, sanitation, women in development, project manage-
ment

7 Studying Hygiene Behaviour: Methods, Issues and Experiences

author: Cairncross S., Kochar V. (ed.) 820/95021
year: 1994 pages: 334pp
language: english isbn: 81 7036 387 X
publisher: Sage Publications India PV Ltd., 32 M-Block Market, Greater Kailash-I,

New Delhi 110 048, India

abstract: This book deals with general theoretical and empirical issues relating to re-
search methods for studying hygiene behaviour, educational interventions to
change hygiene behaviour, and the responses of communities to such pro-
grammes.

keywords: hygiene, education, research, case study

4 Vol.2: Health Criteria and Other Supporting Information (2nd ed.)

author: - 350/1050/E2
year: 1996 pages: 973pp
language: english isbn: 92 4 154480 5

abstract: This volume explains how guideline values for drinking-water contaminants
are to be used, defines the criteria used to select the various chemical,
physical microbiological, and radiological contaminants included in the report.

keywords: health aspects, parasitic disease, infectious disease, water quality, water sup-
ply, water treatment
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9 Hand-dug Shallow Wells

author: Collins Seamus 321/101222
year: 2000 pages: 92pp
language: english isbn: 3 908001 97 8
series: Manuals on Drinking Water Supply Vol. 5
publisher: SKAT, Vadianstrasse 42, CH-9000 St. Gallen, Switzerland

abstract: This manual deals with the planning, construction, management, operation
and maintenance of hand-dug wells for water supply to communities in the
South. It is intended to be used by planners, engineers and technicians in
the water sector, with the aim of facilitating the decision on the type of
technology to use in a given situation and, where relevant, to outline the
implementation of that technology.

keywords: water supply, construction, well, hand-dug well, management, operation and
maintenance, planning, community

3. Water Supply and Treatment Technologies

10 A Handbook of Gravity-Flow Water Systems for Small Communities

author: Jordan Th D 341/0517
year: 1984 pages: 224pp
language: english isbn: 0 946688 50 8
publisher: ITDG Publishing, 103-105 Southampton Row, London WC1B 4HL, UK

abstract: Originally written for the construction of gravity-flow drinking water systems
in Nepal, this is equally applicable for other locations around the world. Or-
ganized for quick reference, it is quickly and easily understood.

keywords: water supply, hydraulics, hydraulic ram, intake, construction, nepal

11 Water Lifting

author: Baumann Erich 330/101247
year: 2001 pages: 78pp
language: english isbn: 3 908001 99 4
series: Manuals on Drinking Water Supply Vol. 7
publisher: SKAT, Vadianstrasse 42, CH-9000 St. Gallen, Switzerland

abstract: Demand Responsive Approaches give the village communities the power to
choose which type of technology they want for their water supply facilities.
They are also responsible for the management of the systems and have to
take into consideration costs for operation, maintenance and major repairs
as well as the reliability. To arrive at a sensible choice it is necessary that
the communities are aware of the technical, financial and institutional impli-
cations of their technology choice. This book gives information on the differ-

8 Sanitation Promotion - WSSCC Working Group on Promotion
of Sanitation

author: Simpson-Hébert Mayling, Wood Sara 360/100107
year: 1998 pages: 277pp
language: english isbn: -
publisher: WHO, 1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland

abstract: This publication includes articles on new ways of approaching sanitation is-
sues, guidance articles, checklists to guide the planning of particular pro-
gramme elements, worksheets, lists of guiding principles, and lists of the
features that characterize better programmes.

keywords: guidelines, health aspects, hygiene, latrine, project management, project
preparation, sanitation, wastewater treatment
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12 Rainwater Catchment Systems for Domestic Supply

author: Gould John, Nissen-Petersen Erik 311/101085
year: 1999 pages: 335pp
language: english isbn: 1 85339 456 4
publisher: ITDG Publishing, 103-105 Southampton Row, London WC1B 4HL, UK
abstract: This book provides a state-of-the-art review of practice in the collection of

rainwater. It presents case studies with numerous examples from around
the world which will help anyone intending to design or construct a rainwa-
ter catchment system.

keywords: water supply, rainwater harvesting, design, project management, case study,
australia, botswana, china, germany, japan, kenya, new zealand, thailand,
unites states

13 Surface Water Treatment by Roughing Filters:
a Design, Construction and Operation Manual

author: Wegelin M 353/97010/E/F
year: 1996 pages: 167pp
language: english and Spanish (exists also in French) isbn: 3 908001 67 6
series: Sandec Report No. 2/96
publisher: SKAT, Vadianstrasse 42, 9000 St. Gallen, Switzerland

abstract: This publication presents the concept, design and field experience of rough-
ing filters applied as pretreatment prior to slow sandfilters. It describes treat-
ment processes that convert turbid surface water into safe drinking water.

keywords: water supply, water treatment, slow sand filtration, water filtration

14 Multi-stage Filtration: an Innovative Water Treatment Technology

author: Galvis Gerardo, Latorre Jorge, Visscher Jan Teun 353.50/101725
year: 1998 pages: 165pp
language: english isbn: 90 6687 028 1
series: Technical Paper Series 34-E
publisher: IRC, PO Box 2869, NL-2601 CW Delft, Netherlands

abstract: This book introduces multi-stage filtration as a sustainable technology that
is in harmony with local conditions and available management capacity of
most communities. The community can operate and maintain the system
with a minimum of external support at an affordable cost to the users. It is
a combination of coarse gravel pre-filtration and slow sand filtration (SSF)
and can treat water with levels of contamination well above the levels than
can be treated by SSF alone.

keywords: water treatment, water filtration, slow sand filtration, roughing filtration, wa-
ter quality, design, financial aspects, community participation

ent technology options for pumping water (point sources or piped systems)
in an easy-to-read format. It lists possible managerial models for provision
of services and O&M through the private sector. Technical fact sheets cata-
logue the most common handpumps used in rural water.

keywords: water supply, water lifting, water pump, handpump, technology, community
participation, technology, operation and maintenance, private sector participa-
tion, case study, india
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4. Sanitation and Wastewater Technologies

15 Low-Cost Urban Sanitation

author: Mara Duncan 360/97044
year: 1996 pages: 223pp
language: english isbn: 0 471 96163 9
publisher: John Wiley & Sons Ltd., Baffins Lane, Chichester,

West Sussex PO19 1UD, UK

abstract: This book covers the public health, technical, socioeconomic, sociocultural
and institutional aspects of sanitation in towns in developing countries. The
sanitation technologies covered are VIP latrines, pour-flush toilets, septic
tanks, settled sewerage.

keywords: latrine, parasitic disease, pour flush toilet, sanitation, septic tank system,
sewage collection, sewage disposal, sewerage system, urban region, vip la-
trine

16 Low-Cost Sewerage

author: Mara Duncan (ed.) 361.14/97209
year: 1996 pages: 225pp
language: english isbn: 0 471 966916
publisher: John Wiley & Sons Ltd., Baffins Lane, Chichester,

West Sussex PO19 1UD, UK

abstract: This book which is the result of contributions to the International Conference
on Low-cost Sewerage in England in July 1995 describes low-cost sewer-
age technologies and their applications in both developed and developing
countries.

keywords: low-cost, sanitation, sewerage system, latrine, drainage, technology, case
study, south asia, ghana, greece, africa, united states, colombia

17 Design Manual for Waste Stabilization Ponds in India

author: Mara Duncan 361.224/97241
year: 1997 pages: 125pp
language: english isbn: 0 9519869 1 0
publisher: Lagoon Technology International Ltd., Leeds, UK
abstract: This book gives a description of waste stabilization ponds, an appropriate

method of wastewater treatment in India. Guidance is given on pond moni-
toring and evaluation.

keywords: india, south asia, stabilisation pond, wastewater, wastewater treatment

18 Small and Decentralized Wastewater Management Systems

author: Crites Ron, Tchobanoglous George 361/101246
year: 1998 pages: 1084pp
language: english isbn: 0 07 289087 8
publisher: WCB McGraw-Hill, USA

abstract: Recognizing the need to provide effective wastewater management for small
flow systems, the focus of this textbook is on small community treatment
plants and decentralized systems, as small as individual home systems. In-
cluded is a thorough discussion of the constituents found in wastewater and
their fate in the environment; process design considerations including risk
assessment; the design of alternative collection systems; a detailed consid-
eration of the basic principles involved in the biological, chemical and physi-
cal treatment of wastewater; the design of conventional biological treatment
processes as well as lagoons, land and aquatic treatment systems, intermit-
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19 Engineering in Emergencies: a Practical Guide for Relief Workers

author: Davis J., Lambert R. 124/96006
year: 1995 pages: 715pp
language: english isbn: 1 85339 222 7
publisher: ITDG Publishing Ltd., 103-105 Southampton Row, London WC1B 4HL, UK

abstract: This book treats in depth topics like the provision of water, sanitation, and
shelter, needs of refugees, managerial skills, and personal effectiveness.

keywords: water supply, sanitation, shelter, disaster, refugee, environmental health, in-
frastructure

5. Emergency Water Engineering

20 Managing Water Supply and Sanitation in Emergencies

author: Adams John 300/100939
year: 1995 pages: 190pp
language: english isbn: 0 85598 378 7
series: Skills and Practice
publisher: Oxfam, 274 Banbury Road, Oxford OX2 7DZ, United Kingdom

abstract: This book is based on a public-health approach to the provision of water and
sanitation in emergencies, i.e. information-based (drawing on reliable, rel-
evant data) and people based (aiming for maximum impact on the health of
the whole population.

keywords: emergency aid, water supply, sanitation, solid waste disposal, excreta dis-
posal, hygiene education, drainage, site selection

21 Out in the Cold – Emergency Water Supply and Sanitation for
Cold Regions

author: Buttle Mark, Smith Michael 300/100771
year: 1999 pages: 99pp
language: english isbn: 0 906005 62 8
publisher: WEDC, Loughborough University, Leicestershire LE11 3TU, United Kingdom

abstract: Current events in the Balkans, and events in Bosnia, the former Soviet Un-
ion countries, Afghanistan and Northern Iraq throughout the 1990s, demon-
strate that humanitarian disasters are not limited to “the South”, Africa, or
the Tropics, but may strike anywhere in the world. Relief agencies have
been tested in ways previously unimaginable. Aid workers have to be even
more adaptable in order to provide life-saving water supplies and sanitation
facilities in areas where freezing conditions occur.

keywords: emergency aid, water supply, water distribution, water storage, water treat-
ment, sanitation, solid waste disposal, excreta disposal, wastewater treat-
ment, sewerage, health, infrastructure, construction

tent and recirculating packed beds, the design of individual onsite systems,
the reuse and recycling of treated effluent; and the management of septage
and biosolids.

keywords: sanitation, wastewater treatment, wastewater analysis, wastewater reuse,
wastewater collection, wastewater disposal, biological treatment, lagoon sys-
tem, wetland, management
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6. Operation and Maintenance

22 Linking Technology Choice with Operation and Maintenance

author: Brikké François, Bredero Maarten, de Veer Tom, Smet Jo 300/100075
year: 1997 pages: 166pp
language: english isbn: 0 906005 62 8
series: Resource Training Package
publisher: WHO, Geneva, Switzerland

abstract: This guidance manual is designed to help planners and project staff in the
selection of rural and low-income water supply and sanitation technologies.
It is divided into two main parts: Part I: Operation and maintenance and
technology choice, Part II: Fact sheets on water supply and sanitation tech-
nologies.

keywords: water supply, sanitation, technology, operation and maintenance, low-cost

23 Promotion de l’hygiène du milieu - une stratégie participative

auteur: Ousseynou Guène, Touré Cheikh S., Maystre Lucien Yves 300/100587
année: 1999 pages: 192pp
langue: français isbn: 2 88074 390 7
série: Collection Gérer l’environnement 17
éditeur: Presses polytechniques et universitaires romandes, Lausanne, Suisse

résumé: Ce livre offre une introduction aux diverses démarches participatives
permettant d’impliquer la population dans la planification, la mise en oeuvre
et l’évaluation de mesures visant à promouvoir l’hygiène de l’environnement.
A l’aide de nombreux exemples et comparaisons, les auteurs démontrent
que la durabilité des programmes est tributaire à la fois des facteurs tech-
nique, social, économique et institutionnel.

mots-clés: water supply, sanitation, planning, management, evaluation, hygiene, hygiene
education, community participation, infrastructure, sustainability

Additional Publications (in French) - Publications en français

24 Alimentation en eau des populations menacées

auteur: Drouart Eric, Vouillamoz Jean-Michel 300/101066
année: 1999 pages: 565pp
langue: français isbn: 2 7056 6386 X
série: Action contre la faim
éditeur: Hermann, 293 rue Lecourbe, F-75015 Paris, France

résumé: Depuis vingt ans, Action contre la Faim engage des programmes de recher-
che et d’exploitation permettant d’approvisionner des populations en situa-
tion de famine. Cet ouvrage est issu de son expérience et présente les
méthodes et techniques d’intervention en matière d’accès à l’eau: exploita-
tion des eaux souterraines, traitement et distribution des eaux de surface,
collecte des eaux de pluie, mesures d’assainissement, formation et
éducation des partenaires locaux, réactions aux situations d’urgence. etc. Ce
livre de l’est est destiné aux acteurs impliqués dans les programmes
d’alimentation en eau, d’assainissement, de développement et d’intervention
humanitaire.

mots-clés: water supply, sanitation, technology, operation and maintenance, low-cost
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With reference to the water management guide the following additional titles are
recommended:

25 PARTICIPATORY LEARNING AND ACTION; A TRAINER’S GUIDE

authors: Jules N Pretty, Irene Guijt, Jan Scoones, John Thompson
year: 1995 isbn: 1 899825 00 2
pages: 267 language: english
publisher: IIED, International Institute for Environment and Development, London

26 WINNING GROUP RESULTS

authors: Karin Klebert, Einhard Schrader, Walter G. Straub
year: 1992 pages: 162
language: english isbn: 3 922789 36 6
publisher: Windmühle GmbH, Hamburg

27 WHAT PRICE WATER?
User participation in paying for Community - based water supply

author: Christine van Wijk-Sijbsma
year: 1988 pages: 82
language: english isbn:
series: Occasional Paper 10:
publisher: IRC, P.O.Box 93190, 2509 AD The Hague, Netherlands

28 SDC – SECTOR POLICY ON WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION

author:
year: 1994 pages: 52
language: English
publisher: SDC, Swiss Development Cooperation, Berne

29 WATER AND SANITATION KNOWLEDGE SYSTEM
An Instrument for the Evaluation of Interacting Processes in Water
and Sanitation Projects

author: Werner Fuchs
year: 1994 pages: 36
language: english isbn: 3 908001 45 5
publisher: SDC, Swiss Development Cooperation, Berne and SKAT, St. Gallen

30 GUIDANCE MANUAL ON WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION PRO-
GRAMMES

author:
year: 1998 pages: 338
language: english isbn: 0 906055 58 X
publisher: DFID, Department for International Development, London

31 COOPERATION PLANNING, a Working Aid for Beginners and for
more experienced Planners

author:
year: 1993 pages: 62
language: english isbn:
publisher:  SDC, Swiss Development Cooperation, Berne (Evaluation Service)

32 COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT TODAY, The Role of Communities in
the Management of Improved Water Supply Systems

authors: Phil Evans, Brian Appleton
year: 1993 pages: 35
language: english isbn:
series: Occasional Paper 20
publisher: IRC, P.O. Box 93190, 2509 AD The Hague, Netherlands
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33 TOOLKITS FOR PRIVATE PARTICIPATION IN WATER AND
SANITATION

authors:
year: 1997 isbn: 0 8213 4003 4
publisher: The World Bank, 1818 H Street, NW, Washington, DC 20433 USA

34 WHITE PAPER ON A NATIONAL WATER POLICY FOR SOUTH
AFRICA

author: Department of Water Affairs and Forestry, South Africa
year: 1997 language: english
isbn: 0 621 17707 5
publisher: Directorate Communication Service, Department of Water Affairs and

Forestry, Private Bag X313, Pretoria 0001, South Africa

35 SKAT/Helvetas/AGUASAN Regional Workshop Lesotho:
MONITORING AND EVALUATION OF WATER AND SANITATION
PROJECTS

authors: David Hall, Karl Wehrle, Jürg Christen
year: 1993 pages: 110
language: english isbn:
publisher: SKAT, Swiss Centre for Development Cooperation in Technology and

Management St. Gallen

36 SKAT / AGUASAN Workshop: TRANSFER OF OWNERSHIP IN
WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION SYSTEMS

author:
year: 1996 pages:
language: english isbn:
publisher: SKAT, Swiss Centre for Development Cooperation in Technology

and Management St. Gallen

37 SKAT / AUGASAN Workshop: LESS WATER FOR MORE PEOPLE

author: Bruno Strebel
year: 1997 pages: 95
language: english isbn:
publisher: SKAT, Swiss Centre for Development Cooperation in Technology

and Management St. Gallen

38 SKAT / AUGASAN Workshop: TECHNOLOGY AND BALANCED
DEVELOPMENT

author: Stephan Niederer
year: 1998 pages: 84
language: english isbn:
publisher: SKAT, Swiss Centre for Development Cooperation in Technology

and Management St. Gallen

39 SKAT / AGUASAN Workshop: PRIVATE SECTOR – JUST A (NEW)
HOPE?

author: Urs Fröhlich
year: 1999 pages: 88
language: english isbn:
publisher: SKAT, Swiss Centre for Development Cooperation in Technology

and Management St. Gallen
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ABBREVIATIONSAPPENDIX  B

ATP Ability to pay

CBM Community based Management

CT Caretaker

DEZA Direktion für Entwicklungszusammenarbeit (SDC)

DFID Department for International Development, London

DWSS Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation

EIA Environmental Impact Assessment

ESA External Support Agency

GOPP Goal-oriented Project Planning

GTZ Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit (Technical Cooperation,
Federal Republic of Germany, Eschborn)

HELVETAS Swiss Association for Development Cooperation, Zurich

HRD Human Resource Development

ID Institution Development

IDWSSD International Drinking Water and Sanitation Supply Decade

IIED International Institute for Environment and Development; London

IRC International Water and Sanitation Centre; The Hague / Netherlands

IRED Development Innovations and Networks (Secretariat General, Geneva)

M + E Monitoring and Evaluation

MC Maintenance Committee

MEPI Monitoring, Evaluation, Planning and Implementation

NETWAS Network for Water and Sanitation

NGO Non-Governmental Organisation

O + M Operation and Maintenance

PRA Participatory Rural Appraisal

PROWWESS Promotion of Role of Women in Water and Environmental Sanitation Services

SDC Swiss Agency for Development Cooperation (DEZA), Berne

SKAT Swiss Centre for Development Cooperation in Technology and Management,
St. Gallen

SWPO Successes-Weaknesses-Potentials-Obstacles

TOT Training of Trainers

USAID US Agency for International Development, Washington

VHW Village Health Worker

VLOM Village Level Operation and Maintenance

VWC Village Water Committee

W + S Water Supply and Sanitation

WASH Water and Sanitation for Health Project (USAID)

WATSAN Water and Sanitation

WHO World Health Organisation

WSKS Water and Sanitation Knowledge System

WTP Willingness to pay

ZOPP Zielorientierte Projekt-Planung [=GOPP]
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INTERNATIONAL NETWORK FOR WATER
AND SANITATION

APPENDIX  C

The table below allows a quick overview of some organisations and their field of ac-
tivities. For more comprehensive information, you can visit WatsanWeb, a website de-
veloped by SKAT (http://www.skat.ch/ws/link/watsan/ww_index.htm). WatsanWeb in-
tends to provide professionals with up-to-date information on various aspects of the
Water and Sanitation sector.

Name Address Resource
centre

Techno-
logy
consulting

Manage-
ment
consulting

Funding
agency

Capacity
building /
training

Project
implemen-
tation

×IHE Delft
I.H.E. Infrastructure,
Hydraulics, Environment

P.O. Box 3015
Westvest 7
NL - 2601 DA Delft
Netherlands

web: www.ihe.nl

×CSIR P.O. Box 395
Pretoria 0001
South Africa

web: www.csir.co.za

×CINARA A.A. 25 157
Cali
Colombia

web: cinara.univalle.edu.co

CREPA
Centre Régional pour l'Eau
Potable et l'Assainissement
à Faible Coût

03 B.P. 7112
Ouagadougou 03
Burkina Faso

web: www.oieau.fr/crepa/

×

FAKT GmbH
Consult for Management,
Training and Technologies

Gänsheidestrasse 43
D - 70184 Stuttgart
Germany

web: www.fakt-consult.de

×

GATE / GTZ
German Appropriate
Technology Exchange

Postfach 5180
D - 65726 Eschborn
Germany

web: www.gtz.de/gate

×

Helvetas
Swiss Association for
International Cooperation

Postfach
CH - 8042 Zürich
Switzerland

web: www.helvetas.ch

ICRC
International Committee of
the Red Cross

19, avenue de la Paix
CH - 1202 Geneva
Switzerland

web: www.cicr.org

IRC
International Water and
Sanitation Centre

P.O. Box 2869
NL - 2601 CW Delft
Netherlands

web: www.irc.nl

×

× × ×

× × ×

× ×

× × ×

×

×××

× × ×

× × ×

× × ×
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Name Address Resource
centre

Techno-
logy
consulting

Manage-
ment
consulting

Funding
agency

Capacity
building /
training

Project
implemen-
tation

ITDG
Intermediate Technology
Development Group

Bourton Hall
Bourton on Dunsmore
GB - Rugby CV23 9QZ
United Kingdom

web: www.itdg.org

×

×ITN Training Network 4th Floor Lwua Bldg.
Katipunan Avenue
Balara Quezon City
Philippines

web: www.itnphil.org.ph

×IWSD
Institute of Water and
Sanitation Development

7 Maasdorp Avenue
Alexandra Park
Mount Pleasant
Harare
Zimbabwe

web: www.icon.co.zw/iwsd/

MSF
Médecins sans Frontières

MSF International Office
Rue de la Tourelle, 39
B - 1040 Brussels
Belgium

web: www.msf.org

Mvula Trust P.O. Box 32351
Braamfontein 2017
South Africa

web: www.mvula.co.za

×

×pS-Eau
le programme Solidarité Eau

32, rue Le Peletier
F - 75009 Paris
France

web: www.gret.org/pseau/

SDC
Swiss Agency for
Development and
Cooperation

Freiburgstr. 130
CH - 3003 Bern
Switzerland

web: www.sdc.admin.ch

SANDEC
Water and Sanitation in
Developing Countries

Postfach 611
CH - 8600 Dübendorf
Switzerland

web: www.sandec.ch

×

OXFAM 274 Banbury Road
GB - Oxford OX2 7DZ
United Kingdom

web: www.oxfam.org

× × × ×

× × ×

× × ×

× × × × ×

NETWAS
Network for Water and
Sanitation International

P.O. Box 15614
Magadi Road, off Langata Road
Nairobi
Kenya

web: www.netwasgroup.com

× × × ×

× ×

× × ×

× × ×

× × ×
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Name Address Resource
centre

Techno-
logy
consulting

Manage-
ment
consulting

Funding
agency

Capacity
building /
training

Project
implemen-
tation

UNICEF
Water, Environment and
Sanitation

3 UN Plaza, TA 26A
New York, NY 10017
United States

web: www.unicef.org/
programme/wes/

STI
Swiss Tropical Institute

Postfach
CH - 4002 Basel
Switzerland

web: www.sti.ch

WEDC
Water Engineering and
Development Centre

Loughborough University of
Technology
GB - Loughborough LE11 3TU
United Kingdom

web: www.wedc.ac.uk

×

×WELL c/o London School of
Hygiene & Tropical Medicine
Keppel Street
GB - London WC1E 7HT
United Kingdom

web: www.lboro.ac.uk/well/

WHO
Water, Sanitation and Health

World Health Organization
CH - 1211 Geneva 27
Switzerland

web: www.who.int/
water_sanitation_health/
index.html

×World Bank, WSP
Water and Sanitation
Program

1818 H Street, NW
Washington, DC 20433
United States

web: www.wsp.org

×WSSCC
Water Supply and Sanitation
Collaborative Council

c/o WHO
20 Avenue Appia
CH - 1211 Geneva
Switzerland

web: www.wsscc.org

SKAT
Swiss Centre for
Development Cooperation in
Technology Management

Vadianstrasse 42
CH - 9000 St.Gallen
Switzerland

web: www.skat.ch

× × × × ×

× × × × ×

× × ×

WaterAid Prince Consort House
27-29 Albert Embankment
GB - London SE1 7UB
United Kingdom

web: www.wateraid.org.uk

× × ×

× × ×

× × ×

× × × × × ×

×

× ×
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APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY CHECKLISTAPPENDIX  D

Copies of this form can be filled for evaluation and relative comparison of various options.

No. Factor Problem
 -

Opportunity
+

Influencability,
handling easy

good +
difficult -

Supportive,
corrective
measures
needed

Y    N     O

Project: ......................................

Option: .......................................

Date: ..........................................

1) Human resources and
institutional capacity

Y =  Yes
N =  No
- =  Problem, negative
+ =  Opportunity, positive

11 Traditional experience, skills O =  Pronounced, strong aspect
12 Availability of local skilled

labour
13 Availability of local unskilled

labour
14 Local institutional capacity
15 Capacity for community

managment
16 Government capacity
17 NGO capacity
19 Privat sector's capacity
20

2) Human resources develop-
ment  (HRD) and institution
development (ID)

21 Requirements for HRD (deficits)
22 Requirements for ID (deficits)
23 Training facilities for HRD
24 Training facilities for ID
25

3) Physical, natural and
commerical resources

31 Local material for construction
32 Local fabrication
33 Imported goods (problem?)
34 Equipment for construction
35

4) Development and environ-
mental aspects  (� impact)

41 Impact on water cycle
42 Impact on soil, land and

vegetation
43 Other environmental impacts
44 Impact on health
45 Economic impact
46 Legal and political impact on

users
47 Legal and political impact on

third parties
48 Other impact on users
49 Other impact on third parties
50

5) Finances

51 Investment in local currency
52 Investment in foreign currency
53 Running costs (O + M)
54 Depreciation / replacement
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No. Factor Problem
 -

Opportunity
+

Influencability,
handling easy

good +
difficult -

Supportive,
corrective
measures
needed

Y    N     O

Project: ......................................

Option: .......................................

Date: ..........................................
56 Local financing (WTP / ATP)
57 Economic impact
58

6) Technology, concept

61 Standard of project technology
62 Familiarity with technology /

dependency on external
assistance

63 Project size
64 Local material, spare parts,

services
65 Duration of planning and

implementation
66 Duration of exploitation

(lifetime)
67 Pilot project experience

available?
68 Realisation in stages possible
69 Energy for operation needed,

affordable?
70 Transport, infrastructure
72 Reliability, repairability
73 Risks, unforseenable problems
74

small
complex

big
complex

simple
small

Centralization

Import of know how

local autonomy
local know how

low costs

small scheme

local material

known technology
socially accepted

independent of energy

simpel technology

Risks depend on size and complexity of a project

Import of material

strange technology

Dependency

big project

high costs
(investment & operation)

high risk

simple
big

Risk
s

Pro
blem

s

size

co
m

pl
ex

ity
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WATER AND SANITATION KNOWLEDGE
SYSTEM (WSKS) [29] (see also B 1.3 and C 2)

APPENDIX  E
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PLANNING  TOOLS – “Cooperation Planning” [31]APPENDIX  F

An Orientation Aid for Planning
How to ensure the project takes root:

� What are the common, basic denominators behind the project request? What
visions do we have? Why and for what shall there be changes?

� Do the planners recognize and understand the forces and capabilities present
within the population concerned, their own experience, wishes, knowledge and
the way they see themselves?

� What about social justice? Which groups are promoted by the project? What can
we do to see that the differences between rich and poor, and men and women,
do not grow even lager?

� Will the action planned lead to more self-reliance for the people concerned or to
new dependencies on advisers, partner governments or donors?

� What are the standards and values of the various participating groups?  How do
they vary?
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� Is the planning being organized in accordance with local rules, rhythms, commit-
ments and rituals? Are we sufficiently circumspect and patient? DO we leave
enough room for preparation and the following stabilization of the desired changes?

Strengths of the project:

� What is hoped to be the main result of the participant’s planning? What purpose
does their plan serve? What do they wish to achieve with this project? Are they
succeeding in working out realistic and attainable goals?

� Is everyone clear that the hoped-for contribution to total development consists of,
and what means and resources should be put to use?

� Are the planners taking existing capacities into consideration (education, motiva-
tion, own economic power, organization level)? Are the foreseen methods appropri-
ate to local conditions technically, economically and ecologically? Can they be
accepted, tied in with existing practices and maintained independently by the users?

� Does the project correspond to the institutional strength and capacity of the
partner organization (realistic estimate of personnel, organization and financial
prerequisites)?

� What minimum requirements are necessary for cooperation between the partner
institutions? Are there practical possibilities of strengthening their organizational or
operational effectiveness? What can be learnt from practical experience, and how
can these findings be used for further organizational development?

� Can we profit from these contrasting views and attitudes?

� Can social networks or existing institutional connections be put to use? Can the
planning be plugged into this cycle of local energies?

� How strong is the role played by individual  or group criteria (e.g. political move-
ments, ideologies, claims to power)? Which of these criteria will endure, which
might be changeable, for instance when the important decision makers change?

� Should some starting security be offered (e.g. declaration of intent, letter of
understanding, showing organizational, technical or financial contributions, etc.)?

� What background documentation (national development plans, sector policies,
regional development strategies, country programmes, annual programmes, sector
analyses, cross-section analysis, sector policies) serve as guide lines? Are our
requirements compatible with general development, or do they diverge from these
trends?

Use and meaning of the project

� Who assesses future benefits? Which standards are required by the participants
in the project activities? What are the standards of those concerned? Why are
there possibly differences in the evaluation of expected project effects?

� How must the project results be obtained so that they correspond to a “good
and beneficial project performance”? Which is more important: increase in yield or
improvement in quality, marketing or home consumption? What is more signifi-
cant: growing ability to solve problems, or quantitative project aims?

� What change lies behind assessment of benefit? What criteria are of long-term
permanent and general significance (e.g. covering basic living requirements,
cultural and ethical values, social authorities?

� Does project benefit depend on actual general development in the project
area? Of what does the project contribution consist? When considering benefit,
how are unforeseen changes regarded?

� Should the activity planned, or a part of it, be self-supporting, or should its useful-
ness consist of a contribution to the whole system? What is the whole system?
In what measure and what period of time is the whole system favoured?
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� Will long-term costs arise out of the project activities? Does it make sense for
these to be borne by the partner country or others, or should they be recovered
by the enterprise itself?

� Are “external” costs taken into account (e.g. use of official services or transport
systems, pressure on the environment)? If not, who bears the costs of these? Is
there surety that this happens?

� Are non-renewable, natural resources also used in the project? How can sustain-
able use of renewable resources be guaranteed?

� What benefits (e.g. prestige, increase of competence) does the donor organiza-
tion draw from the project?

Methods and tools

Brief discussion of their application possibilities, advantages and disad-
vantages.

By the term methods is meant the various approaches, ways of expression and forms
of presentation that enable participants to become more open and to express their
ideas in their own way.

The diagrams below depict the most appropriate application possibilities for each tool
according the followed key:

Each method is assessed according to six planning steps which can be represented in
the form of a planning loop:

Unless indicated otherwise, the cited literatures can be consulted in the library/docu-
mentation centre at SDC, Freiburgstrasse 130, CH-3003 Bern, Switzerland.
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APPENDIX  F. 1 Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA)

Similar/related approaches:

Participative Rural Appraisal (PR) Farmers First
Participative Learning Methods (PLAM) Approach Development
Farming Systems’ Research (FSR) Action Research

Brief description

The PRA approach enables us to rapidly and inexpensively assess the most important
features of the living conditions of an urban or rural population. The assessment is done
primarily  by an interdisciplinary team (including at least one member with a social sci-
ence background) and takes place in the field. A knowledge of and feeling for the lo-
cal situation are the main criteria for assessment and the point of departure for finding
solutions. PRA is designed  as an ongoing learning process for both local as well as
external participants. A conscious attempt is made to avoid misrepresentations with
regard to staff selection, timing, season, route, etc. Tailor-made tools, some of which
are developed locally at the time, are used: A few examples are:

� semi-structured interviews

� historical profile (historic milestones)

� ranking of value, priority, weighting, meaning

� seasonal charts, cultivation calendar

� field visit profile

� direct observation, etc.

Advantages

� Related to both problems and potentials.

� Promotes competences and reinforces, independence.

� Appropriately accurate – “optimal ignorance”: sets the breadth, depth, accuracy
and timeliness of information (best bets).

� Compares and takes into account different opinions.

� Evaluates local know-how and technology (confidence building).

� No special methodological knowledge required by local participants.

� Tools can be applied in a flexible fashion (encourages creativity).
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Problems in application, methodological limitations

� Leads to overloading: too many steps in too short a time.

� Raises expectations in the community: are the planners prepared for this?

� Findings need to be elaborated further for practical implementation.

� Is situation-specific and thus cannot be compared to or repeated in other RRAs.

� Is adjusted to local time concepts and can therefore be very time-intensive.

� Requires openness, an ability to empathise, sincerity and an understanding for
tradition on the part of the professional planner.

Reference document

� McCracken/Pretty/Conway: Introduction to RRA for agricultural development, IIED, 3
Endsleigh Street, London WC1H 0DD, U.K (1988)

Additional reading material

� Chambers, R.: Relaxed and participatory rural appraisal – notes on practical ap-
proaches and methods, Brighton. (1991)

� Chambers/Pretty/Thompson: RRA-training course Appenberg. (1992). Compilation of
documents, Intercooperation, P.O. Box 1651, 3001 Bern

� RRA Notes Series, Sustainable agriculture programme, IIED, 3 Endsleigh Street,
London WC1H 0DD, U.K. (Documents on practical PRA since 1988)

� Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) – ein Verhaltensansatz mit Werkzeugkiste,
Evaluation Service, SDC.

� Forest, Trees & People Newsletter, c/o IRDC, Swedish University of Agricultural
Sciences, Box 7005, S-750 07 Uppsala, No. 15/16 (1992).
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APPENDIX  F. 2 Successes – Weaknesses – Potentials – Obstacles

Brief description

SWPO is a simple, flexible and versatile working tool for
situational analyses in groups. It has the advantage that it
can easily be understood in an intercultural setting. It
records the positive and negative experience of the partici-
pants (successes-weaknesses), as well as their assessment
of potentials and possible difficulties (potentials-obstacles) in
a given situation.

It is important to begin the process positively with suc-
cesses!

This tool is also suitable for more differentiated analysis of
issues such as consensus/disagreement, internal/ external
influences and factors which can/cannot be changed. It is
also useful in time sequence analyses, assessment of indi-
cators and role clarification.

Advantages

� Simple (the partners can quickly apply the method themselves).

� Motivating character (positive approach, no previous methodological knowledge
required).

� Versatile.

� The joint review provides clarity on different opinions.

� Enables the participation of socially weaker parties on an equal basis (illiterate
persons can express themselves through pictures or symbols).

� No special materials are needed.
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Problems in application, methodological limitations

� SWPO does not offer any solutions; it merely serves to provide clarification and to
structure opinions, thereby disclosing first moves towards possible changes.

� There is a risk of self-censure.

� The moderator must have a basic knowledge of visualisation methods.

Reference document

� SWPO – a working tool; published as part of the series entitled “Working instru-
ments for planning, evaluation, monitoring and transference into action (PEMT)”,
SDC Evaluation Service (1992) (available in German, French, English and Spanish).
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APPENDIX  F. 3 Goal – Oriented Project Planning (GOPP / ZOPP)

Similar/related approaches:

Logical framework approach (LFA)

Brief description

Objectives-oriented project planning is a systematic goal-directed planning method
based on teamwork and visualisation. It essentially consists of five steps which can
be divided into sub-steps.

1. Participation analysis: The participants and persons involved in the problem
situation are identified and their positions described.

2. Problem analysis: The problems are arranged in a problem hierarchy or “problem
tree”. The point of departure is the jointly-identified core problem, which is ex-
pressed in terms of a cause and effect relationship.

3. The objectives hierarchy emerges from the conversation of the “problem tree” to
a “tree of objectives”. Cause and effect relationships are converted into “what – if
hypotheses”.

4. Alternative solutions to problems: This step consists of a critical examination of
the analysis of the objectives by posing the leading question “are there also other
ways?” At best the answers should lead to different approaches to solutions.

5. Project planning matrix: The project planning matrix shows which project activi-
ties should lead to which results and which project activities should help in
reaching the project purpose. The relationship of this project purpose to the overall
development goal is explained. The matrix summarises the following information
on one page:
� why the project should be implemented;
� what does the project ultimately hope to achieve;
� in which way does the project hope to reach its results;
� which external factors/assumptions are important for attaining the objectives;
� ways of measuring whether the objectives have been reached;
� where can the information required for evaluating the project be found;  and
� how much will the project cost.

The format of the project planning is illustrated in the following pages. The numbering
refers to the sequence in which individual aspects are dealt with.
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Advantages

� Promotes mutual understanding of problems

� Clarifies cause and effect relationships.

� The project planning matrix provides a clear and unambiguous working basis.

� Facilitates monitoring.

� Enables the participation of beneficiaries and persons involved.

� Standardises concepts and fosters consensus.

� Well-documented.

Problems in application, methodological limitations

� “Reality” is not only accessible through a logical an rational approach; contradic-
tions, intuition and feelings are not taken into account.

� Tendency to unacceptable over-simplification of complex problems (linear thinking):
automatic conversation of problems into objectives.

� Fixating on problems hampers discovering creative potentials.

� Encourages the detailed description of uncertain developments as well as the
drive to achieve objectives at all costs.

� Societies without a formalised analytical and abstract planning culture do not have
easy access to the ZOPP method.

� The method forces a premature selection of “reality excerpts”.

� Time-intensive, requires a high degree of logistics and involves a planning lan-
guage which is specific for that form of moderation and material; not easily
adaptable.

� A prerequisite for participation is that participants have a knowledge of the proc-
ess involved.

Additional reading material and comments on the methodology

� GTZ: Methoden und Instrumente der Projektplanung und -durchführung, Eschborn
(1991)

� GTZ: Monitoring und Evaluierung in Projekten der Technischen Zusammenarbeit,
Eschborn (1992)

� NORAD: The Logical Framework Approach, a Handbook, Oslo (1982)

� GTZ Abt. 012/Högger R.: Von Feen, Schlangen und Planern – ein Erfahrungsbericht
zur Frage ZOPP oder Flopp?, Eschborn  (1989)

� DEH Evaluationsdienst / Grosser E.: Anwendungsbereiche, Stärken und Schwächen
der Zielorientierten Projektplanung, Feldafing (1989)

� Arbeitsgemeinschaft Entwicklungspolitischer Gutacher (AGEG): Erfahrungsaustausch
über die Anwendung und Weiterentwicklung von ZOPP, Berlin (1991)

� Kohnert D. et al.: ZOPP in der Projektpraxis; Freie Universität Berlin, Manuskript,
Berlin (1990)

� Lecomte B: Remarque sur la Methode „ZOPP“, Manuskript (1987)

� Stockmann R.: Erste Ergebniss aus einer Untersuchung zur Nachhaltigkeit von
Vorhaben der beruflichen Bildung; Manuskript Universität Mannheim (1992)
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IMPLEMENTATION TOOLS [31]APPENDIX  G

G. 1 Operational plan

G. 2 Operational management, sector / fieldwise

G. 3 Task charts

G. 4 Bar charts

G. 5 Flow charts

G. 6 Brainstorming
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APPENDIX  G. 1 Operational Plan

Figure 21: Operational plan (section C 4.2)

Project: .....................................................................................…. Date: .................................... Revision:  ......................…………

OPERATIONAL  PLAN              Year: .......................…….. Signature: ............................                  .........................………

 A    OBJECTIVES FOR THE YEAR B    INPUTS
Assumed Realized (until end of the year)

C    OUTPUTS   D   MAJOR  PROJECT  CHANGES
Expected Realized (until end of the year)

E    MAIN  ACTIVITIES DURING THE YEAR � Responsibilities
 Sectors/Fields No. Activity 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 � Remarks
1)
Institution build-
ding and hum-
an resource
development

2)
Community
action

3)
Construction

4)
� Mech.
    Workshop

� Vehicles/
    Equipment

� Tools

5)
Finances

6)
Monitoring / Sector report
Reporting

Project report

7)
Management
Evaluation

8)
Various

UF; 06/00
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APPENDIX  G. 2 Operational Management, Sector / Fieldwise

Project: ............................................................................................................ Date: .............................…… Revision: ..................

Section / field : ..............................................................................................… Signature: ......................…… .................................

OPERATIONAL  MANAGEMENT Period: ........................……... .................................

ACTIVITIES Month: � Responsibilities

No. Week No.
� Remarks

Foremen Monthly
report

Monitoring
Reporting

Sector Quarterly
head report

Various

 UF; 06/00

Figure 22: Operational management, sector / fieldwise
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APPENDIX  G. 3 Task Charts
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APPENDIX  G. 4 Bar Charts
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APPENDIX  G. 5 Flow Charts
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APPENDIX  G. 6 Brainstorming
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GOVERNMENT ENGAGEMENT IN VILLAGE
WATER SUPPLY – LESOTHO (Backstopping report SKAT, 1991)

APPENDIX  H

MINISTRY OF INTERIOR, CHIEFTAINSHIP AFFAIRS AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
Village Water Supply Section

Organisational Structure 1991
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WHITE PAPER ON A NATIONAL WATER POLICY
FOR SOUTH AFRICA [34]

APPENDIX  I

(Department of Water Affairs and Forestry, April 1998; Extract)
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PROJECT AGREEMENTAPPENDIX  K

(Example of Community Development Programme, Cameroon)
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SOCIO – ECONOMIC QUESTIONNAIRE
(Assessment of local context)

APPENDIX  L

(Example of Community Development Department, Cameroon)

Socio-economic Questionnaire

Introduction

This questionnaire is designed to provide information about any village requesting financial assistance for a project
from Helvetas or through Helvetas/BOTA in the following fields:
� economic potentials
� development activities
� location and accessibility
� willingness and ability to contribute towards the realization of the project

It should also provide information on institutions, managerial capacities and any other knowledge that exists in the
village that could be used to realize and manage the completed project.

Helvetas/BOTA will use the information obtained to process the villages’ application for financial assistance only. So
the decision on whether the villages’ project should be assisted or not will be based on the information provided in
the questionnaire; so it is very necessary that the information given should be precise and reliable. It is advisable that
the questionnaire be completed in the village with the participation of the village development committee, the Fon,
traditional council and other resource persons in the village.

I. Location of the village

Village ......................................................................  Local Council ........................................................................

Sub-Devision ........................................  Devision ..........................................  Province .........................................

Distance to

1. Sub-Devisonal Headquarter ...............................................................................................................................

2. Divisional Headquarter ......................................................................................................................................

II. Community

1. Total population .................................................................................................................................................

2. Beneficiary population .......................................................................................................................................

3. Men ..................................................................................................................................................................

4. Women .............................................................................................................................................................

5. Children .............................................................................................................................................................

6. Villagers living out of the village .......................................................................................................................

III. Structure of the community

1. Number of quarters ..........................................................................................................................................

2. Number of chiefs ..............................................................................................................................................

3. Number of quarter heads .................................................................................................................................

4. Traditional council (attach list) ............................................................................................................................

5. Village council (attach list) .................................................................................................................................
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IV. Infrastructure

1. Number of primary schools ..............................................................................................................................

2. Number of health centres.................................................................................................................................

3. Number of cooperative societies ......................................................................................................................

4. Number of churches .........................................................................................................................................

5. Number of secondary schools ..........................................................................................................................

6. Government services in the village ..................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................

7. Market(s) .............................................................  daily or weekly ...................................................................

8. Water ................................................................................................................................................................

9. Electricity ..........................................................................................................................................................

10. Accessibility of village by road..........................................................................................................................

V. Economy

1. What are the main sources of income for the villagers? .................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................

2. What is the main occupation of the villagers? .................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................

3. Are there any farming groups or other income generating groups in the village? (If yes, name them) ..........

.........................................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................

4. Other sources of income for the villagers ........................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................

VI. Community development organization

1. Does a Village Development and Cultural (committee) Association exist? ........................................................

Name: ...............................................................................................................................................................

2. Formed on the (date) ........................................................................................................................................

3. How many branches exist outside the village? ................................................................................................

4. How many people are in executive functions? .................................................................................................

5. How many of them are women? .....................................................................................................................

VII. Completed self-help activities

1. Type of activities (names) .................................................................................................................................

2. When started ......................................................  completed ..........................................................................
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3. What was the contribution of the village in cash/kind? ....................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................

4. Who else contributed and how much? ............................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................

5. What problems did you encounter during the implementation? .......................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................

6. Is there a management (maintenance) committee for these projects? ............................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................

VIII. How are women involved in development projects?

.........................................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................

IX. Information about

1. On going self-help activities ..............................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................

2. The project for which assistance is requested .................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................

3. The project committee ......................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................

4. How the village will be organized to handle its obligation during the execution should

be included as annexes to the project report ...................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................

Person(s) responsible for this information:

1. ........................................................................................................... Date ................................................

2. ........................................................................................................... Date ................................................

3. ........................................................................................................... Date ................................................

name and signature

Chief of the village
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Table 6: Project objectives and related targets
(Details see Engineering Manual [Vol. 2] )

No. Items, parameters Targets, objectives Remarks
short-term
(5 years)

long-term
(25 years)

1 Demand-related items
� Population to be served (number) ………….. …………..
� Institutions  ………………………. ………….. …………..
� Irrigation / farming ………….. …………...
� Animals ………….. …………..
� Other activities ………….. …………..
� ……………………………………. ………….. …………..

2 Local financing capacity / objectives
� Investment (%)

� population
� local institutions
� local government

…………...
…………...
…………...
…………...

…………...
…………...
…………...
…………...

� Running costs (%)
� population
� local institutions
� local government

…………...
…………...
…………...
…………...

…………...
…………...
…………...
…………...

� Proposed water tariff structure
     ....................................................

…………...
…………...

…………...
…………...

3 Organizational / institutional
objectives
� Ownership …………... …………...
� Supervision …………... …………...
� Management …………... …………...
� Operation + maintenance …………... …………...
� Follow-up …………... …………...
� .................................................... …………... …………...

4 Ecological objectives / targets
� Watershed management …………... …………...

� Spring protection …………... …………...

� .................................................... …………... …………...

5 Proposed modification of standards
defined in Table 2
� .................................................... …………... …………...

� .................................................... …………... …………...

6 Other objectives
� .................................................... …………... …………...

� .................................................... …………... …………...
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Table 7: Project organisation I / Actual situation / starting position

Project name: ..................................................... Date: .......................................

Project holder: .................................................... Revisions: ...............................

PROJECT  ORGANIZATION I .................................................

Actual situation (Key conclusions of assessment (3.2) and
evaluation (3.4) of local context

Remarks, references, reasons

1) Positive results, achievements, factors
11
12
13
14
15
16

2) Problems, weaknesses, deficiences
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

3) Opportunities, resources
31
32
33
34
35
36

4) Omissions, risks
41
42
43
44
45
46

5) Basic documents, external conditions
51
52
53
54
55
56
6) Main project objectives
   (essence of and link to 3.3)

(Variations from the original project
objectives should be indicated here.)

61
62
63
64
65
66
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Criteria Project alternatives
No.  Description Impor-

tance
Factor

A) Zero
    Solution

B)
Improvment

C) Decentral
     solution

F) Central
     solution

Project: ………………..

Date: …………………..Fi
el

d

1 - 3 Rating Weight Rating Weight Rating Weight Rating Weight Remarks
01. High priority, compared

with other development
programmes

Rating (+2 � -2)

02. Project optimally based
on local resources (staff,
material)

03. Good replicability in area
(typical for region)

04. High degree of sector
integration

G
en

er
al

Weight of the field
11. Good cultural integration
12. High acceptance by

community (consumers)
13. Dependency on outside

assistance
14. Noticeable easing of

women's work

So
ci

al

Weight of the field
21. Appropriate project

structure (committee and
organigram)

22. Easy to manage
23. High degree on inter-

institutional integration
24. Conformity with national

plans and standards

In
st

itu
tio

na
l

  Weight of the field
31. Investment
32. Running cost (20 years)
33. Economic impact
34. Realistic, fair and accep-

ted tariff structure

Ec
on

om
y

 Weight of the field
41. Quantity of service

(coverage)
42. Water quality
43. Comfort level
44. Low complexity, low risk,

high reliabilitiy and long
lifetime

45. Based on / adapted to
local skills

46. Stageability / flexibility

Te
ch

no
lo

gy

Weight of the field

51. Local people can learn
and do it

52. Legal problems can be
solved easily

Tr
ai

ni
ng

 / 
R
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R
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ns

Weight of the field

61. Ecologic sustainability
62. Few and low-level

ecological secondary
effects

E
co
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gy

 /
N

at
ur

e

Weight of the field
Rank / Total weight

Table 10: Comparison and ranking of alternatives
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Stakeholder Planning Implementation O + M

A  Community R

D

B  Local government R

D

C  Project
management
(executing body)

R

D

D  Provincial water
engineer

R

D

E  Private sector;
NGO

R

D

Table 11: The stakeholders’ responsibilities (R) and duties (D)
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Table 13: Issues commonly covered in the statutes of a local water
committee – an example

General characteristics: Name, place of residence and purpose of the
organization;
Date of establishment;
Legal status;
Project location, size;

Membership: Qualifications and conditions for membership;
Procedures for application , acceptance and cancellation
as member of the organization;

Administration and Compliance with national policies and development plans;
sectoral integration: Integration in national and regional structures;

Administrative and sectoral coordination and integration;

Sources of income: Contributions, rates, subsidies, loans and other revenues;

Committee(s): Composition: number and function of committee
members; composition of executive committee, and sub-
committees   where necessary;
Election: occasion, procedure; length of term of office;
possibility of re-election; by-elections in case of
resignation, etc.;
Representation: of the interest of all user categories,
including women and low-income households
Functions: responsibilities and authority of each function,
character of the work (voluntary or paid; type of payment)

Meetings: Commitee(s): frequency, purpose and authority of
meetings of the committee(s)
General assemblies: frequency of assembly; minimum
period between announcement and assembly; user
information on time, place, purpose;
Purposes of meeting: rendering and account of the
preceding period; appointment of a financial control
committee for the next financial period; recruitment and
election of committee members; other relevant business
etc.;
Validity of meetings: representation of various user
categories; voting rights (e.g. heads of households only,
or male and female heads, or one adult, one vote);
quorum for important decisions; conditions for a general
meeting on request of the users;

Changes: Procedures for changing the statutes; procedures for
winding up the organization.
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Table 14: Job description for a water supply caretaker – an example for a
small gravity system

JOB  DESCRIPTION

Project: ................................................................................................................................

Function: Water supply caretaker

Function holder: ................................................................................................................................

Contract basis: Employment contract of: ........................................................................................

Main duties: Preventive maintenance; simple repairs; site management; user
communication / advice; recording and reporting to the water committee
(WC) ; training and supervising of assistant caretaker; participation in water
committee meetings, training

Tasks: Preventive maintenance: visit to water supply structures; control of leakage and
hygiene; cleaning of site and drains; upkeep of surroundings (daily)

Simple repairs: replacement of washers; repair of cracks in masonry; repair of
bathing screens, fences, etc. (occasionally, perhaps a few time a year)

Site management: ensuring proper tap operation and water use; management of
laundry and bathing facilities; advising the tap  and/or water committee on site
maintenance, user regulations and other relevant issues concerning the waterpoint
(daily to periodically)

Management of tools and spare part stock (financial proceedings and competence
according projects regulations)

Working programmes: elaboration of seasonal and weekly programmes (caretaker,
assistant, community, external assistance)

User communication: liaison between the tap users and the water committee;
information on reasons and duration of break-downs; demonstration and
discussion of proper water use (periodically, perhaps several times a year)

Monitoring / recording and reporting: for maintenance, repair and water use to the
community water committee or other local organization administering the water
supply (daily reporting in logbook, summary reports several times a year, according
to project regulations, information in water committee meetings).

Representation: In case of absence of the caretaker the assistant caretaker acts on his/her behalf.
If the vice-president of the committee is absent the caretaker represents him/her.

Responsibility: The caretaker is responsible for the formulated tasks. S/he is subordinated to the
water committee. In cases of conflicts and problems s/he contacts the water
committee. The approved water supply regulations are a binding guideline.

Noted and accepted: ............................................................, ...............................

The caretaker: For the water committee:

............................................................. ........................................................
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Table 15: Financial planning and financial management in infrastructure
projects

Executors / Contributors Remarks

Task, Action Central
Govern-
ment

 Local
 Govern-
 ment

 Com-
 munity
 project-
 holder)

Committee, together
With executing body

              Function
              Holder

 Local
 NOG
 (facili-
 tator)

Extern-
al
Support
Agency

Others Ordinary
Controller(s)

Documents,
Forms

X  leader
O  contributor
y  year
m  month

ECONOMIC / FINANCIAL
PLANNING
- National and regional
  development plans

   5 y    X     O

- Local development plans    3 - 5 y     X     O    O     O      O
- National and regional
  Finance plan

   5 y    X    O

- Local finance plan   3 - 5 y    x    O    O    O      O

- Project or programme
  Finance plan

  3 y    O    O    X Committee +
Engineer

   O    O      O Investment and running cost

- Budget (investments and
  running)

  1 y    O    X    O    O

- Operation plan   1 y    O    X Com. + Engi.    O    O
- Cash flow plan   1 y    X    O Not in small projects

ORDINARY
BOOKKEEPING

- Financial opening balance   1 y    O    X Treasurer    O Committee Balance sheet forms Begin of financial year

- Inventory of investment and
  equipment

  1 y    O    X Committee +
Engineer

   O Committee

- Cash book    X Treasurer    O Secretary Book
- Bank book - current    X Treasurer    O Secretary Book
- Bank book - investment    X Treasurer    O Secretary Book

- Petty cash account I    X Treasurer Secretary revolving accounts of about
- Petty cash account II    X Caretaker Treasurer 20 - 30 % US $ only
- Other accounts
     ° Donors account
     ° Running costs,
       general expenses
     ° Salaries, wages
     ° Vehicles, running
     ° Investment, equipment
     ° Others according needs

   X Treasurer   O Secretary Account forms Treasurer is accompanied by one
nominated committee member
(assistant)

- Financial result of the year 1 y
    ° Financial balance    X Treasurer    O O Auditors Balance sheet forms

(assets + liabilities at
a particular time  are
grouped under hea-
dings*)

End of financial year / annual accounts
Income and expenditure (profit and
losses)
Amounts owed, depreciations, etc. are
adjustments to be shown

    ° Inventory of investment
      and equipment

X Treasurer,
caretaker

O O * e.g. fixed assets (reasonably valued),
current assets (realisable in cash within
a short period), longterm liabilities, cur-
rent liabilities (should include all
amounts due for payment or which may
be called in at any time), reserves. All
together = net value of the project

PARTICULAR ACTIVITIES /
TASKS

- Rate collection    X Rate
collector

 Treasurer - Cash book for col-
   lector
- Receipt vouchers

- Stock management   X Caretaker   Treasurer - Stock cards
- Stock entry
   vouchers
- Stock out vouchers

- Economic activities / fund-
  raising campaigns

   O    X All    O    O

RECORDING /
REPORTING /
INFORMATION /
COOPERATION

- Auditing   1 y    O Treasurer
and assistant
member

min. 2
Auditors*

Gen. Assembly
Formal auditing
report

* Independent elected auditor, one
  professional

End of financial year; special
occasions

- Monthly financial record   1 m    X Treasurer President Form Reference to cash flow plan or budget
- Annual account   1 y See above
- Yearly financial report   1 y    X Treasurer +

President
Gen. Assembly Formal report Part of annual report

- Recording  rate collection   1 m    X Rate
collector

Treasurer Collector’s
cash book

With remarks column

- Contacts / cooperation with
  Community

frequent    X Committee Community Meetings

- Contacts / cooperation with
  bank, cooperative

frequent    X Treasurer Assistant
member

President - Frequent contacts
- vouchers

- Contacts / cooperation with
  donors

sporadic    X President Committee - Letters
- Bookkeeping
  documents
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Village / project:
………………………………………....

Dates: ……………………

Division: …………………………………………………. …………………………….

Responsible persons for Monitoring: ………………… …………………………….

…………………………………………………………………… ………………………………..

…………………………………………………………………… ………………………………..

…………………………………………………………………… ………………………………..

No SECTORS, PARTS, INDICATORS                                 Rating 5 4 3 2 1
00 MOTIVATION AND PARTICIPATION
01 Clean water is highly valued by the users
02 Users show interest in water scheme
03 Users pay water rates, collected by committee
10 PERFORMANCE OF WATER MAINTENANCE COMMITTEE
11 WMC is functioning and active
12 WMC is integrated in existing village structure
13 WMC and caretaker's duties are clearly defined and known
20 FUNCTIONING AND SERVICE LEVEL OF SCHEME
21 Catchment
22 Water tanks, chambers
23 Slow sand filters, other filters
24 Public standpipes and wash places
25 Pipelines with valves and chambers
30 PROTECTION OF CATCHMENT AREA
31 Catchment area is well protected
32 Soil erosion in watershed and intake area is under control
40 WATER QUALITY / QUANTITY / ACCESSIBILITY
41 Water is clean, appearance of water born diseases reduced
42 Water quantity is enough for bathing and washing clothes
43 Enough taps well distributed all over the village
50 SOCIAL ASPECTS AND WOMEN'S PARTICIPATION
51 Nobody is affected in a negative sense by the scheme
52 Women participate in O+M activities
53 Women are in WMC key positions
60 MAINTENANCE PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTATION
61 Concept and importance of O+M is clear to villagers
62 Finance scheme of O+M is established and functioning
63 Funds available for spare parts and CT's compensation
64 Figures for income and expenditure available (transparency)
65 Regular monitoring by CDD or NGO technicians
66 Monitoring data is complete for evaluation
70 PERFORMANCE OF CARETAKER (CT)
71 CT is trained
72 CT is working well
73 CT is compensated for his work
74 CT has complete toolbox
75 CT has enough spare parts on site
76 CT has the necessary transport means

TOTAL

UF; 07/00
Rating: above 110 = very good,   80 – 109 = good,   60 – 79 = fair,   35 – 59 unsatisfactory

below 35 = poor

Table 16: Monitoring and rating for water supply projects – an example from
Cameroon
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Figure 29: The water and sanitation knowledge system, WSKS [29]
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Figure 12: Project cycle – diagram

Project items, steps Who?
Main actors

Output Remarks
(see chapter …..)

Project Idea, vision
(incl. actors profile)

(potential) users
( NGO, GO)

� Informal,
spontaneous

� Visions, ideas
� Applications
� Resolutions
� Project committee

(A2; 3)
(1.3; 3.2; 3.4; 3.7)
(C1; 5.2)

Assessment of context
� B1) Global context Global players

(international org.)
� Guidelines
� Sector orientation
� (Synergies)

(A1.1; B2.1)

� B2) National context National level
authorities (GO, NGO)

� Sector report (2.2)

� B3) Local context Users and local GO,
NGO

� Local assessment
(WTP, ATP, natural
resources, etc.)
report, interviews,
questionnaires

(3.2)

Objectives, main strategies
� C1 National level As B2, plus users � Support

� Sector objectives
� Sector policy,

strategy

(2.3; 2.5; 2.6)

� C2 Local level (project) As B3 � Project objectives
and targets

(3.3; 3.5)

� Project policy
� Organization

Evaluation of context
� D1 National level As B2, plus users � Sector analysis (2.4)
� D2 Local context As B3 � Evaluation report

(potential and
problems)

(3.4)

Feasibility study NGO, local GO,
users, project
manager

� Feasibility study
(various options)

� Recommendations

(3.6)

Stakeholder's responsibilities
and duties

As E � WSKS (duties,
competencies)

(1.3; 3.7)

(Water and sanitation knowledge
system WSKS)

Informed choice of option Users; as F � Minutes
� Formal decision
� Agreement

(3.8)

Design
� Organization /

Management
� Technical drawings

Project engineer
Project manager
Project committee

� Project
documentation

� Organization manual

(4.2; 4.3)

[Vol.2; 8.2]
� Flow

diagrams
� Design

procedure

Final decision
(Yes /  No)

Users + donors + GO � Minutes
� Agreement

(3.8; 4.2)

Implementation /
construction

As H � Structures, buildings
� Programmes
� Reports, plans

(4.3 – 4.5)

Final inspection /
commissioning

As H � Final documentation
� Guarantee
� User instruction

(3.5; 3.8; 4.3)

� 
Operation and
maintenance
(including follow up)

Users, project
committees

� Monitoring /
reporting

� Reliable services

(5)
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Table 18: The variety of planning tools / guidelines

LEVEL OBJECTS TOOLS
GUIDELINES PARTICIPANTS

General planning Development policies � Statutory decree
� Donors committee
� Conferences
� Multilateral

commitments

� National councils,
parliaments,
ministries

� Bilateral donors
� International

organizations

Institutional planning � Guiding image,
general comprehen-
sive policies

� National
departments

� Possibly other
authorities

Operational framework
planning

� 
� National announce-

ments, special
committees

� 
� Implementing agen-

cies, private
organizations

� Other authorities

Specific planning Organizational
development

� Working groups
training / further trai-
ning concepts; infor-
mation policy

� Advisor, consultants
� Implementing agen-

cies; NGOs,

Country planning � Country programmes � Implementing
agencies;
consultants

Sector planning
(see 3.2)

� Sector guidelines;
sector policies /
sector programmes;
cross-section
analysis

� Sector services;
consultants; sections
/ services; imple-
menting agencies

Specific strategies Section planning � Midterm planning;
strategies and
principles

� Sections and
services of national
GOs and NGOs

� Private sector

Planning of measures,
projects and
programmes

Operational planning of
sections and services

� Annual programmes
sectors / countries;
continuous planning;
personnel planning;
self-evaluation

� Sections and
services; consultants
(NGOs and private
sector)

Concrete, local
programmes / projects

Phase planning of
projects and
programmes
(2 – 5 years) (see 3.5)

� Project / programme
committee (credit
proposals and
requests; appraisals;
studies; workshops,
etc)

� Programme officers;
coordination officer;
implementing agen-
cies; consultants

� Partner
governments;
partner organizations

Operational planning of
projects / programmes
(1 year) (see 3.6)

� Various instruments
(in particular annual
plans; budget and
personnel planning)

� Partner organiza-
tions; users; project
personnel;
programme officers;
coordination offices,
implement. agencies
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Step Conditions Tools to structure procedures or to facilitate
planning processes

(see Appendix G)
1. Vision(s), preparation of planning

What does exist?

What do we (not) want?

What do we need?

Environmental conditions
(resources, impact)

Awareness, concern,
intuition, pleasure in
experimenting,
preparedness to dialogue,
change and challenge

Participatory appraisal
elements (PRA), SWPO,
sketches, drawings,
mind-mapping, notes,
letters, tape recordings,
qualitative assessments,
action research

2. Possibilities of changes

Ideas ripen, are discussed;
prioritisation of ideas; exchange
with external advisors

Creativity, fantasy,
imagination, models

Brainstorming forms,
creative process
facilitation analogies, role
playing, visits, future
workshops (utopia
phase), scenario writing;
GOPP steps, PRA
elements, action
research, anecdotes,
stories, photographs,
invitations.

Estimation of
influencability and
reality check
according to
Figure 28.

3. Options

Evaluation of alternatives in view of:

- institutional capacity (O+M, WTP)

- short- and long-term effects,

- costs,

- duties and benefits for users and 
for others,

- outside support,

- mutual decisions

Sense of reality and
ownership, community
spirit, skill in negotiating

Assessments, action
research, GOPP steps,
benefit analysis,
morphology, PRA
elements, SWPO, future
workshop, (phase of
realisation), evaluation,
environmental impact,
brainstorming, role-
playing, visualisation.

4. Phase Planning (Development of a
concept and strategy on different
levels):

Institutions, co-operation, internal
and external relations, frame
conditions, main activities, costs,
competence, project documentation

Trust, assignment of long-
term responsibilities to the
users right at the beginning,
knowledge of environment,
perseverance, demand-
responsiveness, local
ownership

Conditions laid down by country programmes,
regional development and sector plans, credit
requests and proposals. Project planning overall view
(out of GOPP), flow charts, SWPO.
At community level:
negotiation through meetings, visualisation, PRA-
elements, project visits, role-playing etc.

5. Operational planning

Detailed design, technical
documents, operation plan (mid-
and short term), institution building
and HRD

Sense of what is possible,
feeling for human and
institutional potentials, skills
in transferring into action
(design and
implementation), a talent for
organisation

Project planning overall view (out of GOPP), diagram
of functions, bar charts, budget, discussions, list of
duties, role and job descriptions, diary of operations,
organigram, buying plan, visualisation, brainstorming,
permanent future workshops.
(see 4.3, tools for implementation)

6. Periodical adaptation of plan (small
MEPI-cycle)

Monitoring, evaluation and steering

Adjustment of planning

Readiness to learn, ability
to criticise, imagination,
ability to observe, discipline
to reflect

Self-evaluation, external evaluation, open questions,
key indicators, action research, regular working
meetings, retreats, SWPO, studies, opinion polls,
PRA steps, brain-storming, creative process,
facilitation. Environmental impact monitoring.

APPENDIX  M. 13

Table 20: A view of planning steps, conditions and respective tools

(see Appendix F and G)
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Table 22: Watershed management – supportive measures for a rural water
supply programme in Cameroon
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Figure 37 Basic elements of monitoring (example of Burkina Faso)
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Figure 38: The SWPO method

SWPO is a method with a very simple structure to evaluate results, as successes and 
failures (Review of past activities), opportunities or potentials and threats or problems 

(Future perspectives). All the activities are set in order of hierarchy, from base to top or 
from community to institution.

SWPO – a Rapid Evaluation Method

Quantity
and quality

Success S
W O

P
Weaknesses

Potentials

Obstacles

Defects,
negative impacts

Potentials,
ideas, visions

InstitutionPOSITIVE
SUCCESS

REVIEW of PAST

Your opinion,
experience,
success,
problems,
questions.

Our common
better knowledge,
better approach,
better motivation,
etc.

EXCHANGE and
LEARNING

EVALUATION and
RECOMMENDATIONS

PERSPECTIVE for the FUTURE

ORDER of
RESULTS

PROBLEMS
NEGATIVE

Base or
Community

Institution

Limitations,
risks, obstacles

The CRITERIA for the evaluation
should be fixed in the planning

stage of the project.
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Table 25: Filing system - an example from Kenya
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Table 28: Logical framework for HRD-activities (from GOPP / ZOPP)

Description Verifiable indicators Means of verification Critical assumptions

Development
objectives

Immediate
objectives

Main outputs

Activities

Inputs
� Community
� Government
� Donors
� Training institutions
� Participants,

students
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Frontal teaching

A

Individual working
Partner work

B

Discussions
Meetings

C

Group learning

D

Demonstrations,
Instruction,
On-the-job training

E

Excursions

F

"Rules of the game" - Traditional method
- Trainer in front, centre
  of attention
- Trainer speaks, leads,
  controls
- Media: blackboard,
  overhead projection,
  flipcharts

- Working alone or with
  one partner
- Assignments must be
  clearly formulated
  (written form)
- Trainer watches,
  helps when and where
  necessary

- One person is the mo-
  derator, the others
  participants
- Debate, panel dis-
  cussion, dispute

- Can be used to break
  the monotony of frontal
  teaching
- After introduction
  forming of small
  groups
- Assignments clearly
  formulated, written
  form
- Individual group work
- Selection of a group
  leader (moderator)
- Clear time schedule
- Results compiled and
  presented in plenary

- Step by step approach
  (each step needs tea-
  ching, practising,
  checking)
- Enhancing trainees
  independence (lear-
  ning by doing)
- Make clear the key-
  points
- Many activities need
  to be practised again
  and again
- Theory and practice
  should go hand in
  hand

- One to one contact
  with institutions, con-
  struction sites, etc.
- Excursions are part
  of the curriculum,
  linked to other teach-
  ing topics
- The three important
  steps:
      ° Planning and pre-
         paration
      ° Implementation
      ° Final assessment
         (reports, evalua-
         tion)

Advantages - Appropriate for pre-
  sentation of facts,
  problems, new infor-
  mation and theoretical
  know-how

- Stimulates indepen-
  dence of thinking (if
  trainees have a cer-
  tain maturity)

- Good method for real
  work in daily life
- Development of per-
  suasive power

- Learning of interaction
  patterns and of team
  work

- High learning effect - Link to other real
  work situations

Disadvantages (or
conditions)

- Does not stimulate in-
  dependent thinking
  and acting
- Inappropriate for me-
  diation of practical
  skills

- Requires highly quali-
  fied trainer
- Must be combined
  with formal teaching
  lessons

- Not suitable for the
  mediation of compre-
  hensive know-how
  and data

- Not suitable for the
  mediation of compre-
  hensive know-how
  and data

- Method is time consu-
  ming. Requires care-
  ful preparation and
  guidance
- Not suitable for medi-
  ation of complex
  know-how

- Time consuming
- Expensive
- Not suitable for medi-
  ation of comprehen-
  sive know-how

Main fields of
application

- Theoretical subjects
- Introduction to sub-
  jects

- Deepening of know-
  ledge which has been
  taught earlier

- Planning sessions
- Management
  sessions
- Discussion of alterna-
  tive solutions

- Deepening of know-
  ledge which has been
  taught earlier

- Indispensable in tea-
  ching practical skills

- Useful for most topics

Table 27: Teaching methods
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Table 30: Summary table of tariff options

1) Voluntary funds

2) General community
revenue

3) Cooperative funds or
community revolving
funds

4) Flat rates

5) Graded rates

6) Mixed systems

7) Water metering

8) Vending instead of a
piped distribution
network

9) Vending as part of a
piped distribution
network

10)Direct or indirect water
taxes

In communities with a tradition of
fund-raising, seasonal income,
good knowledge and control of
payments according to household
capacity

In communities with own sources
of income and a water supply
with public facilities

Water supply initiated and financed
through production cooperative or
village revolving fund; no direct
payments for water consumption

Families have private taps, or
share taps with well-defined social
group, have fairly reliable incomes,
and benefit more or less equally

In communities with appreciable
differences in water use and
benefits and sufficient community
spirit to divide user households
into different payment categories

In communities with large
differences in payment capacity
and water use, with high and low
income households living in
separate sections

In large communities with limited
water resources and an efficient
administration

In communities where a socially
valuable vending system can be
improved, where other solutions
are technically, economically or
politically impossible

In communities where group
connections or cross subsidies
between private and public taps
have not worked

In communities where the transfer
of sufficient funds to the water
organization is assured and
taxation can be related to water
use and costs

Financial contributions to construc-
tion;
Occasional contributions to
maintenance and repair of simple
systems with public water points

Annual maintenance and repair,
financial contributions to construc-
tion; depreciation and expansion
where possible

Annual maintenance and repairs;
repayment of construction loan;
depreciation and expansion where
possible

Repayment of community loan for
constructions;
Annual maintenance and repairs;
Depreciation and expansion where
possible

Repayment of community loan for
constructions;
Annual maintenance and repairs;
Depreciation and expansion where
possible

Repayment of community loan for
constructions;
Annual maintenance and repairs;
Depreciation and expansion where
possible

Repayment of community loan for
constructions;
Annual maintenance and repairs;
Depreciation and expansion where
possible

Contribution towards financing of
the recurrent costs of the agency;
Financing of vendor service costs,
including upkeep of hygiene and
simple repairs

Contribution towards financing of
the recurrent costs of public taps
and the service of the vendors,
including upkeep of hygiene and
simple repairs

Annual maintenance and repair;
repayment of construction loan;
depreciation and expansion where
possible

Traditional leadership, voluntary
organizations, e.g. women’s
groups, tap organizations

Local government, community
water committee or subcommittee

Cooperative’s executive committee,
community water committee or
subcommittee

Water committee or subcommittee
board of water users cooperative,
local government, tap users’
committee

Community water organization
with, support from promoters or
other social experts assisting the
project agency

Water agency with community
water committee or subcommittee

Water agency and/or community
water organization

Water agency with paid operators,
women’s groups or water sellers’
cooperative

Water agency with paid operators
or socio-economically appropriate
concessionaires, e.g. women
heads of households

Local government service
organization for a specific area,
e.g. a low-cost housing scheme

What ? When ? What for ? Who organizes ?
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Targets are set and funds collec-
ted periodically through meetings,
house-to-house collections,
bazaars, etc. collection in advance
or when required

Reservation of funds based on the
estimated costs and net annual
income of the community

Reservation of funds based on
estimated costs and income from
cooperative ventures and/or mem-
ber fees; cost-reduction or income
generation where necessary

Project agency advises on initial
rate for approval by users; rates
are collected and administrated by
the local water organization

Private tap owners are classified in
high and low rate categories,
using local indicators of water use
and wealth; users sharing taps
may pay lower or equivalent
individual rates

Surpluses or private taps are used
to finance the costs of free public
taps in poorer sections

Meter reading, billing and rate
collecting by separate workers, or
payment through banks, at central
government offices or local
branches

Water is sold from metered taps
at controlled price; when buying is
subsidized, selling prices may
equal private rates, the difference
forming the vendors’ income

Water is sold from metered taps
at controlled price; when buying is
subsidized, selling prices may
equal private rates, the difference
forming the vendors’ income

Taxes are used exclusively for
financing one or several basic
services; categories of payment
are based on level of service or
housing conditions

� Optimal social control
� Good for small projects
� Caretakers’ remuneration in kind

� All households should have
± equal access to water,
± the same interest on water

� Starting capital from govern-
ment or from individual shares.
Number of shares per house-
hold should be limited (to avoid
wealth and power accumulation)

� Strong leadership, high village
motivation, social control

� Diversified projects (risk
distribution)

� Compensation for fund manag-
ers and external inputs

� Fixed amount per household;
payment per month or seasonally

� Similar benefits for all families;
additional consumption should
be charged

� Group connection fee for
neighbours sharing a yard tap

� Graded rates according
– anticipated consumption
– income (salary earners, etc.)
– type and size of living houses
– number of families per tap

(conflicts!)
– productive use of domestic

water

� Clear indicators, agreed by the
community, are needed

� Payment possible in form of
cash crops (advantage: revenue
is linked to raising costs)

� The installation of metered
group connections is an option
for urban areas: 20 to 30
families together form a tap
user group

� Each private connection has a
separate meter.

� Where local government is
functioning, indirect taxation is
the most simple system

� Justified only where all houses
have the same service level (or
when taxes depend on house
hold economy?)

� For people with seasonal
income

� Minimum organization

� Cooperative start with various
small projects; with growing
experience they enter bigger
projects

� Various kinds of projects (indivi-
dual and communal) are
possible

� Positive experience in various
cases

� Good system for private taps or
group connections

� Regular and direct water char-
ges can be more easily related
to water use and to effective
costs

� Complex meter system avoided

� Possibility to take into account
the different financial capacities
of men and women or particular
family responsibilities (social
tariff)

� Separate tariffs for animals’
consumption

� Accounting the consumption
without having the metering
problems

� Charging according to volume
used, helps to avoid water
wastage

� Such direct charges can be more
easily related to to effective costs

� Different types of water charges
are possible, e.g. progressive
rates

� Direct payment on the spot in
the moment of collection

� Income for water vendors
� With kiosks better hygienic

conditions, less vandalism

� Sum uncertain
� No link with consumption

� Income for water depends on
another enterprise; high risk, if
there is only one source of
income

� Extensive regulations
� Works only in small, homog-

enous communities

� On public stand posts the more
distant families are disadvan-
taged

� Pressure on low income
households

� Metering raises the costs of
water supply considerably

� High demand on administrative
capacities of the water supply
management

� Meters can be subject to
technical problems (in small
villages not appropriate)

� Vendors need to be remunerated
(considerable water price increase)

� High price and low service level
� In times of shortage consumers

are vulnerable to exploitation

� Coin-operated taps are not
recommended because of their
great sensitivity to breakdown
and interference

� Water wastage
� Transfer of funds from the

agency to the water organization
could be difficult

ConditionsHow ? Advantages Weak points
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